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Home DVD
Recorders?
Would you like to replace your
VCR with a DVD player/
recorder? The major consumer -
electronics manufacturers would
love to sell you one. Unfortu-
nately, it's been impractical
because of the lack of low-cost
MPEG-2 audio/video encoders
- to say nothing of the lack of
standards, of course.

Don't give up hope. though.
A Silicon Valley startup.
iCompression, has started selling
in sample quantities a single -
chip MPEG-2 encoder for less
than $200. (Its main competi-
tors, IBM and C -Cube, sell
encoders for more than $1.(XX).
mainly for professional broad-
casting gear.) If things happen as
quickly as iCompression hopes,
you could see DVD camcorders
by the end of next year.

Marked Discs
Just because most movie studios
are supporting DVD, don't think
that they're not still worried
about pirates stealing their
content, especially with new
recording devices such as digital
VCRs and DVD-RAM and
DVD+RW computer drives

JT Does DVD
When James Taylor performed at the Beacon
Theater in New York recently, the concert was
"conceived, recorded, and produced specifical-
ly for the DVD-Video format," according to Sony

Music. Frank Filipetti - who won a Grammy
Award for engineering Hourglass, Taylor's most
recent CD - is in charge of the DVD-Video re-
alization of the concert.

When asked on the night of the show how he
was going to mix -he 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital
soundtrack, Filipet i was honest: "I don't know,"
he said, adding th 3t he wasn't even sure if the
mix would put the listener "tenth -row center or
up on the stage with James." Well, as it turns
out, his final mix brings Taylor up front, closer
to the listener, witt the surround channels used
mainly to provide ambience.

The concert was also broadcast live on PBS
- well, most of it was. After PBS broke away.
Taylor came on to perform another four songs,
including the perennial favorite Sweet Baby
James. They'll be "bonus tracks" on the DVD
and VHS releases due in October. -

either already here or on the
horizon. DVDs can't be copied
easily because they're protected
by the Content Scrambling
System (CSS) on the digital side
and Macrovision on the analog
side. However, CSS doesn't
provide any way to trace the
source of copyrighted materials.
which is what digital "water-
marking" is designed for.

Hollywood studios and
both consumer -electronics and

computer manufacturers have
been working for more than
a year to choose a watermarking
technology that embeds an
invisible but nonremovable
source ID in the DVD image.
While the studios worry about
piracy, the manufacturers worry
that sales of new digital
recorders could be hindered
without Hollywood's support.
Enthusiasts, of course, fret over
the possible introduction of

Promises, Promises
You've been hearing about DTS-compatible hardware for a while, and even seen some of it

reviewed in these pages, so you must be wondering, "Where are the movies?" Good ques-

tion. DTS has been announcing the imminent arrival of DVDs encoded with its brand of 5.1 -

channel sound for over a year now, but nothing has hit store shelves yet. The explanations

vary, depending on who you ask and what day it is. They run the gamut from glitches in the

authoring software (don't ask) to ball -dropping by the movie studios and distribution compa-

nies - apparently everyone but the parent company itself. DTS has built a good r aputation in

the high end, has fans for its laserdisc and multichannel music releases, and has gotten the

Japanese engineering community to embrace its standard, which is why mass -market DTS

receivers and DVD players started appearing earlier this year. But if the first D-S-encoded

DVDs haven't appeared around the time you read this, competitor Dolby Labs just might suc-

ceed in slamming DTS's window of opportunity shut for good. - Michael Gaughn

Sounds Like
A Bulldozer
We've all heard speakers
that sound so bad that
they deserve to be run
over by a bulldozer. But
these CSI/Speco speakers
were pulverized because
of their looks. Okay,
it wasn't because they
looked bad. it was
because they looked
a little too much like Niles
Audio's OS -1 and OS -5
speakers. As part of
a lawsuit settlement, the
entire remaining stock
- totaling about 2.600
speakers - had to be
destroyed.

 .1
alr a Vre`
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As you begin your search for the
ideal home theater audio system,
ask yourself what's important:

Or is it the size of the sound?

Is it the size
of the equipment?

It has long been assumed that bigger equipment means better sound. Not anymore. Bose® Lifestyle®

systems allow you to enjoy better sound with less clutter, less equipment and less complication.

 A single, 2r high music center replaces an entire rack

of electronics and includes a built-in CD player and AM/FM

tuner  Tiny Jewel Cube® speakers are about the size of a

computer mouse. And hidden away out of view is the

Acoustimass® module for purer, more natural bass. Your favorite

music, movies and sports programs will come to life in a way you

simply cannot imagine.  Home Theater Tech-

nology summed it up by saying, "Everything is

included and carefully thought out.... The performance is awesome."*  Please

call for your complimentary guide to our Lifestyle® music and home theater

systems, and for Bose dealers near you. Then compare the size of Bose sound

to the sound of the biggest equipment you can find.

-H,,Better sand tlrouc msearr

1-800-444-BOSE Ext.630 www.bose.com
0 1997 Hone ( Orporanon IN914.1)7( 'From a review of the I afettyie 12 hone theater eraern
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visible artifacts to the picture.

Three new patents awarded
to Digimarc Corp. of Portland,
OR, a digital watermarking
developer, should make
everyone breathe a little easier.
One of the more interesting
technologies covered by the
patents allows the watermark
to automatically locate itself in
areas of the picture where it
will be least obvious to viewers
and to vary its density to main-
tain invisibility.

Billions to Serve
Speaking of piracy, China is
gearing up for a format war over
the next generation of Video
CDs. You don't remember Video
CDs? No surprise - they never
caught on here. But the format
is huge in China, with sales last
year of 15 million players.
Now, three incompatible formats
are vying to be the next -genera-
tion Video CD. Some manufac-
turers are proposing to leap
to DVD instead. We don't know
which format will win, but with
a billion potential customers,
it's sure to be a fierce battle.

Groove Tubes

Science Fashion
"A wearable musical instrument" is what Teresa Marrin, a grad
student at the M.I.T. Media Lab, calls her "conductor's jacket,"
though she admits that, at least for now, it's more of a research
tool. In a recent concert by the Boston Pops, conductor Keith
Lockhart wore Vie jacket so that Marrin could gather data and
learn how he us -s motions to communicate his intentions to the
orchestra. Meanwhile. a computer translated his body's move-
ments into a kinc of psychedelic light show, classical style.

The jacket has eight sensors that measure position and orien-
tation, plus three for temperature, respiration, and heart rate. Be-
cause a conductor's muscular tension and sweating can be "im-
portant indicators of musical information," the jacket also con-
tains four sensor"; to measure tension and one for sweat.

Student conductors "have vastly different movements," ac-
cording to Marrir, , and her jacket could be used to help them rec-
ognize the gestu-es of great conductors and compare them with
their own. "Tea& ing conductors how to conduct better is a noble
goal," she said. But she is also worried that the classic perfor-
mance arts are in danger of becoming irrelevant, and she hopes
to use the jacket to understand "how to build the next instru-
ment," one that is more in tune with modern times. - B.F.

A/V Digest
Meridian has introduced a data -
compression scheme called
Meridian Lossless Packing
(MLP). Expected applications

You've got your home theater outfitted with Dolby Digital,

DTS, DBS, DVD, Divx, a big -screen TV, and all the latest

tweaks. So what's missing? According to Valve Amplifica-

tion Company (VAC), tubes. Long since abandoned in the

mass market, tubes have become all the rage with the au-

diophile "elite" - and they lie at the heart of VAC's new

Visionary home -theater system. Is

this just some marketing gimmick, or

yet another example of high -end

hubris? Neither, according to Kevin

Hayes, VAC's owner and president,

and Visionary's designer: "Far from

being outmoded, the vacuum tube is

still the choice of many recording studios and

musicians. And in the context of sound, it still provides the

highest realism." Before you decide a tube -based home

theater sounds just right for you, though, consider the base

price of admission: a cool 525,000. - M.G.

include high -sampling -rate
multichannel audio on DVD and
multiple channels on CD. Dolby
will handle the licensing of
the technology.... The first
Super Audio CD players using
the Sony/ Philips Direct Stream
Digital (DSD) coding scheme
are scheduled to hit stores
in Japan next spring and in the
U.S. by next fall.

Jazzed
And Razzed
Wynton Marsalis and Corneae
Coleman were named Musicians
of the Year (1997) at the first
annual Jazz Awards at New
York's Lincoln Center. The
critics gave Whitney Balliett the
Robert Palmer Award for Excel-
lence in Jazz Writing (among the
runners-up was Stereo Review's
Francis Davis). Stanley Crouch
was the evening's Most Dubious
Pugilist. First, the veteran critic
made disparaging remarks about
nominees Dave Douglas and
Matt Shipp as he was presenting
the Jazz Journalists Association
(JJA) award for Best Improviser
(won by Sonny Rollins). Then,
at a post -ceremony party,
where he was reprimanded for
editorializing on the podium,
he threw a punch at JJA presi-
dent Howard Mandel, giving
new meaning to the phrase,

"Duke it out." For the gory
details, visit the "Bird Lives"
Web site at www.birdlives.com.

- Ken Richardson

Music Hath Power
Studies conducted by psycholo-
gists at the University of Cali-
fornia at Irvine showed that
students who listened to the
music of Mozart before taking
math exams scored approxi-
mately 10 percent higher than
others. That might explain why
Sony Classics' Mozart Makes
You Smarter (SK 66245) has
been popular among high school
and college students.

Sony Music Entertainment's
plant in Carrollton, GA, donated
enough copies of a classical
collection called Build Your
Baby's Brain Through Music so
that each baby born in Georgia's
100 state hospitals over the next
year could receive a copy. When
the state's governor described
the album enthusiastically on a
TV talk show, he created a
nationwide demand. Now
available through Sony Special
Products, it contains 11 selec-
tions by Mozart, Handel,
Schubert, Vivaldi, and Bach.
To order, call 800-338-7834.
Price: CD, $9.99; cassette, $5.98
(plus tax and handling).

- William Livingstone
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Niles speaker engineers are driven to design
the very best. The result is unparalleled
performance - sonically visually, and
functionally The Niles0S10 Indoor/Outdoor
Loudspeaker will exceed all of your
expectations.

Sonically. The 0S10 handily
outperforms many traditional bookshelf
speakers. Much of its superb sonic character
comes from its unique tweeter design.
Constructed from a composite matrix of
elastomers and natural fiber substrates, the
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ElastoDynamic" tweeter yields extended
frequency response with stunning detail and clarity
But to be a great speaker, you need great bass. Here
the OS 10 shows its true horsepower thanks to its
injection -molded, polypropylene Woofer cone,
supple butyl -rubber surround, and powerful
magnet structure.

Visually. The OS10's
aerodynamic shape speaks for
itself But what may not he readily
apparent speaks just as loudly. The

NILES.
SLINGING HIGH FIDELITY

AND ARCHITECTURE'

.
7610 enough lot

marine applications
and beach -front thing

Exceeds military
ant-tonosion specs

1/1., -,STD -8831-4

ElastoDynomie'l
Hybrid Dome Tweeter
hopertiollti to moisture.
.*Ciles. unique tweeter
designolkrs extended

frequency response
with stunning detail

and clariol

OS 10's tapered enclosure tucks neatly into
comers or under eaves, complementing any
decor-inside or out. Its clever pivoting
bracket (standard equipment on the OSIO)
gives you endless mounting solutions.
Available in white or black, either finish is
painable for a truly custom look.

Functionally. We don't take the term
"weather-proof' lightly. The OS 10 is

designed to withstand extreme climates-
from Minneapolis to Miami. Its rugged,
non -resonant cabinet is totally sealed

(insects or moisture can't creep in) and will not fade under the sun's rays. The
grills and brackets are aluminum; the connectors are gold-plated; all the
hardware is brass or stainless steel-this speaker will not ruse And Niles
guarantees it for two years-that's twice as long as
most manufacturers.

For the name and phone number of your
nearest autholized Niles dealer call 1-800-BUY-HIFI

(1-800-289-4434).

Niles Aucito Corporation, Inc.
P.O. Box 160818 Miami, FL 33116

In Canada cal Arca', Amu :Ws, Ltd. (604) 528-8965

Internet: INTLI.wnilesaudio.com
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BOB ANKOSKO

It's the Speakers...
AS WE WERE PUTTING the finishing touches on this issue, our annual Speaker
Special. I was reminded of a bizarre encounter I'd had. My wife and I were out
and about one Saturday afternoon when I spotted a small sign in a storefront win-
dow that read "Fred's Audio" (all right, so I don't remember the real name ... ). The
store turned out to be the "showroom" of a tiny speaker company. Inside we were
greeted by "Fred," who was owner, chief designer, and salesperson. I explained
that we were interested in the best -sounding speakers we could get for about $500.

He pointed to one of many nondescript boxes that lined the walls and popped a

disc in a big fancy CD player that topped off an impressive stack of electronics.
The sound that came out of those "speakers" was so godawful that my wife and

I glanced at one another in utter disbelief while trying to maintain fake smiles.
Boy, did I feel sorry - and embarrassed - for that poor guy. He had put his heart
and soul into those squawkers but clearly didn't have a clue. The moral of the sto-
ry: You can empty your bank account on a killer stack of electronics and tweak it
'til your spouse throws you out of the house, but if the speakers aren't up to par.
you might as well invest your time and money elsewhere. Speakers are far and
away the single most important link in the audio chain. Put in more practical terms.
if you have $1,0(X) to spend on a stereo system, earmark $500 for the speakers.

Now that you've heard my tale, I'd like to walk you through this special issue.
Our tour begins on page 67, where speaker guru Dave Clark answers some of the
most commonly asked questions in "Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Speakers (But Were Afraid to Ask)."

If you're in the market for a pair and don't want to spend more than $300, turn
to page 72. In "Small Speakers with Big Potential," veteran SR reviewers Dan Ku -

min and Ken Pohlmann team up to put models from six well-known brands to the
test. If you're a bargain hunter, don't miss this feature.

If you're serious about home theater, be sure to check out Corey Greenberg's
take on three surround -sound systems in "$2001: A Speaker Odyssey" (page 82).
And when it comes time to hit the stores in search of that perfect speaker, you'll
learn very quickly that judging sound quality is the most challenging - and re-
warding - part of the job. "How to Audition Speakers" (page 79) gives you some
pointers and even provides a checklist of what to listen for.

I'd be remiss if I didn't mention this issue's awesome lineup of equipment re-
views, all of which are sporting a bold new look - and feel. (See "Tech Talk" on
page 34 for details on our new streamlined review format.) Besides those three
home -theater speaker systems Corey reviewed, the list includes a novel flat -panel
speaker system, the world's first $400 Dolby Digital receiver, and - to da! - the
first Divx/DVD player. Turn to page 43 for two opinions on the Divx player -
and the controversial marketing concept behind it.

Finally. I'd like to call your attention to "Random Play," our exciting new
opening department that begins on page 8. You can thank art director Drew
Thompson for its lively graphics as well as the new look he has brought to "Test
Reports" and the music sections.

Bob Ankosko, Editor in Chief
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These world -class studios chose
M&K speakers - shouldn't you?

A Who's Who of the professional audio world-numbering
well over 100 film, music, mastering and broadcast stucios-

trusts its livelihood to M&K's Multichannel Pro Solutions
systems, reference monitors, and powered subwoofers.

These cutting -edge pros are launching a 5.1 channel
-evolution in audio-and the common element is M&K.

Just ask EQ magazir e, whose reviewer concluded:
"For a professional surround sound system. I think

the M&K MPS-150THX is the one to Leat."

The very same technology and speaker elements used in
these pro systems are foLnd in every M&K loudspeaker

and powered subwoofer-ranging from state-of-the-art
THX home theaters to remarkably affordable systems.

To hear every element of sound created by the world's leading
artists and producers, shouldn't you use the same speakers?

Hear the professional experience-choose M&K Sound.

M
 11...11.101

""a"'° Miller 8 Kreisel Sound Corporation
103911effersoniBlvd Culver City. CA 90232 310/204-2854 fax 310/202-8782 fax back 800/412-7744 www.mksound.com



How To Celebrate W Years
Of Making Some Of

The Best Speakers Ever:
When we started in 1988, Cambndge SoundWorks became the country's first

factory -direct audio company. In 10 years, we've become one of the most successful
consumer electronics companies and one of the country's leading speaker companies.

We've succeeded because we make great products - designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member and Emmy-winner Henry Kloss. Audio magazine says we may have
"the best value in the world." And dunng our 10th Anniversary Celebration, that value
is even better. When you buy selected surround sound systems, we'll give you
incredible discounts, an industry -best 10 -Year Speaker Warranty,' and no payments
or interest until 1999!*

Here s how were celebrating 10 years of incredible success.

Give An Industry -Best Warranty - Extended To 10 -Yeas -
For Al Customers.

All non -amplified Cambndge SoundWorks home speakers are now covered try our limited

10 -Year Parts & Labor Warranty: Whether you buy our New Ensemble' today or rf you
bought our onginal Ensemble in 1989. It's our way of saying "thank you" to our hundreds of
thousands of customers.

Offer Special Prices On Surround Systems!
We have accembled some of the very best surround sound systems ever, featuring our

Ensemble and MovielVorks° speaker systems. They also feature incredible 10th Anniversary
Sale pnces Savings of $100 to $400.

Offer Special Prices On Multimedia Speakers.
0,e are please° announce onct on our Mult,lAA11,1

speakers. PCWorK which "astonished" PC Magazine, has been
reduced $30 to $69.99! SoundWorks' which just received the Editors'
Choice Award from PC Magazine, has been reduced $70 to only
$149.99! MicroWorks' which received the "MVP" Award from PC
Computing magazine, has been reduced $100 to only $249.99!

Offer "No Payments, No Interest Till 19997'
If you buy selected surround sound systems, or any Cambridge

SoundWorks brand speakers, qualified customers make no payments
until 1999!'

Save $100 On Ensemble IV Home Theater System - No Payments Till 19991:
The country's best -sounding affordable surround system. Ensemble IV Home Theater was recenty rated "Best Buy" by a leading consumer publication.

Sony's Pro Logic receiver has 100/100/100/100 watts per channel. 10 -Year Parts & Labor Warranty on speakers. 2 -year warranty on the receiver. Reg. $599.98

Shielded Main Speakers

Shielded Center &
Surround Speakers

Sony Pro Logic
Surround Receiver

$49998
$15 Month*

Save $339 On New Ensemble II Home Theater System - No Payments Till 1999!'
This remarkable system features our outstanding New Ensemble II sub; sat speakers. Stereo Review said Ensemble II "can only be compared with

much more expensive speakers." The Surround' II 5.1 speakers switch from dipole to bipole operation, for great surround sound with any recording.
The Marantz SR66 high-performance Pro Logic surround receiver sounds ternfic. Speakers backed by 10 -Year Limited Parts & Labor Warranty.

Receiver backed by 3 -year warranty. Reg. $1,3:: 9.96
Two -Way Main Speakers

High -Performance Marantz Surround Sound Receiver

Dual -Woofer Subwoofer

MultiPole"'
Surround Speakers

Wide -Dispersion
Center Speaker



Save $400 On Movie Works 5.1 Home Theater System - No Payments Till 1999!'
'ecru, Sony's DolbyMovieWorks D..i or 3:e tut, rtt2.0e.'. Go[15 Lierry one or Des', tiu-Do, I vt: 'to

Digital AC -3 recerver uses the latest surround technology. Ten -Year Parts & Labor Warranty on non -amplified speakers.' 2 -year warra ity on the receiver. Reg. $2,399.98

Two -Way Shielded
Main Speakers

Powerful
Dolby Digital 5.1
Receiver By Sony

150 Watt, 12' Powered Subvoofer.
"An aural atomic bomb...notiring short of
poenomenal." -Boot

-atr-cm
$1,99998

$56 Month*

Wile -Range High -Output Center Speaker

The Surround 5.1
MultiPole Surround
Speakers For Dipole
Or Bipole Operation

Save on our multimedia systems. Save $100 on Micro Works High -Output Speaker System.
Save $30 on PC Works - The Best Multimedia Speaker Value.

Micro Works is a powerful amplified subwoofer/satellite speaker system with over
four times the acoustic output of most multimedia systems. Its wide frequency -ange,
natural tonal balance and high output make it ideal for presentations, or for a temfic
home stereo system or a two -channel home theater sound system. Micro Works
comes with a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee and a 1 -Year Limited Parts &

Labor Warranty.

A n
101

$24999
Reg. $349.99

e $100
$15 Month

Micro Works

system with satellite
speakers and subwoofer
with built-in amplifiers comes
finished in black or
computer beige.

"The only speakers you'll ever need."' PC Magazine

"I haven't heard better speakers at this pnce.- PC World 2/97

.as accurate as systems costing twice as much." PC Gamer

"...nothing short of stunning."' Computer Gaming World

in terms of price for performance, it's in a class by itself." Macworld

"...chest-thumpin' bass...crystal-clear highs...no distortion." Boot

PC Works is a compact, amplified speaker system which has been carefully fine-
tuned to produce the natural, accurate, wide -range sound. Just plug it into a portable
CD player, multimedia computer TV, clock radio, or boom box - anything with a
headphone lack - for nch, beautiful sound. PCWorks comes with a 30 -Day Total
Satisfaction Guarantee and a 1 -Year Limited Parts & Labor Warranty.

PCWorks
system with satellite speakers
and subwoofer with built-in
amplifiers comes
finished in black or
computer beige

+Ye

$6999
Save S30
Reg.$99.99

'You'll be hard-pressed
to find a better set of speakers for twice the price." Boot

"...me of the leading wonders of the computer world." PC Gamer

"Cambndge SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers that provide exceptional
sound quality at affordable pnces." Stereo Review

To Order, Or Fou A Free Catalog, Call...

1-800-FOR-HIF1
(1-800-367-4434) Or visit www.hifi.com

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct
311 Neecham Street. Suite 102. Newton. MA 02464

Te1:1100-367-4434 Fax 617-3321229 Canada: 1801525-4434 WOM.hrh.COM Outside U.S. or Canada: 617.332-5936

C 1998 C..o4 SoundYrcrks. Inc Insert:W.1h &round PLIVerks. Mmotroorks. SourlAWAS. kemerhorks ma WA* art Valve", c morrow trademarks of Carrandge Sormakems. at. Dolor Potts sa reestered trademark co WIN Labor atones
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"The True Subwoofer is
an achievement on par
with the space shuttle
and the twinkie."

- Al Griffin
Home Theater Feb 97

"Talk about floor shaking
bass...turned up to
maximum level, I don't
think there was anything
in the house that wasn't
shaking, including the
concrete foundation!"

"Don't, I repeat, don't
even think about
purchasing another
subwoofer without
giving the Astonishing
True subwoofer a listen"

-Joseph M. Cierniak
The Sensible Sound, Issue I 60

"The lowest, flattest,
deepest bass I have
EVER heard or measured."

-Julian Hirsb
Stereo Review, Dec. 96

'Strictly speaking: for 20
years or until patent expires.

See Bob Rock.
The new Sunfire True Subwoofer by Bob Carver has received
reviews that are redefining the subwoofer industry.

There has never been a subwoofer like it!
There will never be a subwoofer like it!*

It's a small eleven inch square

bass cube, and it shakes the

walls and rattles the

rafters. It has its

own built-in two

thousand, seven

hundred watt amp!

Trust Bob.
It Rocks!

 I

,36,/ eahyill);Sunfi
http://www.

sunfirelabs.com

re
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Philips Is the analog cassette that Philips pioneered in
the 1960s finally history? The Philips CDR880 CD reccrder
(successor to the CDR870 tested in the January issue) beasts
a Direct Line Recording mode for making bit -accurate "doles"
of standard CDs. The deck has a one -touch recording mode
and works with either write -once CD -R discs or rewritable CD-
RWs. Single optical and coaxial digital inputs and outputs are
provided as well as an analog input and output. Price: $649.
Philips Electronics, Dept. SR, 64 Perimeter Center E., Atlanta, GA 30346;

phone, 800-531-0039; Web, www.philips.com

Sunfire How low can you go? Sunfire's True Subwoofer
Signature is a 13 -inch cube designed to reproduce deep bass
down to 16 Hz at a room -shaking 106 dB sound -pressure lev-
el. The sub has a 10 -inch flat -diaphragm driver with a 23/8 -inch

excursion and Bob Carver's patented "power -tracking djwn-
converter" amplifier, rated to deliver 2.700 watts. Contro s in-
clude a 36 -dB -per -octave low-pass crossover that's variable
from 35 to 100 Hz. The Signature weighs 65 pounds and is fin-
ished in black lacquer. Price: $2.195. Sunfire, Dept. SR, P.C. Box

1589, Snohomish, WA 98290; phone, 425-335-4748; Web. www.sunfire.com

RCA Home -theater enthisiasts will appreciate the Dolby
Digital capability of the DS5151RB Digital Satellite System
from RCA. When its opt cal ou:put is fed to a Dolby Digital de-
coder/amplifer, you'll be able to enjoy the 5.1 -channel sur-
round sound that DirecTV is new broadcasting with letterboxed
pay -per -view movies. A dual-cutput LNB allows the dish to be

connected to a second DSS rsceiver. The DS5451RB features
"advanced" on -screen orogra-n guides for navigating among
the hundreds of available chznnels. It has two pairs of gold-
plated AN outputs and S -video and VCR control outputs.
Price: $443. RCA, Thomson Consumer Electronics, Dept. SR, 10330 N.

Meridian St , Indianapolis, IN 46210; phone, 800-336-1900; Web, www.

rca-electronics.com

Sony The Mini -
Disc (MD) format that's popular in Japan is get-
ting a boc st here with The int -oduction of products like Sony's
ZS -M7 "parsonal audio system." Measuring 203/4 x 105/8 x 53/8
inches, the stylish minisystem can record from CD to MD at the

touch of a button. auto matically synchronizing the start of CD
playback and MD recording. Highlights include 20 -track pro-
gramming. an AM/FM tuner, and a vertical front -loading CD
tray. A built-in clock provides timer -recording capability. The
amplifier in the 14 -pound system delivers 7 watts per channel
to the built-in speakers. Price: $650. Sony, Dept. SR, 1 Sony Dr.,

Park Ridge, NJ 07656; phone. 800-222-7669; Web, www.sel.sony.com
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NEWPRODUCTS

Pioneer Bit by bit, making your own compilation CDs
is getting easier. Pioneer's PD-R555RW CD recorder features
bit -accurate recording capability for copying regular CDs (and
even DTS-encoded CDs) to write -once CD -R discs and
rewritable CD-RWs. Its sampling -rate converter simplifies digi-

tal -to -digital recording from non -CD sources such as MiniDisc
and DAT by automatically synchronizing playback and record-
ing. Automatic recording -level control is available for dubs
from analog sources. Like all consumer CD recorders, the PD-
R555RW supports SCMS, the Serial Copy Management Sys-
tem. Price: $699. Pioneer. Dept. SR. 2265 E. 220th St., Long Beach, CA

90810; phone, 800-748-6337; Web, www.pioneerelectronics.com

Monster Cable
Hook up with the Interlink

403 S -video POD from

Monster Cable. Combining

separate stereo audio and S -
video cables into one inte-
grated AN cable, it gives
you a fighting chance of
keeping your home -theater

wiring from becoming an
unsightly, tangled, and

confusing rat's nest. All

connectors are gold-plated.
Prices: $50 to $140

depending on length.

Monster Cable, Dept. SR, 455

Valley Dr., Brisbane, CA 94080;

phone, 415-840-2000; Web,

www.monstercable.com

RadioShack
Let RadioShack's Optimus

PRO-LS3 indoor/outdoor

speaker be the life of your

next barbecue - even if it
rains. Each 11 -inch -tall,

water-resistant enclosure
contains a 5 -inch polypro-

pylene woofer and a 1/2 -inch

tweeter. Sensitivity is given
as 87 dB, nominal imped-
ance as 8 ohms, and power

handling as 75 watts.

Mounting brackets are
supplied. Price: $200 a pair.

RadioShack, Dept. SR, 1500 One

Tandy Center, Ft. Worth, TX 76102;

phone, 800-843-7422;

Web, www.radioshack.com
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Wharfedale In the latest British invasion, Wharfe-
dale is introdLcing three new powered subwoofers to the U.S.
market. All m odels have front -firing drivers, line -level and
speaker -level nputs, controls for level, crossover, and phase,
and black cab nets with removab e black cloth grilles. The SW-

10 ($400, top eft) has a 10 -inch driver, a 75 -watt amplifier, and

a rated bandwidth of 27 Hz to 100 Hz. The SW -12 ($650, bot-
tom left) and E W-15 ($900, right) have 12- and 15 -inch drivers,

respectively, and feature 150 -watt amplifiers and automatic
on/off switchir g. The SW -12's bandwidth is given as 21 Hz to
105 Hz, the SW -15's as 20 Hz to 93 Hz. All of the enclosures
are sealed, acoustic -suspension designs. Wharfedale, distributed

by M. Rothman & Co., Dept. SR, 50 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446; phone,

800-227-7491

Thiel To step up its home -theater presence, Thiel is offer-
ing the 281/2 -in :h -tall MCS1, a three-way magnetically shielded

speaker desigr ed for the front left, center, or right channels.
Two 61/2 -inch -netal-diaphragm woofers are mounted above
and below a 3 -inch midrange dr ver with a concentric dome
tweeter that shares the same voice coil. The dual -ported cabi-
net is heavily b -aced and has a 3 -inch -thick front baffle and 1 -

inch -thick walls. Frequency respcnse is given as 50 Hz to 20
kHz t2 dB, sersitivity as 90 dB SPUW/m, and nominal imped-
ance as 4 ohms. A variety of woDd finishes are available, in-
cluding red-sta ned morado (shown), walnut, oak, and cherry.
Price: $2,200 each. Thiel, Dept. SR, 1026 Nandino Blvd., Lexington, KY

40511; phone, 606-254-9427; Web, www.tiielaudio.com



great sounding

For a FREE copy of Guide to
Choosing a Horne Theater System

call 1-800-627-7655, ext. 100.

SYSTEM... "
Home Theater, February 1998

The remarkable RT2000p, with built-in powered subwoofers,
delivers exceptional performance to satisfy both audiophiles and film fanatics.

Discover the extra thrill of the deep, precise bass that these remarkable speakers bring

to your music and movie listening. You'll be amazed by their uncanny ability to reveal

the subtlest details and sonically "disappear" by virtue of their open spacious sound -

stage. Visit your local Polk dealer today to experience for yourself the sound that has

the critics applauding.

Matthew Polk
Co:lounder. Chairman

5601 Metro Dr  Baltimore MD 21215  (800) 377-7655
-Polk Puck)" and -The !I:weaker Specoahsts- are trademarks of Brdannle
Investment Corporation used under 'dense by Polk Audio Incorporated

S

The Speaker Specialists

rvww.polkaudio.com

Dealer Locator Number

r 1-800-992-2520
Ad code: 10014



SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight.

16 mg "tar: 1.1 mg nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

CO Philip MornE Inc 1998
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NEWPRODUCTS

Parasound With Parasound's S/PS-140 speaker
switcher, the tunes can blow your mind, not your system. The
S/PS-140 lets a single power amplifier safely drive up to four
pairs of speakers. A switchable amplifier -protection circuit,
which must be activated whenever more than two speakers are
being used, inserts a 4 -ohm, 60 -watt noninductive resistor
bank in series with the input to prevent the amp's output stage
from "seeing" a low -impedance load and burning out. All sin-
gle -path connections are made via heavy-duty gold-plated ter-
minals and spade -lug connectors. Twenty spade -lug connec-
tors are provided with the switcher. Price: $120. Parasound,
Dept. SR, 950 Battery St., San Francisco, CA 94111; phone, 415-397-7100;

Web, www.parasound.com

Rotel Vinyl lives - at least for some of us. Rotel's RP955
is a belt -drive turntable that plays analog discs at speeds of
331/3 and 45 rpm (that's revolutions per minute if you grew up
with the CD). A servo control maintains overall speed while the
3 -pound aluminum -alloy platter minimizes low-level speed
fluctuations. The cast -alloy tonearm incorporates premium ra-
dial bearings, and the turntable is supplied with a moving -
magnet phono cartridge and stylus. Price: $600. Rotel, Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 8, 54 Concord St., North Reading, MA 01864; phone, 800-370-3741;

Web, www.rotel.com

NOTE All prices and product information are supplied by the
manufacturers. Dealer prices may vary.
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Phase Tech
Bring up the rear with Phase

Technology's Model PC

Surround speaker, which

features selectable bipolar

and dipolar modes to
provide two flavors of diffuse

surround effects. The 143/4 -

inch -tall speaker has a

61/2 -inch direct -radiating

rigid -polymer flat -piston

woofer, two 4 -inch polypro-

pylene midrarge drivers, and
two 1 -inch sot -dome

tweeters. Price: $700.

Phase Technology, Dept. SR, 6400

Youngerman Circle, Jacksonville,

FL 32244; phone 888-742-7385;

Web, www.phasetech.com

Clark
Synthesis
Shake, rattle, and roll with

the TST 229F tactile trans-

ducer from Clark Synthesis,

which converts low -

frequency audio signals into
palpable vibratory motion.

Designed to be secured to a

couch, floor joist, or even a

deck, the TST 229F is said
to reproduce the full range of
vibratory signatures from 15
to 800 Hz. It has a contin-
uous power -handling rating

of 100 watts, and its trans-
duction force is given as
15/8 foot-pounds per watt.

Price: $350.

Clark Synthesis, Dept. SR, 8122

Southpark Lane, Suite 110,

Littleton, CO 80120; phone, 800-

898-1945; Web, www.clarksyn.com

McIntosh The THX-certified MC7205 five -channel
home -theater power amplifiers rated to deliver 100 watts to
each channel into 8 ohms, or 200 watts each into 4 ohms.
Highlights include a Power G _lard anticlipping circuit and a
rear -panel gain control for each channel so that you can
achieve perfe:t system balanc a. Behind the classic McIntosh
all -glass front panel are three power meters, each of which can

be assigned b monitor any channel. Large heat sinks account
for most of tl-,e MC7205's 53 -pound weight and eliminate the
need for potentially noisy fan cooling. Price: $4,500. McIntosh,
Dept. SR, 661 W. Redondo Beach Bird., Gardena, CA 90247; phone, 310-

327-9107; Web, www.mcintoshlabs.coen
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EVERY BREATH,
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Passionately
Delivered

1946.
T H F

POWER
KLIPSCH.

ye_ And. astonishingly -eal. Klipsch first began its romance with big theater
sound in 1946 wilt the unv..iling of the patented Klipsch-L-rnr. and the ir trociuction horn technolog,..
This technology c316nues :oday as the hallm art of Kbpsch speaker design. deliver ng :he most inti -Balk
sound reprodu.,:tion -possible. Fall in love with prafessioral theater sound that embraces your senses.
The Klipsch Syne-&v11--emiere Home Theater !System- giv-zsyou the best scat in the house. Visityour

ipsch audio retail -:r LT hear. feel and expericmc-2 the d stinctive Klipsch .Alive.

Learn more 1 -**.it the heart and science of the K i.)sch sound by calling 1-800-KLIPSCH.
cm for the surfing savvy. vsit us o-iline at www.kfrisch.com.

FV Klipsch L
L
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RECOMMENDED NEW TITLES AND CLASSIC REISSUES BY RAD BENNETT

AS GOOD AS IT GETS
Among the elite minority of romantic

comedies that go straight for the heart
without insulting the intellect, last year's As
Good as It Gets is five stars all the way, and
so is this DVD presentation. In the scene
where Best Actress Helen Hunt takes a bus
to Manhattan to see Best Actor Jack Nich-
olson. the camera pulls back to reveal the

That dog: Good Nicholson

skyline at night. All those little lighted win-
dows and not one iota of on -screen shim-
mer. Perhaps rock -steady video is becom-
ing more common now, but it still seems in-
credible on a disc that pushes the capacity
of DVD, with the movie's 139 minutes ac-
commodated on one single -layer side. And
the audio here is clean and spacious, the
Dolby Digital 5.1 -channel mix used for
maximum effect but seldom gratuitously.
As a welcome bonus, the stars and director
James L. Brooks provide an entertaining
commentary track that sheds light on the
movie and on filmmaking in general. Titles
like As Good as It Gets are so trumpeted
that they often disappoint. Not this one.
TWo-sided (Side A, 1.85:1 letterbox; Side B,

pan -and -scan); English, Dolby Digital 5.1; English

and French, Dolby Digital two -channel matrix
surround; English, French, and Spanish subtitles:
139 min. Columbia TriStar Home Video, $29.98.

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER
0111 riterion was one of the first companies
V to give consumers "more than the
movie" on laserdisc, so its entry into the
DVD market has been eagerly awaited. No

one should be disappointed by its handling
of A Night to Remember, the 1958 movie
that, compared with the romance -and -disas-
ter formula of James Cameron's Titanic, is
more a documentary -style feature that stars
the ill-fated ship itself. This transfer is typi-
cal of Criterion's best work. The black -and -
white picture is immaculate: sharp as a tack
and with excellent contrast in both dark and
light scenes. Ancillary material includes a
1993 hour-long documentary on the mak-
ing of the film, as well as several trailers.
There's also an excellent screen -specific
commentary in which Don Lynch and Ken
Marschall, author and illustrator of Titanic:
An Illustrated History, tell us how a scene
relates to actual history as we're looking at
it, an exciting concept that really pays off
on this DVD. My only quibble is with Cri-
terion's failure to include any subtitles or
foreign -language soundtracks.
One-sided dual -layer; Dolby Digital one -channel

mono; letterbox (1.88:1); 123 min (feature).

Criterion, $39.98.

L.A. CONFIDENTIAL
This nifty. neo-noir mystery, one of the
most acclaimed movies of 1997, ar-

rives on a handsome DVD. The picture is
clear while preserving a bit of the period
halo given to certain scenes. Colors are
handled with ease; even Best Supporting
Actress Kim Basinger's bright -red lipstick
looks unnaturally natural, her lips sharply
outlined with no blur or edging. What's
more, the audio strikes me as among the
best Dolby Digital 5.1 mixes in the young
DVD catalog. Music is focused at all times,
and the surround effects during the final
shootout help place you in the middle of the
action. Extras include an I8 -minute docu-
mentary, a music -only track, a trailer, and
TV spots. There's also a cool interactive
map showing different locations in the
movie; highlight one of these, and you'll
get live -action footage with a voice-over
description. Scene -selection menus are live -
action, too, giving a miniature preview with
sound. At its low price. L.A. Confidential is
a bargain on DVD.
One-sided dual -layer; English and French, Dolby

Digital 5.1; closed -captioned; English, French,

and Spanish subtitles; letterbox (2.35:1); 138 min

(feature). Warner Home Video, $24.98.

CABARET
Nof expected to make much of a show -
ing against The Godfather at the 1972

Academy Awards, Cabaret walked away
with eight Oscars. including Best Director
Bob Fosse, Best Actress Liza Minnelli, and
Best Supporting Actor Joel Grey. It is still
respected as one of the best movies of a
Broadway show, and to celebrate its 25th
anniversary last year, Warner Bros. struck a
new print, resurrected a period documen-
tary (The Recreation of an Era), and filmed
a new one (Cabaret: A Legend in the Mak-
ing), all of which are now on this DVD ver-
sion. The detailed picture brings out tex-
tures ranging from cobblestones to curtains,
seeming tangible enough to touch. The Os-
car -winning sound is notable here for its
clarity, highlighting the drama with quality
rather than quantity in music and dialogue
sequences. And the new documentary offers
interviews with the stars, composer John
Kander. lyricist Fred Ebb, and production
personnel. Package notes indicate a "Side
B." but Warner wisely decided to go with a
dual -layer disc so you can enjoy the movie
and the ancillary material without having to
turn the disc over, one of the nicer features
of DVD that is becoming more prevalent.
One-sided dual -layer; Dolby Digital two -channel

matrix surround; English, French, and Spanish

subtitles; letterbox (1.85:1); 124 mM (feature).
Warner Home Video, $24.98.

Those lips: Confidential Basinger
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SONY

Reinniabk
Per 11."1.rew AN,
(1. gar*

THE RECORDABLE, DIGITAL SONY MINIDISC. IT LETS YOU RECORD YOUR FAVORITE SONGS FROM
YOUR FAVORI-E CDS ONTO A 2.5 INCH DISC AND TAKE IT WITH YOU WI-EREVER YOU GO. AND

BECAUSE IT'S DIG TAL, THERE'S NO TAPE HISS. AND BECAUSE IT'S A DISC, THERE'S NO NEED TO FAST
FORWARD OR REWIND. SONY MINIDISC IS THE DIGITAL WAY TO REPLACE YOUR CASSETTE TAPES.

YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT... MAKE IT WITH MD.

NESSA ON THE

01998 Sony Electronics Inc.All Fights !reserved Scny and Na?. It Will MC are trademarks or Sm wvirn.sony.ccrn/MiniDisc



The Advanced Technology
Inside Definitive's BP2000

Low frequency
t,L ned column

25 mm pure aluminum
dome, apex iodic

transmission -line tweeter

Low diffraction driver
baffle interface

Complex Linkwitz Riley

crossover network

Front nirror-imaged
D'Appciito bipolar array in
nc.n-resonant chamber

fVlassivp, subwoofer

magne: structure

Electronic crossover

Ac celerometer optimized
cabinet braces

1" thick high density
medite front baffle

Scoopire r" fiber
intrnal dampening

P ano gloss black

or gloss cherry endcaps

1" thick rear
medite baffle

High definition pure
copper wire

ML kJ -layered dampening

pads line entire cabinet

17 cm mineral -filled

volyrner high -definition

bEss/rndrange drivers

Rear mirror -imaged
D'Appolito bipolar array in

non -resonant chamber

15" high -power

long -throw bi-laminate

polymer subwoofer driver

Com3lete built-in powered
subwoofer system

Gold-plated low-level subwoofer
input (for optional use)

Gold-plated tri-wirable
speaker level inputs

High curent 30D -watt RMS
subwoofer amplifier

Torroical transformer

1 1/4" th ck high -density
medite cabinet sidewall

"...I would choose these speakers for myself."
-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review



Definitive's Bipolar
Superspeakers

Triumph in Triple
Sp Baker -of -the Year
Grand Prix Victory!

" The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Absolutely Unsurpassed
-Prestige 11th. Mince

Our unprecedented Grand Prix triumph
confirms what the world's top reviewers
all know: that our amazing BP2000,
BP2002 and BP2004 combine highly
advanced technology and superior build
quality to achieve truly unsurpassed sonic
performance plus unequalled value.
"Literally Staggering"

- Home Theater. USA

Definitive's revolutionary BP2000, BP2002
and BP2004 combine our incredible
bipolar technology with dual built-in
high-powered subwoofers (BP2000: 15"/
300 watts/$1499 ea., BP2002: 12"/125
watts/$999 ea., BP2004: 10'7125 watts/
$749) for extraordinary sound quality
beyond anything you've ever heard.
"The Best Performance You Can Get"

- LTV. England

Both music and movies are reproduced
with outstanding purity, transparency
and life -like realism. And the astounding
high resolution imaging, magnificent
soundstaging, awesome bass and
explosive dynamic impact will totally
envelop you in sonic ecstacy. Yes, these
speakers are simply amazing!

Definitive's aivard-winning BP20ba BP2vo2 and BP2004 Home Theater

Systems all combine our revolutionary bipolar technology with two
awesome built-in powered subwoofers for unsurpassed performance

See our dealer list on page 32

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, USA

"Most Spectacular Speakers Ever...
Amazing Music and Home Theater"

-HiFi Review, Hong Kong

In addition to being an audiophile's
dream, the BP2000, BP2002 and BP2004
are also the main speakers in Definitive's
Ultimate Home Theater Systems. These
astonishing systems are absolutely the
finest sounding available. They recreate
a "you are there" virtual reality that
actually puts you into the sound -space
of the original cinematic action.
"Astounding...The Stuff of Dreams"

- Home Cinema Choice. England

Experts agree that these complete Dolby
Digital AC -3* and DTS* ready home theater
systems will deliver the ultimate listening
experience in your home. They combine
BP2000s, BP2002s and BP2004s with our
perfectly timbre -matched center and rear
surround speakers. Awesome dual powered
subwoofers are already built into the sleek
towers. Experience these Grand Prix
award -winning superspeakers today!

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance loudspeakers.

11105 Valley His. Dr. Baltimore. 7413 21117*(4101363-7148
Visit us at http://u.0 ni t etech.com



Definitive Technolo
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers

Authorized Dealers
iift- Alaska Audio Juneau. Pyramid. Anchorage
A1,- Cohen's Electronics: Montgomery. Kintaid's TV Tuscaloosa*
Likis Audio BIM ngham, Homewood. Palm Audio Video: Huntsville.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix. Tucson. Scottsdale.
Sound Pro Flagstaff. Warehouse Electronics: Yuma
CA- Access to Music Larkspur. Accurate AN: S Lake Tahoe.
Ahead Stereo. Los Angeles. Audio Concepts Long Beach,
San Gabriel. Bay Area Audio San Jose Boots Camera Fresno*
Christopher Hansen West LA.Coast Home Ent. Atascadero.
Creative Stereo Santa Baroara. David Rutledge Audio: Palm Desert.
DB Audio Berkeley* Digital Ear Tustin. Dow Stereo Video: San Diego
& Suburbs. La Jolla. El Cajon, Chula Vista, Escondido*
Dynamic Entertainment* Danville* Lee's Home Theater: Visalia.
Monterey Stereo Monterey. Paradyme Sacramento.
Performance Audio San Francisco. Replay Multimedia: Modesto.
Shelley's Stereo Video Santa Monica, Woodland Hills*

tistems Design Redondo death. Videolek Westminster
- Soundtrack Denver & Suburbs. Boulder, Ft. Collins,

Colorado Springs.
CT- Al Franklin's- Greenwich. Audio Etc Orange.
Carstons StereoNideo Danaury. Roberts Audio Video New London.
The Sound Room: Westport. Stereo Shop: Hartford

- letyer-Emco
Soundtu o mington

- Absolute Sound: Winter Park. Audio Advice of NW Florida
ensacola. Audio Advisors: West Palm Beach. Audio Center: Deerfield

Beach. The Audiohouse: Vero Beach* Cooper for Stereo Clearwater.
Hoyt Stereo. Jacksor wile. Palm Audio °esti!). Sound Components
Coral Gables. Sound Ideas: Gainesville. Sound Insights Ft. Pierce.
Sound Waves Lakeland. Stereotypes: Daytona Beach.
GA- Laser Disc Enterprises: Atlanta. Merit TV. Columbus.
Stereo Connections Valdosta. Stereo Festival Atlanta.
HI- Honolulu Home Theater Honolulu
IA- Ultimate Electronics: Cedar Rapids. Des Moines*
Archer Audio Video Ft. Deep,* Audio Video Logic: Des Moines*
Audio Visions. Sioux City* Hawkeye Audio Iowa City. Cedar Falls.
Renier's Dubuque

- Ultimate Electronics Boise. Wise Buy Idaho Falls
Absolute Audio Rockford. United Audio Centers: Chicago &

uburbs. Good Vibes: Champaign. Jon's Home Ctr. Quincy.
Sound Forum Crystal Lake.
iN- Classic Stereo Ft. Wayne, Mishawaka. Kings Great Buys
Evansville. Ovation Audio Clarksville, Indianapolis. Lafayette.
K$- Accent Sound Overland Park. Advance Audio: Wichita*
Audio Junction Junction City, Manhattan.
KY- Ovation Audio Lexington, Louisville.
id- Alterman Audio Metaine Mike's Audio: Baton Rouge*

Wright's Sound Gallery Shreveport
R- Nantucket Sound Hyannis. Pittsfield Radio Pittsfield
- Gramophone Baltimore. E 'icon City. Myer-Emco Gaithersburg,
isville, Rockville- Sight & Sounds: Easton. Soundscape Baltimore

Ml - Contemporary Audio: Okemos. Pecar's- (Detroit)Troy
Classical Jazz Holland. Sound North Iron Mtn.. Stereo Center FRAY
FlintCourt St. Listening Room Saginaw.
MN- Audio King Minneapolis 8 Suburbs. Rochester, St. Clc,
Audio Designs Winona.

Independence AN Independence. Sound Central:St Lows
M- Ideal Acoustics Starkville. Mclelland TV Hattiesburg.
P avers AN Ridgeland

- Rocky Mt. Hi Fi Great Falls
- Audio Video Systems' Charlotte. Audio Visions: Wilmington.

ow AudioVideo Durham. Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem
Tri City Electronics Conover.
N - Custom Electronics:Omaha. Lincoln.

- Cookin' Nashua. Manchester. Newington. Salem, S Nashua
- Camera and TV Slop Medford. Egg Harbor. Monmouth Stereo

hrewsbuir Woodbridge Stereo West Caldwell, Woodbridge
- Ultimate Elect. Albuquerque. Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
- Ultimate Elect. Las Vegas.

Fa
- Audio Breakthroughs. Manhasset. Audio Den: Lake Grove.
rk Music Albany. Syracuse. Stereo Exchange Manhattan.

Hart Elect. Vestal. Listen ng Room. Scarsdale. Rowe Camera
Rochester. Speaker Shop Amherst.
WI- Absolute Theater Po NO. Audio Craft Akron, Cleveland
Mayfield Hts . Westlake. kik Etc.: Dayton. Classic Stereo L, '.'
Ohio Valley Audio Cincinnati. Paragon Sound. Toledo. Stereo Visions:
Columbus. Threshold Audio Heattr Unique Home System Cincinnati
Qx- Audio Dimensions Oklahoma City. Photo World Stillwater,
Shawnee. Ultimate Electronics: TLIsa
0,- Bradford's HiFi Eugene. Chelsea AN Portland. Beaverton.
Kelly's Home Ctr. Salem. Magnolia HiFi: (Portland) Beaverton,
Clackamas. Stereo Plant: E end
UV Audio Junction Pittsburgh' Audio Lab Fairless Hills. Gary's Elect
State College. GNT Stereo Lancaster. Hart Elect. Blakely.
Hi Fi House: Abington. Broomall, Camp Hill, Harrisburg.
Listening Post Pittsburgh. Palmer Audio Allentown. Stereo Shoppe.
Selinsgrove. Williamsport. Stereoland Natrona Heights.
The Stereoshop Greensburg
11- Stereo Discount Ctr. Prov.dence

C- AN Design. Charleston. Custom Theater & Audio. Myrtle Beach.
gstairs Audio Columbia

- Audio King Sioux Falls. Sound Pro. Rapid City.
- College HiFi Chattanooga. Hi Fi Buys Nashville. Now Audio Video

Knoxville. Modern Music: NPemphis. Sound Room. Johnson City
ix- Home Entertainment Da las, Houston. Plano. Audio Tech Temple.
Audio Video College Station. Bunkley's Sound Systems Abilene. Bjorn's
San Antonio. High Fidelity Austin. Krystal Clear Dallas. Marvin
Electronics Ft Worth. Sound Guest El Paso. Sound Systems- Amarillo.
Uj- AudioWorks Salt Lake City. Crazy Bob's St. George. Stokes Bros
Logan. Ultimate Elect. Layton, Murray, Orem. Salt Lake City
VA- Myer-Emco Falls Church, Tyson's Corner, FairlaxAudio Connection
Virginia Beach. Audiotronics Roanoke. Home Media Store Richmond

- Bunch -Finnegan TV' Kennewick. Magnolia HiFi. Seattle & Suburbs
acoma Silverdale, Spokane* Pacific Sight & Sound Wenatchee

vii- Planner's AN Milwaukee. Hi-Fi Heaven Appleton, Green Ba,
Sound World Wausau

Precision Audio San Juan.
B Sound Calgarg. Edmonton, Kelowna. Vancouver &

uburbs. Victoria. Advance Electronics Winnipeg. Bay Bloor Radio.
Toronto. Canadian Sound Brampton, Ont  Digital Dynamics
Clearbrook. Harrington Audio Peterborough, Ont  Kebecson
Montreal. Lipton's Newmarket. Ont . Sound Decisions Duncan.
B C. Sound Gallery Newtouniland. Sound Room. Vancouver.
Stereoland Windsor. Treble Clef Ottawa.
Maim Contact Grupo Volumen Mexico City.

IAN G. MASTERS

Music in Pro Logic
/ own a number of CDs that were

%14. supposedly encoded in Dolby Sur-
round. I assume they are meant to he played
in Pro Logic mode rather than with one of
the ambience modes such as Hall or Studio,
hut when I do decode them with Pro Logic,
the center channel is so strong that she
stereo spread seems to disappear. Am /
alone in my opinion that such recordings
sound much better with the center channel
switched off? Michael Portantiere

New York, NY

A I've encountered at least one music
rlie producer who admits that his "Dol-
by -encoded" CDs are actually recorded in
normal stereo fashion, and then played
through a Pro Logic decoder. If they decode
properly, they are labeled as surround discs;
if not, they're plain stereo. So it's not sur-
prising that the results can be a bit unpre-
dictable, and every disc should be judged
on its own merits. It might sound fine using
Pro Logic, with or without the center chan-
nel, or maybe better with an enhancement
mode; there are no rules.

The phenomenon you mention is known
as "center build-up" among record produc-
ers and it is what you get when a recording
is not properly mixed for Pro Logic play-
back. The problem can be exaggerated by a
system that is improperly set up, so make
sure your front left, right, and center speak-
ers are balanced.

In many surround systems, the three
front speakers are placed in a straight line
across the front of the room. But that is not
ideal, because the center speaker will be
closer to the primary listening position than
the others. Sounds reproduced by the center
and another speaker will appear to come
out of the center. Fixing this might be as
simple as moving the center -channel speak-
er back a bit or the other two forward.

Mono CDs
rk Could you explain to me why certain
Wm record companies are issuing mono
CDs of albums that were stereo on LP, and
charging full price for them? Ben Hume

Dover-Foxcroft, ME

A Without examples I can only specu-
m late,, but the only discs I've encoun-

tered similar to what you describe are re-
cordings from the 1960s that were never in-
tended to be released in stereo in the first
place. Throughout the decade a vast quanti-
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ty of music was recorded specifically for re-
lease as 45 -rpm singles, and these were al-
most always mono. The earliest stereo 45 in
my fairly extensive record collection is dat-
ed 1968.

But the studios did have stereo recording
equipment, and many producers recorded
vocals on one track and instruments on the
other so that they could be balanced later
and, perhaps, edited. These would then be
mixed to mono for the 45 release. The most
famous of these recordings were the early
hits from the Beatles, but there were lots of
others, too.

When this material was rereleased on
LPs and tapes, however, some record com-
panies could not stop themselves from mas-
tering them as if they were stereo. Lots of
these ended up as two -channel mixes on
CDs as well, especially on compilation
discs. Other labels, however, took a lesson
from producer George Martin, who remas-
tered the Beatles records mixed to mono as
they were originally.

CD Rejection
rt Since I bought it some eight years
WE ago, nay CD player has been ex-
tremely reliable in spite of fairly heavy use,
hut from the beginning it has rejected cer-
tain CDs. The discs are from a variety of la-
bels and constitute only a small part of my
collection. But what would muse this?

Fred Clare
Boulder, CO

A For all the rigor of the CD standards
 established by Philips and Sony,

there are some variances. If your machine
hugs one side of a particular tolerance and a
disc is at the other, they may not work to-
gether. Sometimes that means a particular
disc will never play in your machine but
has no trouble in others. Sometimes it's just
the pressing, and a replacement CD will be
line. Sometimes a disc will play today, but
not tomorrow. It's one of the frustrations of
digital audio, but given the enormous
amount of information encoded on a CD
and the mechanical irregularities of both
CDs and players, it's amazing that such fa-
tal read -errors don't happen more often.

Technobabble
/ bought a secondhand cassette deck

%ig without its operating instructions,
and it has some things marked on the panel
that I don't understand. It's an "Ultrawide-



hand Linear Phase Cassette Deck" with
"bias fine trim." "meter ballistics. and
"headroom safrty." What do these things
mean. and how do I use them? Lev Litsin

New York, NY

A The "Ultrawideband" stuff is just
m marketing hyperbole. Meter ballistics

refers to the speed with which the level me-
ters react to an audio signal. But I can't
imagine why your deck is labeled that way
unless the ballistics are adjustable (and
that's unlikely).

"Headroom safety" probably means that
levels are set fairly low compared to the
meter readings. so even if you go "into the
red," there's some headroom before things
start to distort.

"Bias trim," on the other hand, is an im-
portant feature - if you use it properly.
Tapes and recorders must be closely
matched to achieve optimum performance.
Even if you are careful to make sure that
the bias switch is set for the proper kind of
tape. the switch settings are only approxi-

The all new B&K AVR202 Digital
AudioNideo Receiver features
today's most advanced surround
sound systems including Dolby
Pro Logic°, Dolby Digital® (AC -3')
and Digital Theater Systems®
(DTS). If and when new systems
are developed, it can be
upgraded at the factory at a
nominal cost. So your choice of
buying the right home theater
receiver is quite simple. B &K.
Great today. Upgradable
tomorrow. It's that simple.

MID
B & K Components, Ltd.

2100 Old Union Rd., Buffalo, NY 14227

1-800-543-5252  FAX: 716-656-1291

Web Site: http://www.bkcomp.com

mate: the bias -trim control lets you fine-
tune the match.

If yours is a three -head machine. setting
the bias trim is fairly easy. Set up to record
something with lots of high -frequency in-
formation - interstation FM noise is good,
or anything with lots of snare drums and
cymbals. Then switch back and forth be-
tween source and tape, varying the control
until the two signals sound as similar as
possible. With a two -head machine, you'll
have to record a hit, rewind, play it back
and compare it with the original, tweak the
control, record again, and so forth. The way
most decks are set up. turning the bias up
too high will dull the sound. and keeping it
too low will make it too bright.

Dimpled Dome
r% when / removed the grilles from my
%A. speakers, I discovered that the dome
in one of the tweeters had been pushed in (I
suspect by my I -year-old daughter. or pos-
sibly her I I -year-old brother. who has been

known to bounce halls in the house). I'm
not sure I can hear any difference, hut
there's no access to the rear of the tweeters.
so how do I repair the problem?

Richard Katzenberg
Delevan, WI

A If you can't hear a difference, I'd
Pit leave it alone. If you really want to
fix it, I've known people who've put a bit of
chewing gum on a stick and gently pulled
out a dent in a paper or plastic dome driver.
You have to make sure no gum remains on
the dome, however, and removing the gum
might aggravate the problem. Moreover.
this trick won't work with a metal dome.

An acquaintance of mine with the same
problem once simply put his lips gently on
the dome and sucked the dent out.

If you have a question about audio, write
to 0&A, Stereo Review, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019; e-mail, StereoEdit
daol.con. Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

af4u\l'A'qrYvitz-')-1-
/teLatitt

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

B&K
Dolby Pro Logic', Dolby Digital' and AC -3' are 1,,,

of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. DTS' is a
registered trademark of Digital Theater Systems, L L

WE SIMPLY SOUND BETTER.



TECH TALK
DAVID RANADA

Tests, Reconsidered
YOU DON'T NEED me to tell you that
audio equipment is getting more compli-
cated. Just saunter into any audio show-
room and look at the number of buttons
on the remote control of a typical stereo
receiver, much less one with Dolby Digi-
tal surround -sound decoding. Some of
this complexity is needlessly handed
down from generation to generation of
equipment. like a genetic defect. (I'm
thinking here of the multiple ways to en-
ter track numbers greater than 9 on the
laserdisc and DVD players from a certain
manufacturer.) Much of it. though, grows
out of the need to control a numbingly
enormous number of features.

All this complexity makes choosing
equipment more difficult. Your ability to
use it at home can be affected greatly by a
subtle design point often overlooked in a
blow -your -socks -off showroom demo. A
prime example would be the lack of a
volume -setting indicator on an amplifier
or receiver, or one that is invisible in the
dark or with the TV off.

This electronic and ergonomic com-
plexity also makes an equipment review-
er's life, to use a euphemism, interesting.
To report full test results on all significant
aspects of, say, an A/V receiver would re-
quire more than a full page of data. We
simply don't have room for such numeri-
cal extravagance, much of it irrelevant to
a rational buying decision anyway.

Given the rapid changes in technology,
our equipment reviews and, especially,
our lab tests have to keep pace. That
means stripping out of the printed test da-
ta numbers that are less important or irrel-
evant. For example, we've replaced the
test for dynamic range in reviews of digi-
tal equipment with other, more audibly
relevant tests, like noise modulation. Pho-
no-stage input capacitance was discontin-
ued even earlier. We've also discontinued
running de -emphasis -on data with digital
components, except where performance is
grossly defective.

Our FM tuner lab data are also being
streamlined to those few numbers that are
most significant for urban and fringe -area
reception. and Dolby Pro Logic surround
data will only be printed in those cases
where the component doesn't have Dolby
Digital decoding or where the Pro Logic
behavior is aberrant.

On the whole, these changes give us a
little more room for a livelier graphic pre-
sentation and for a few new measure-
ments, most of which concern the perfor-
mance of digital equipment (a category
that now includes amplifiers and receiv-
ers). We've already added tests for excess
noise, which indicate how much noise
and distortion a digital audio device adds
to a signal at low levels. And with our
new noise -modulation test, we finally
have a way to characterize the previously
untested middle part of a digital compo-
nent's dynamic range. That's the region
below our lowest distortion test level, -20
dBFS (decibels referred to digital full
scale), and above the region where the ex-
cess -noise and linearity results become
significant (around -80 dBFS).

While I'll explain the noise -modulation
test more fully in a later article, I can say

rethinking and revising how we handle
what are, paradoxically, both the simplest
pieces of equipment we test and the ones
that are most difficult to characterize ade-
quately with words or lab data - you
guessed it. speakers.

To begin with, we are trying to put
more verbal emphasis on what a speaker
sounds like. This has always been a mine-
field for reviewers, where one's "nasality"
is another's "laid-back midrange," or
one's "tight" bass is another's "lack of ex-
tension." You need look only as far as this
month's comparison of six $300 speakers
(page 72) to see how two very skilled lis-
teners can differ in their verbal descrip-
tions of the same speakers. But such dif-
ferences in description go with the territo-
ry. and it may take some time for readers
to calibrate their tastes with the tastes and
vocabulary of our reviewers, let alone
their own perception of a reviewer's judg-
ment with what the speaker under test
was actually doing.

To help with the latter, we are introduc-
ing a set of speaker lab tests that we hope

Given the rapid changes in
audio technology, our equipment reviews
and lab tests have to keep pace.

here that it measures the amount of
change in distortion -plus -noise level a
digital system produces as the signal
ranges between -40 and -120 dBFS. Ide-
ally, there should be no change, or 0 dB
modulation, meaning that the distortion -
plus -noise level from a perfect digital
component should be invariant with
changes in the signal level. The test signal
and procedure are very sensitive to even
slight deviations from perfect perfor-
mance. And even slight deviations are
psychoacoustically relevant since had
performance in this test (noise modula-
tion greater than about 3 dB) is likely to
be audible sometimes with music or mov-
ie soundtracks.

With the addition of the noise -modula-
tion test, it is unlikely that the deisgn of a
piece of digital audio equipment could
"mutate" in a way that its sound quality is
affected, for better or worse, and not have
the change be detected by at least one of
our tests.

We are also, with considerable caution,

will eventually present enough data for
you to validate the written opinions. For
now, in addition to more -or -less standard-
ized impedance and sensitivity measure-
ments. we've added a test for bass over-
load frequency. This, too, will be de-
scribed in detail in a future article. Basi-
cally. it is the reviewer's judgment call of
the frequency at which a speaker's output
at a given drive level becomes dominated
by audible distortion (including buzzes.
rattles, and port noise) when playing spe-
cially shaped low -frequency tone bursts.
(This has to be a judgment call because
measuring speaker distortion in a listen-
ing room in a psychoacoustically relevant
way is virtually impossible.)

The Holy Grail of any speaker test is.
of course, a reliable frequency -response
graph, or, better, a series of graphs show-
ing how the response varies with frequen-
cy and direction. We're working on it, and
we plan to enhance all our speaker test re-
ports with meaningful response graphs in
the near future.
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Hazardous to Your Health
THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY has in-
creasingly come under fire from federal
and state governments because its product
exacts a terrible price in return for its ad-
dictive pleasures. The tobacco industry is
highly profitable, in fact, because its
product is literally irresistible. A smoker's
daily life begins with that first drag and is
measured by the cigarettes consumed
throughout the day. Society has deter-
mined that the pleasure from using this
product is outweighed by its harm, and
therefore its use should be discouraged.

Aside from occasional accusations of
price-fixing or bouts of lyric -bashing. the
music industry rarely receives govern-
mental scrutiny. Not even the most politi-
cally correct (or ambitiously upwardly
mobile) politician has grasped the magni-
tude of the effect that music has on our
society. Music is insidiously interwoven
in our lives, and our dependence on it is
deep-rooted.

Like the very air we breathe, music is
all around us. And just as addicted smok-
ers crave smoke in their lungs, it seems
that we crave music in our ears. We must
begin each morning with a musical fix
from our clock radios, and we must listen
to music as often as possible throughout
the day. In cars and trains, lobbies and of-
fices, restaurants and elevators, even at
the beach - we must have music every-
where. If you don't believe me, just try to
go a few days without hearing music of
any kind, via any medium, and you'll see
that you can't avoid it and will wonder
how you could live without it.

The addictive qualities of music could
perhaps be overlooked if the effects of
music were benign. But they are not. First
and foremost, the health risk is obvious.
Imagine yourself in a vast open country-
side with only the soft sound of birds and
the breeze. That is the primeval environ-
ment our delicate ears were designed for.
They were not evolved to cope with to-
day's technological assault of high-pow-
ered amplifiers and efficient loudspeakers
and headphones playing at literally deaf-
ening levels. Make no mistake, the music
we love to play so loud is plunging mil-
lions of people into a world of deafness
where, ironically, they will not only be
free of music but of any sound at all.

The other negative effects of music are

numerous and frightening. Which of us,
on the road or in a park, hasn't been an-
noyed by the boom of someone else's
music? How many acts of violence and
mayhem have been committed because a
stereo was too loud? The rage second-
hand music engenders is a serious prob-
lem and has undoubtedly increased levels
of frustration and violence in our society.
Clearly, music excites the passions in an
unhealthy way. The gyrations of men and
women on dance floors is another symp-
tom of how music can invade and impair
our mental capacity. Music has the power
to stupefy. How enormous is the loss to
our nation's productivity because workers
are daydreaming to soothing strains of
music instead of energetically tending to
their work?

While the indirect costs of music ad-
diction are difficult to assess, the direct

for bass music shown by today's kids.
Surely the increase in juvenile delinquen-
cy is directly linked to the bass -heavy,
barbaric rhythms of popular songs. Simi-
larly, there is no question that much music
is designed to encourage in its listeners
feelings of rebellion and defiance. This is
counter to the best interests of society.

Clearly, music addiction is grievously
injurious. We must carefully weigh the
small pleasures of music against the mon-
umental consequences of its unregulated
use. Even the most ardent music support-
er must concede that restraints are need-
ed. Because of the scope of the problem,
the best solution is governmental control.
No one easily cedes control to the gov-
ernment, especially when it comes to the
arts, but when the health of society is
threatened, when individuals cannot con-
trol their actions, then individual choice
must be taken away and responsibility as-
sumed by government.

I advocate this multifaceted approach:
First, restrictions must be placed on mu-
sic advertising, especially when the ad -

The addictive qualities of
music could perhaps be overlooked if its
effects were benign. But they're not.

costs are startlingly manifest. Each year,
billions are spent on the purchase of mu-
sic recordings, a sum equaled by the cost
of concert tickets, T-shirts. posters, and
other music paraphernalia. And the cost
of playback hardware easily surpasses all
of these costs. It would be impossible to
calculate the massive wealth that music
has shifted from the thin wallets of com-
mon people into the bulging coffers of
powerful music conglomerates and a few
music celebrities. Because of that music
monkey on our backs, citizens are tragi-
cally robbed of their hard-earned wages.

It is especially sad to see pregnant
women carelessly exposing their unborn
children to music. Indeed, many mothers
deliberately play music to these youngest
of captive audiences, holding speakers
near their wombs to unnaturally stimulate
the fetuses, in the belief that it is some-
how therapeutic. Actually. the only sounds
reaching these helpless fetuses are bass -
heavy booming noises. Surely that is di-
rectly responsible for the unhealthy taste

vertising is targeting children; for exam-
ple, cartoons using music must be out-
lawed. Second, educational programs
must be developed to inform children of
the effects of music: in conjunction, mu-
sic -free zones must be created around
schools and in other public places. Chil-
dren must be taught that it is okay to just
say no. Third, a great tax burden must be
placed on music products both to discour-
age their purchase and to create a fund to
compensate the victims of music, and
their attorneys. Fourth, a new generation
of safer music must be developed, music
that discourages foot -tapping, dancing,
humming, or another active participation.
Fifth, alternative forms of safe entertain-
ment, such as gum -chewing and gazing
out the window, must be promoted. Sixth,
whistle -blowers who identify the dangers
in music should be compensated with a
largesse that will send a clear message to
the music industry. Only in this way can
we free society of this dangerous addic-
tion that is music.
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Is it an A/V Preamp?
A DVD Player? Or a PC?
The Philips DVX8000

Flip through the pages of Stereo Re-
view, and you'll no doubt appreciate
just how many products we review over
the course of a year. Yet it's rare to come
across one that can be called unique.
The Philips DVX8000 Multimedia Home
Theater can.

Interestingly, the DVX8000 ($5,000)
is not particularly new. having been

DV X80011: DVD vide('

11111.

The Philips DVX8000
lets Michael Collins' film -like
quality show through.

introduced late last year. We
passed on an opportunity to review
it at that time because the test sample
simply wasn't ready for prime time.
But Philips never stopped tweaking the
design, and now it has a compelling
product, though still not without flaws.

Like Tiger Direct's PC Cinema (re-
viewed in "Peripherals" last month),
the DVX8000 is a computer built for
home -theater applications, but it looks
more like a piece of A/V gear and less
like a computer. In fact, it looks a lot
like a Marantz A/V receiver (not too
surprising since Marantz is owned by
Philips and contributed to the DVX-
8(X)0's design). It's bulkier, however,
and behind the flip -down door along
the bottom of the front panel you won't
find A/V controls but a floppy -disk

is all three in one!

drive and game port. The rear panel
sports not only digital audio inputs and
a six -channel Dolby Digital analog out-
put but also I/O ports and a modem
jack. This isn't just another preamp.

Although there are other so-called
"convergence" products that attempt to
combine the personal computer and the
TV, the DVX8000's attention to A/V

performance sets it apart. But
the real question I had when
unpacking the big box was
- even if it does do some au-
dio things well, some video
things well, and some com-
puter things well, how seam-
lessly does it integrate them?

Because the DVX8000 is
designed to do so much, it's
difficult to describe concisely.

In its audio clothes, it's a Dolby Digital
processor and preamp, an A/V switcher
and controller, and an AM/FM tuner.
Switch to video, and it's a DVD player,
a line doubler, and a TV tuner. Plus, it's
a classy home PC with a DVD-ROM
drive, too.

Like a beefy A/V receiver, the DVX-
8000 has a front panel with a total of

BY BRIAN FENTON

about 35 buttons or knobs, including a
large rotary master volume control, two
smaller bass and treble knobs, input
and mode -select buttons, and tuner seek
and scan buttons. There's also a blue
vacuum -fluorescent display, front -panel
A/V input jacks, and a headphone out-
put. Around back, there's a full com-
plement of A/V inputs and outputs, in-
cluding inputs for a satellite receiver, a
laserdisc player, and two VCRs (one is
a record loop). Audio -only inputs in-
clude one for a CD player and a tape-
recording loop. Digital inputs, which
can be assigned to any logical source,
include one optical, one coaxial, and
one AC-3/RF for a Dolby Digital -ready
laserdisc player. Besides Dolby Digital
decoding, the DVX8000 offers Lucas -
film Cinema Re-EQ.

The computer section is built around
a 233 -MHz Pentium MMX processor.
It's got 32 megabytes of random-access
memory (RAM) and a 3 -gigabyte hard
drive. The keyboard is wireless, with an
integrated pressure -sensitive pointing
device. The right and left pointer but-
tons are on opposite sides of the key-
board so that they can be clicked with
the right and left thumbs, which more
or less precludes one -handed operation
- and clicking the primary (left) but-
ton with my left thumb took this righty
a little getting used to.

For input and output, the computer
has one parallel and two serial ports. It

also has two USB (universal serial
bus) ports, which I was unable to

test because I had no USB-
compatible peripherals to
try out - there are pre-
cious few available on the

market. But assuming that the
USB ports work, they should
provide an easy way to add ac-

cessories to the machine. That's
important because, unlike a "normal"
computer, the DVX8000 is not de-
signed to be opened to install an expan-
sion board or to add extra memory or a
bigger hard drive. It's possible to get to
an expansion slot, I suppose, but you'd
have to hack through the preamplifier
section first. The unit's construction
makes it evident that combining a PC,
an AN preamp, and a DVD player so
that they all work in harmony and with-
out interference is difficult - at least if
it's done correctly.
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PERIPHERALS
The video section is where the

hybrid nature of the DVX8000 is
most obvious. The machine can be
hooked up either to a standard mon-
itor (through its S -video or compos-
ite -video inputs), or to a VGA or
SVGA computer monitor (more
likely, either a data -grade projector
or a high -end projection TV with a
VGA -compatible input). For the
best picture the VGA output must
be used, because that's the only one
that takes advantage of the built-in
line doubler, which converts the in-
terlaced NTSC video image to a
progressively scanned one.

Not having a VGA projector, I
viewed the output on a fairly typical
(I7 -inch) computer monitor; the
line -doubled picture looked great.
Some of the improvement I noticed
was undoubtedly because the small-
er screen size of my monitor (com-
pared with most TV sets) produced
an image with a greater apparent
resolution, just as a 13 -inch TV will
look "sharper" than a 32-incher.
That said, the image produced was the
best and most nearly artifact -free that
I've seen with both program material
and test patterns from the Video Essen-
tials DVD. I'm convinced that if the
DVX8000's output was viewed on a
VGA -compatible projector, the im-
provement created by the line doubler
would be clearly evident in any home
theater.

How did the picture look on a regular
(NTSC) TV? The image from DVDs
was comparable to that from stand-
alone DVD players I've used; there
were no unpleasant surprises. In Mi-

The rear panel of the DVX8000,
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roarammina the station presets for the AM/
FM tuner, or controlling the A/V functions is
simplified by on -screen menus.

The computer -generated graphics
didn't fare quite as well viewed on the
TV. The control menus, designed to be
readable on a TV, were just fine - the
lettering and graphics were large and
appeared smooth. And for casual Web
browsing, the TV display was ade-
quate. But because of the inherently
limited resolution of an NTSC picture,
it's just not practical to use a TV or vid-
eo monitor as a primary computer dis-
play device. But that's a problem with
NTSC, not the DVX8000.

After
have to

with its A/V
connectors and computer ports, makes the hy-
brid nature of the component obvious.

chael Collins (Warner), the beauty of
Ireland and the grittiness of 1916 Dub-
lin were unmistakable. I could swear
that the dust of the crumbling General
Post Office - each speck was visible
- was falling to the floor of my home
theater as each round of shells exploded
around me with frightening realism.

initial setup, you don't even
look at the computer menus.
The front panel gives some
control over the unit's opera-
tion. However, you don't get
even a play or pause control
for the DVD player. Fortu-
nately, the remote control in-
cluded with the DVX8000 is
the Marantz RC -2000 learn-
ing remote, a powerful device
that can easily control an en-

tire home -theater system. An
infrared transceiver/repeater
supplied with the DVX8000
allows it to be installed behind

closed doors and still talk with the re-
mote. The setup software provided with
the DVX8000 makes programming the
remote a snap. And since you can back
up the remote's programming on the
computer's hard drive, you don't even
have to worry about losing the data if
the remote's batteries go dead - which

is good, because the RC -2000 is a
bit of a battery hog.

Tuner performance was very
good on both the FM and AM
bands. I particularly liked the ease
with which I could program station
presets - including their call let-
ters - using the wireless keyboard.
Up to 30 can be stored, and they
can be shared in any order among
AM and FM stations. I was pleas-
antly surprised that the tuner was
not affected by radio -frequency
hash despite being located directly
on top of a PC chassis. Even AM
performance was better than aver-
age - though that required getting
the supplied loop antenna as far
from my video monitors as I could.

But the DVX8000's usability did
fall short when it came to playing
CDs. There were two major flaws:
First, disc loading was unaccept-
ably slow - and the more tracks on
a disc, the longer the wait. Second,
the audio inexplicably muted when-
ever the track number changed.

The first CD I played was a test disc
with 99 tracks. I put it on the tray,
closed the drawer, and after a couple of
seconds figured that I had forgotten to
set the "autoplay" default (I hadn't). So
I hit the play button on the remote. Still
nothing. Figuring that there was some-
thing wrong with the disc, I popped in a
music CD. It didn't play right away ei-
ther, so I figured that I had just run into
a computer glitch and was about to re-
boot the machine when the disc started
playing. The shortest start time I en-
countered was with a four -track disc
(Shostakovich's Symphony No. 5, Linn
CKD 004), which took about 12 sec-
onds to get going. The maximum was
for a 99 -track test disc, which took an
intolerable 2 minutes and 5 seconds to
begin playing. Equally perplexing was
that the audio output would mute every
time the player changed tracks - you'll
never hear a song's first note again! Ob-
viously, while the DVX8000 can play
your CDs, these quirks mean you won't
want it to! But at least you can connect
an external CD player to the DVX8000
- Philips was thoughtful enough to in-
clude an input for one.

The CD -player flaws are unfortunate,
especially from a company that co -in-
vented the CD, marring what is other-
wise a well -thought-out attempt to bring
high-fidelity audio, video, and comput-
ing together. The DVX8000 could be
the heart of an excellent home theater
- just don't expect it to play CDs.
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firstlook

Zenith/Inteq DVX2100
Divx/DVD Player
COREY GREENBERC

Iam already on the record as some-
thing less than a fan of Digital Vid-
eo Express's pay -per -view Divx
DVD format - all right, I hate the

concept of Divx down to the very mar-
row of my bones. But I also like to
think of myself as an open-minded guy,
and I wanted to give the Zenith/Inteq
DVX2100 Divx player a fair shake out
of the box. Maybe if I'd shaken it even
harder, it wouldn't have taken a full
hour to get the thing to play a movie.

The problem seemed to be either with
the player's built-in modem or at the
other end with Digital Video Express's
database - customer service never fig-
ured it out. To enable the Zenith/Inteq
or any other Divx-compatible player to
play Divx DVDs, you have to run the
supplied telephone extension cable from
the player's modem jack to a working
phone line, call Digital Video Express
customer service toll -free, and open an
account by giving your name, ad-

dress, and credit-card information. (I
used my second line, the one
I normally use for faxing and going on-
line. I can just imagine how long it
would have taken to solve the problem
if I had only one line.) Then you move
the on -screen cursor to the "register"
button, hit the remote control's Enter

FAST FACTS
KEY FEATURES

 Plays stancard DVDs and Divx pay -

per -view discs

 One opti:a , one coaxial digital output
DIMENSIONS 151/2 inches wide.

37/8 inches h gh. 117/8 irches deep

WEIGHT 8'/2 pounds

PRICE $499

MANUFACTJRER Zenith. Dept. SF,

1000 Milwau-cee Ave.. Glenview,

IL 60025; ph Dile, 847-331-7000; Web,

www.zenitn.com

key, and - in theory - you'll be regis-
tered and ready to Divx the night away.

But when I tried to register the sam-
ple player, its modem would dial Digi-
tal Video Express, wait a few seconds,
and then hang up, giving me an on-
screen error message recommending
that I call customer service - which
I'd already done! The customer -service
representative was very nice and very
patient, but after three failed registra
tion attempts, she put in a conference
call to a technical -assistance rep at an-
other location, and the three of us went
through the routine of unplugging the
player, waiting 10 seconds, plugging it
back in, and going through the process
a few more times. Finally it worked,
and I was able to hang up the phone
and watch my first Divx disc. Thank
God you only have to register once!

Digital Video Express likes to com-
pare the Divx format to the small -dish
DSS digital satellite TV system. Well,I
spent maybe five minutes registering
my DSS on the phone with DirecTV
and USSB before the picture blinked
on my TV screen and everything was
working perfectly.

Maybe I should cut Divx a little
slack, though, since the system has
been up and running for only a few
weeks on a test -market basis. Currently
available at Circuit City in Richmond
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firstlook

As I unpacked the Zenith/Inteq DVX2100
Divx/DVD player, I had two questions: does
it take anything away from the DVD format,
and does its ability to play Divx discs add
anything to it?

As a DVD player. the DVX2100 wasn't
too bad. Overall, the Zenith/Inteq's DVD
picture quality was a notch or two below
that of my Sony DVP-S300. On the other
hand. it was several notches above that of
MPEG-2 satellite broadcasts. Dolby Digital
sound quality was identical to that of other
players that use an outboard decoder. Over
six hours of viewing, I did not hear any
snaps, crackles, or pops through my audio
system.

The on -screen menus are attractive and
straightforward, and the operating features
worked well. There were some typos in
the on -screen menus and minor glitches
in operation. so if you are sensitive to

occasional disruptions, you should wait for
second -generation models (this is good
advice for any new consumer -electronic
product). The DVX2100 handled audio
CDs with no complaint, but it could not
play CD -R discs. It was somewhat sluggish
in initializing discs and slow to respond
to user commands. but not fatally so.

I did my comparisons with Divx and DVD
copies of The Rock. They were different
versions (the DVD was widescreen), so they
had undergone different mastering - an
all-important criterion for determining
picture quality. The Divx picture was quite
clear - I could see each strand of Sean
Connery's unkempt hair - but in some
scenes it showed more MPEG-2 artifacts
than the DVD version. For example. in one
brief shot, fog was not reproduced as a
consistent gradient but instead as layers.
These artifacts were also present on the
DVD disc, but they did not register as

and Circuit City and The Good Guys!
in San Francisco. the whole shebang is
slated to go national in "late summer."
with RCA and ProScan players added
to the line. (There were some indica-
tions at press time. however. that the
national rollout might not happen until
sometime in the fall.) On the other
hand, with all the hype, all the promis-
es, all of the money invested in this
thing. including the millions of dollars
paid to a handful of Hollywood studios
just to get them to sign on, and with the
anti-Divx zealots watching their every
move, you'd think Digital Video Ex-
press would have worked out all the

significantly on either the Sony or the
Zenith player.

It is impossible to say whether Divx
coding has inherently greater limitations
than DVD; both use MPEG-2 video data
compression, so the only difference is in
the encryption, which is not data -intensive.
Still, this particular DVD of The Rock looked
better than this particular Divx of The Rock.
Other Divx titles looked much better than
the Divx Rock, with reproduction that
should please most viewers. Divx Dolby
Digital sound quality was identical to that of
DVD Dolby Digital. (Dolby Digital encoding
is straight -ahead. so there isn't as much
room for variation as in MPEG-2 video
encoding.) If first -generation Divx is this
good, I think that subsequent generations
will be competitive with DVD.

Although critics complain that the first
Divx discs lack cinematic perks such as
widescreen presentation, director's cuts,
and theater trailers. a Divx player can play
regular DVDs that already have those mate-
rials. Moreover, there is nothing in the Divx
standard that precludes future titles from
embracing these perks. What many Divx
critics forget is that the storage capacity of
a DVD, while large, is finite. All those
cinema perks take up disc space, leaving
less for the film itself. Omitting them gives
Divx titles more bits for MPEG-2 picture
coding. Thus, all else being equal, in theory
a Divx disc could have higher picture
quality than the DVD version.

In concept, the Zenith/Inteq DVX210C

convinced me that Divx takes nothing away
from the DVD format. A Divx player does
everything a DVD player does. and more.
The DVX2100 lacks some of the niceties of
full -featured DVD players, such as a
component -video output. video zoom, or
slow reverse. and its picture quality is

bugs before this thing even got near the
market.

Zenith sent along four Divx titles for
me to evaluate the system with, and a
more mindless smorgasbord of crapola
I can't imagine - George of the Jun-
gle, For Richer, For Poorer, Mimic, and
The Rock. At least they blow stuff up
real good in the last two, so I went and
bought the DVD versions of these
Hicks at Tower Records to compare the
Divx-mastered discs played on the Ze-
nith and regular DVDs played on a To-
shiba SD -3107 DVD player ($799. now
discontinued). Both players' S -video
and coaxial digital audio outputs were

somewhat lower, so it's definitely not the
best DVD player ever made. But is it
competitive with DVD-only players in its
price range? Certainly. At this price point. I

could live with it.
Of course, I was most interested in the

player's Divx feature. When you pay $4.49
for a new Divx disc. you have two days
before it expires. You can watch it once or
many times, skip around or play it straight
through. After the viewing period is up,
when a disc is loaded, the menu asks if
you'd like to watch it again; if so, you have
to agree to pay about $3.25 for another
two-day viewing window. Alternatively. you
can convert the disc to DivxSilver status for
unlimited playback on the same account.
for a one-time fee of $20 or so, or upgrade
to a DivxGold disc (priced like a compa-
rable DVD) that offers unlimited viewing on
anybody's Divx player. All billing is auto-
matically performed via modem, purchases
are handled seamlessly, and playback
begins immediately.

Most interestingly. Divx adds the option
of inexpensive viewing. I am not chagrined
that it would cost me an extra $3.25 to view
a Divx movie again. Frankly, after seeing
Flubber once, I'm pretty sure I wouldn't
want to see it again. It doesn't cost
anything to open or maintain a Divx
account, and you can play DVD discs on a
Divx player without an account. I like the
Divx concept. I think it is a harbinger of
how movies and music will be delivered in
the future. Bottom line: Considering the
$4.49 initial purchase price of Divx movies,
Divx seems to be a useful feature. These
first -generation Divx hardware and

software samples were beaten by second -
generation DVD hardware and software,
but the contest could be much closer in the
near future.

connected to my reference home -the-
ater system. comprising Theta and
Krell electronics and NHT speakers
(four Model 3.3s plus an Audio -I cen-
ter). A Pioneer Elite Pro -1009 60 -inch
widescreen (16:9) rear -projection TV
completed the picture.

So how did the Divx discs look and
sound? The 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital
soundtracks for Mimic and The Rock
sounded similar on both the Divx and
regular DVD discs, although I did hear
occasional clicks out of one or more
speakers during Divx playback, includ-
ing a loud click in the left surround
speaker during the opening Simpson/
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Bruckheimer Films logo in The Rock.
But I experienced an even stranger and
more perplexing glitch while watching
the same movie. A couple of times
when I paused the Divx disc and then
hit play again, the sound went out of
sync and actually lagged a fraction of a

IN THE LAB
DVD VIDEO PERFORMANCE

Setup level 7.5 IRE'

Differential gain 4 IRE

Differential phase 2°

Horizontal luminance frequency
response (re level at 1 Mhz)
at 4 MHz -0.76 dB
at 5 MHz -1.89 dB
at 6 MHz -1.95 dB

CD AUDIO PERFORMANCE

Maximum output level 2 volts

Frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.32, -0.12 dB

Noise level (A-wtd, re -20-dBFS-
input) -74.2 dB

Excess noise (without/with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +1.65/+4.15 dB
quasi -20 -bit (EN20) +18/+19 dB

Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz)
at 0 dBFS 0.041%
at -20 dBFS 0.058%

Linearity error (at 499 Hz)
at -90 dBFS -4.3 dB

Defect tracking
(Pierre Verany disc) 1,500 pm

TECH NOTES
The player would not load one of our
test DVDs, but it did play some discs
that have been reported to trip up
other players. Video performance
overall with standard DVDs was merely
okay - that is, differential gain was a
bit higher than we're used to finding,
but it had no visible consequences.

The machine would not play CD -Rs
or past Track 40 on a CD-RW version of
the Stereo Review test CD, so noise -
modulation tests could not be done.
Otherwise, audio performance overall
was also okay. Linearity error was
rather high, and I would expect it to
have produced rather high noise -
modulation results (3 to 4 dB at least)
and possibly audible side effects
(though not necessarily with music).
Consistent with the measured linearity
error, the EN16 excess -noise spectrum
showed numerous very low-level
distortion products during "with signal"
tones; such distortion is probably not
audible with music. - David Ranada

 an IRE is a standardized unit of
contrast
- decibels referred to digital full-scale
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THEATER, TOD! PARADIGM SPEAKERS

ARE SONICA.LLY ACCURATE, WHICH

NEAPS NO MATTER WHAT YOU VLIINT

TO HEAR, T-IEY'LL SOUND BETTER
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second behind the picture! The first
time it happened I thought it must be
my imagination, but then it happened
again a few minutes later. To get things
back in sync, I had to remove the disc
and reinsert it. This is something I've
never experienced in more than a year
of watching regular DVDs on four dif-
ferent players. I should also note that
the Zenith Divx player consistently dis-
played the audio format as "AC -3 2 -
channel" even though it was obviously
serving up a 5.1 -channel Dolby Digital
signal.

Divx movie discs are all presented
only in the chopped -off "pan -and -scan"
picture format instead of the preferable
widescreen format found on DVDs.
(That's part of the Divx master plan, by
the way - give you stripped -down ver-
sions of VHS -tape movies, without all
the supplemental material DVD view-
ers have come to expect. No thanks.) I
configured the Toshiba player for a 4:3
aspect ratio and chose the pan -and -scan
presentation on the regular DVDs for
comparison. I saw several obvious dif-
ferences between the two versions.

The color rendition on the Divx disc
was consistently more washed-out -
faces were pale, especially compared
with the richer and more natural skin
tones on the regular DVDs played on
either the Toshiba or the Zenith ma-
chine. There was also considerably
more pixelization on the Divx discs
than on the DVDs. I rarely if ever see
any digital tiling effects on DVDs any-
more, but I noticed quite a few on both
Divx discs.

Whether these video problems oc-
curred because Divx's encryption sys-
tem was stealing from the discs' bit
pool, I can't say. But it is possible that
the differences in color and video quali-
ty are the result of different mastering
for the Divx and DVD discs of the
same movies.

Undoubtedly, the concept of a low-
cost "rental" DVD that you don't have
to drive to the store to return is attrac-
tive - surely there are more than a few
DVD titles we'd all prefer to watch
once or twice for five bucks than own
forever for twenty. Well, with DVD
rental sources like NetFlix (www.net-
flix.com) and your local Blockbuster
giving us all the advantages of DVDs at
the same price, I'm convinced now
more than ever that Divx will be the
biggest and most costly flop in the his-
tory of consumer electronics. Your
$500 is better spent on a DVD player,
without Divx.
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testreport

PSB Alpha Home Theater
Speaker System
KEN C. POHLMANN

It didn't make any sense. Why would
a manufacturer go out of its way to
piss off the person reviewing its
products? But that's apparently what

the people at PSB were doing to me. First
they shipped the speakers to the wrong
address. I had the pleasure of personally
lugging eight boxes to my lab on a balmy,
100° Miami summer afternoon. Then I
discovered that PSB had helpfully includ-
ed two extra speakers (completely extra-
neous) as well as a complete set of steel
speaker stands I didn't need either. As I
stripped the freshly laundered shirt off my
back and wrung out the sweat, I muttered
darkly to myself, "This better be one hell-
uva speaker system."

Many people would say that PSB does,

indeed, make a helluva speaker. The com-
pany has long enjoyed a reputation for
excellent speakers, especially among "in-
siders." On the premise that anyone can
make great -sounding expensive speakers
but only the best companies can make
great -sounding inexpensive ones, I decid-
ed to test a PSB home -theater system sell-
ing for just over a grand. From PSB's
budget Alpha line, I selected the Alpha
A/V for the front left/right channels, the

MANUFACTURER PSB Speakers,

Dept. SR, 633 Granite Ct., Pickering,

Ontario L1 W 3K1; phone, 800-263-

4641; Web, www.psbspeakers.com

Alpha Mini for the surrounds, the Alpha
Midi for the center channel, and the Al-
pha SubSonic I powered subwoofer.

The original Alpha was PSB's first
speaker, and it's a bona fide classic. The
new Alpha A/V has essentially identical
specifications but is a smidgen larger, has
a new 61/2 -inch poly -coated fiber -cone
woofer, and is magnetically shielded. The
Alpha Mini is a smaller version of the
A/V. which translates to somewhat less
bass; the Mini's low -frequency response
is down 10 dB at 55 Hz, while the A/V's
-10 -dB cutoff is rated as 50 Hz. The Al-
pha Midi center speaker is a Mini turned
on its side. It has the same dimensions
and uses the same drivers and crossover.

Like the Alpha A/V, the Alpha Mini
and Midi are magnetically shielded, and
all three speakers have vinyl -covered par-
ticleboard enclosures and nonremovable
fabric grilles. All are available in black,
but the A/V and the Mini are also avail-
able in a dark cherry finish. I've always
been partial to black, but the Mini sup-
plied for this review had the cherry finish,
and I gotta tell you, the cherry woodgrain
vinyl looks really terrible. Stick with the
black; you can thank me later. The A/V
has binding -post terminals, while the oth-
er satellites use spring -loaded clips.

The Alpha SubSonic 1's rated -10 -dB
low -frequency cutoff is 25 Hz. Its rear -
panel connections are fairly typical, con-
sisting of two line -level inputs, two
speaker -level inputs, and two speaker -lev-
el outputs. Before being passed to the
outputs, the signal runs through a 6 -dB -
per -octave high-pass filter fixed at 100
Hz. One control knob adjusts the sub's
level, and another adjusts its low-pass
crossover between 50 and 150 Hz. A but-
ton selects normal or inverted -phase oper-
ation. There is no power switch; the am-
plifier senses the presence (or absence) of
an audio signal and turns itself on and off.

After auditioning more than a few
home -theater speaker systems, I have a
pretty good idea of the optimal placement
in my room. I lined up the front speakers
against the wall, with the center speaker
underneath my TV. The surrounds were
placed high on the walls to either side of
the listening futon and slightly behind it. I
tried the subwoofer along the front wall
and then moved it to the left side wall,
near the front. Heavy lifting completed, I
started my audition with a stack of DVDs
to check out the system's movie prowess.

First I test-drove the subwoofer with
the explosion -ridden Desperado. The .1
channel in a 5.1 system is mainly used for
/ow -frequency effects (as opposed to bass
music), and while explosions are hardly
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TECH NOTES

Quasi-anechoic "listening window" averaged frequency -response measurements of the PSB Al-

pha front. center, and surround speakers produced an admirably smooth response, with a devi-

ation of only ±2.5 dB from 1 kHz up to 20 kHz. But despite its physical similarity to the Alpha
AN mains, the Alpha Midi center speaker had different deviations, enough to preclude a truly

close match, and so did the Alpha Mini surrounds. And all three models had a dip in the cross-

over region (2 to 3.5 kHz), but this is typical of small, two-way speakers. All three also tad a
broad "peak" (more of a plateau) in the octave centered around 1 kHz, a characteristic that can

sometimes lead to harshness at high volumes. Referred to its output at 80 Hz, the response of

the Alpha Subsonic subwoofer rolled off to -3 dB at 55 and 130 Hz. In our main listening room,

I obtained the best "splice" between the subwoofer and the main speakers with the system's

crossover frequency set to 100 Hz.

ALPHA
A/V

(main)

ALPHA
MIDI

(center)

- David Ranada

ALPHA
SUBSONIC 1
(subwooter)

ALPHA
MINI

(surround)

SENSITIVITY (SPL at 1 meter, 88 dB 90 dB 90 dB n/a

2.83 volts input, 1 kHz)

IMPEDANCE (minimum/nominal) 4.9/7 ohms 5.7/8 ohms 5 7/8 ohms n/a

BASS OVERLOAD FREQUENCY
(at 90/100 dB SPL)

49/139 Hz 117/147 Hz 117/156 Hz 28/69 Hz

high-fidelity events, a good subwoofer
must pound out the thuds without distort-
ing or calling attention to its location. The
Alpha SubSonic l's room -shaking ability
was less than that of some other subs I've
auditioned, but its output was clean at
normal listening levels. I appreciated the
adjustable low-pass filter, which let me
dial in just the right blend with the satel-
lites (a frequency of around 70 Hz in my
room). Overall, if you're looking for raw
sonic fury, this sub is a hit tame, but it's
very capable at less all-out levels.

Next, I screened the moody, sexy, and
violent Bound. Its soundtrack creates a re-
alistic sense of interior, with ambience
around the dialogue and portentous sounds

like dripping water. I was impressed: the
Alphas sounded extremely crisp and real-
istic, supporting every nuance of this
playfully tense drama. Off -screen images
seemed to be accurately placed, and the
dialogue was crystal clear. I was also
pleased with how accurately the Alphas
reproduced the film score.

On the downside, although the satel-
lites were tonally matched, the surround
field did not merge as convincingly with
the front as it should have. The speakers
tended to betray their locations, making
each source too distinct. In addition, un-
less I was in the sweet spot, off -axis re-
sponse was uneven.

Turning to music, I listened to both

FAST FACTS

ALPHA
A/V

(main)

ALPHA
MIDI

(center)

ALPHA
MINI

(surr 3und)

ALPHA
SUBSONIC 1
(subwooler)

TWEETER

WOOFER

ENCLOSURE

SIZE
(HxWxD, Inches)

WEIGHT

FINISH

PRICE
($1,006 total)

inch dome

6V2 -inch cone

ported

'/2 -inch dome

51/4 -inch cone

ported

123/4 x 73/4 x 93/4 61/2 x 103/s x 93/4

11 pounds

black roughcast.
dark cherry,
ebony ash

$249 a pair

9 pounds

black roughcast

1/2-onc,, dome

5'/. -inch cone

poled

10 -inch cone

ported

103/4 x 61/2 x 111/4 x 141/4 x 141/4

9 pcunds

black roughcast,
dark cherry

26 pounds

black roughcast

5119 5199 a pair $439

k
Clear and accurate movie playback

LOW POINT
Slightly harsh midrange on

female vocals

5.1 -channel surround and two -channel
stereo tracks on the terrific Delos DVD
Music Breakthrough disc (DV 7002). Mu-
sic alone is more demanding than movie
sound, and most small speakers simply
don't cut it with music. But I was gener-
ally impressed with the little PSB Alphas.
They weren't perfect: indeed, their sound
was small compared with that of larger
speakers - that was particularly obvious
with good recordings of big opera pro-
ductions, like Wagner's Walkiire (Solti's
recording on London is my favorite).
Moreover, the all-important midrange of
the Alpha A/Vs was slightly harsh on
strongly sung female vocals (including
most of Brunnhilde's role in Walkiire). In
addition, the five satellites struggled at the
low end, growing boomy at progressively
lower frequencies, and their cabinets ex-
hibited a pronounced "ring." Now, don't
misunderstand me: every budget -priced
home -theater speaker system using small
satellites is prone to such problems.

On the up side, I appreciated that all
the satellites use the same tweeter, which
insures well -matched timbres above 3 or
4 kHz. Moreover, the high end was quite
smooth. At one point I used the pair of
Minis as my front mains. The Mini has an
attractive sound quality, but it lacks the
Alpha A/V's low -end punch. All of these
speakers play loud for their size and main-
tain an accurate tonality up till the bitter
end. Finally, the conservative nature of the
SubSonic is a plus when playing music. It
handled the low -frequency content in Ma-
donna's Ray of Light album really well.
Some subwoofers get very thumpy with
this CD but it stayed musical.

In hindsight, I doubt that NB was in-
tentionally trying to piss me off. I can for-
give the mistake in my address. The com-
pany is busy making speakers that are
several notches above the norm, and its
people clearly have more important
things to think about. I even forgive them
for including all that extra gear. When
you build excellent equipment that deliv-
ers a very solid bang for the buck, you're
naturally proud of your work and want to
show it off. In fact, I liked these speakers
so much that I won't even bill NB for
my ruined shirt. I'll let the magazine take
care of it.
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Klipsch Synergy Premiere
Home Theater Speakers
DANIEL KUMIN

Klipsch, one of the oldest names
in hi-fi, is one of the last speak-
er companies to jump whole-
heartedly into the home -theat-

er waters. Some companies, looking down
on surround sound as little more than a
fad unrelated to real audio, have thrown
systems together that fail to address the
specific needs of multichannel reproduc-
tion. But the Synergy Premiere series
suggests that Klipsch has taken the time
to think the home -theater puzzle through.

The system I auditioned consisted of a
pair of KSP-300 towers, a KSF-05 center
speaker, and a pair of KSF-S5 surround
speakers. All three models use as a high -

frequency transducer an uncommonly
small ( I -inch) compression driver wed-
ded to a radial horn, which Klipsch calls a
"Tractrix" horn. It is designed to offer

broad coverage with controlled directivity
- that is, while the sound radiates even-
ly, creating a large "sweet spot," less
sound is reflected from the walls, ceiling,
and floor. This is meant to improve clarity
and intelligibility and make overall re-
sponse more predictable by lessening the
influence of the mom's acoustics.

The KSP-300 tower mates a passive
"satellite" section employing the Tractrix
horn and a 61/2 -inch woofer with a pow-
ered subwoofer section featuring a 150-
watt amp and a 12 -inch driver. Each

MANUFACTURER Klipsch. Dept. SR,
8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1220.
Indianapolis. IN 46240; phone.

800-554-7724; Web, www.klipsch.com

speaker has two pairs of inputs, marked
Low In and Hi In (for biamping you re-
move jumper bars running between them).
There are also four RCA jacks labeled
LFE In and Out (for low -frequency ef-
fects, the Dolby Digital .1 channel) and
Line In and Out, two large knobs marked
Level and LFE Level, and a switch for se-
lecting the on, off, or signal -sensing auto-

on AC power modes. I used the standard
hookup for most of my listening.

The KSF-S5 surround speaker is a
quasi-bipole design with two Tractrix
horns flanking a central 61/2 -inch woofer
and operating in phase. The KSF-S5 is
designed for wall mounting with the
woofer facing the listening position. Each
speaker has solid, multiway binding posts.

Setup was uneventful. I experimented
with positioning the KSP-300s but ulti-
mately placed them close to the same spot
where I put my everyday speakers, which
are similar in size, shape, and bandwidth.
The center speaker went atop my Toshiba
TV, and I placed the surround speakers on
high shelves slightly to the rear of my lis-
tening position.

With two -channel music, the KSP-300s
performed well in most every regard, de-
livering sound that was smooth and, for
the most part, naturally balanced and
highly detailed. Some voices, though -
like Lyle Lovett's on / Love Everybody-
had a slightly forward, faintly "shouty"
quality. I have to emphasize, however,
that this was never more than subtle.

Imaging was tightly focused. The re-
production of the "float in the air" sound -

stage on Phil Woods's Here's to My Lady
(Chesky LD3) was occasionally uncanny.
But the soundstage, while broad and de-
tailed, wasn't as deep as that reproduced
by some conventional -driver speakers
I've heard. Also, top -octave "air" or depth
was slightly less prominent than that of
my everyday cones'n'domes speakers.

The KSP-300s delivered nearly unfet-
tered deep bass, only falling off a bit be-
low about 35 Hz. In fact, their deep -bass
extension equaled that of my usual setup,
which has a separate, big -ticket I2 -inch
powered sub complementing a pair of
floor -standing speakers.

Bartok's raucous The Miraculous Man-
darin (Delos DE 3083) showed off the ef-
fortless, wide -band dynamics to excellent
effect, with lots of big bass -drum and
Wagnerian low -brass impacts. The KSP-
300s' transient dynamics handled big,
noisy full -orchestra attacks with equal
aplomb. These speakers punch - and
bite - when the music demands. This
bright recording did bring out the KSP-
300s' slightly forward upper midrange,
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testreport
which sometimes made combined string
and brass choirs sound "hard."

The towers and center speaker did an
excellent job reproducing surround -sound
recordings. Front -stage presentation was
transparent and focused, with a revealing
midrange. This was especially effective
with subtle material like the Foley effects
and ambience in the Unforgiven Dolby
Digital DVD. But it could also be too
much of a good thing. With Crimson Tide
-a borderline -harsh DTS-encoded laser -
disc - playback at cinema levels became
mildly fatiguing. The front speaker trio,
with their smooth, open vocal region, re-
produced dialogue with outstanding clari-
ty. A slight emphasis in the "presence" re-
gion, however, sometimes made voices
sound a hit too prominent.

The front trio's dynamic potential with
multichannel recordings was huge: they

were able to play very loud well down in-
to the true deep -bass region. Broad -band
zowies like the Harrier landing and the
helicopter -missile impact from True Lies
were still clear and well defined even at
the highest volume level I could stand.
Bottom -octave output was awesome.

A good timbral match between the cen-
ter and left/right speakers is key to creat-
ing cohesive surround imaging and ef-
fects. I tested the Klipsch system by com-
paring the KSF-05 center speaker with
the KSP-300 pair on monaural material
and by A/B-ing the KSF-05 with a KSP-
300 (also in mono). In both cases I per-
formed careful level -matching, turning
off the KSP-300s' sub amps to eliminate
any influence from rogue low bass. The
match was good - decidedly better than
most midprice front trios - but I was
surprised by the difference between the

FAST FACTS

KSP-30C
(main)

KSF-05
(center)

KSF-S5
(surround)

TWEETER horn -loaded horn -loaded two horn -loaded
1 -inch dome 1 -inch dome 1 -inch domes

WOOFER 61/2 -inch cone.
12 -inch subw3ofer

two 61/2 -inch
cones

6',.. -inch cone

ENCLOSURE sealed vented sealed

SIZE (HxWxD, inches) 42 x x 18 7/;) x 23',8 x 73/e 8 x 18'/. x 73/e

WEIGHT 78 pound; 23 pounds 12 pounds

FINISH mahogany. oak. satin black matte black or white
black wood veneer vinyl matte vinyl

PRICE (52.800 total) $2,000 a pair $350 $450 a pair

TECH NOTES

The advantages of Klipsch's horns showei up in the "listening window' frequency response of
the KSP-300, which had response deviations of only ±2 dB between 1 and 15 kHz. And over a
region spanning more than two crucial octaves (2 kHz to 9.7 kHz), response was a still flatter

±1.2 dB. The KSF-05's response had devations in similar locations, but they were larger (span-
ning ±3 dB above 1 kHz) and included a wide peak around 7 kHz. Also, the center speaker's
midrange response is compromised once you listen from more than 15 degrees off -axis hori-

zontally, because of interference between its two woofers. Take the bass overload frequencies
for the KSP-300 with a grain of salt. They re valid for a standard hookup (during which the 61/2 -

inch woofer is the one that distorts), but n)t for a biamplified hookup in which the sub and main

sections are driven separately (with the la -ter protected by high-pass filters). With that arrange-
ment, the KSP-300 proved immune to ove-load up to 100 dB SPL.

KSF-05
(center)

- David Ranada

KSP-300
(main)

KSF-S5
Isurroundl

SENSITIVITY (SPL at 1 meter, 90 dB 90 dB 87 dB
2.83 volts, 1 kHz)

IMPEDANCE (minimum/nominal) 1.6/8 ohms 3.5/6 ohms 4.2/8 ohms

BASS OVERLOAD FREQUENCY 22/39 Hz 82/131 Hz 78/104 Hz
(at 90/100 dB SPL) (see text)
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Impressive dynamic range.
Excellent deep -bass extension.

LOW POINTS
Timbre mismatch in center speaker

makes voices too prominent.
Front -to -back pans not always smooth.

center and left/right speakers, particularly
on male voices. The KSF-05 sounded
hollower than the KSP-300s, heard either
singly or paired - and the deeper the
voice, the more audible the change. I no-
ticed the same characteristic, to a lesser
degree, on female voices.

The KSF-S5 surrounds produced the
broad, smooth coverage Klipsch claimed
they would. I A/B-ed them with my high-
performance THX dipole surrounds, play-
ing the surround -channel material with
the front and center speakers disconnect-
ed. The KSF-S5s produced an ambience
effect midway between that of dipole and
bipole surrounds. Both the "spread" and
depth of space were good, but not up to
that of my everyday dipoles.

In the Water Music excerpt from the
Delos Surround Spectacular CD. the am-
bience was slightly "bigger" and richer
than with my dipoles. but less precise.
Don't get me wrong: the Klipsch sur-
rounds were clearly better than monopole
speakers at ambience reproduction.

The KSF-S5s had some trouble when
the action moved between speakers on
surround soundtracks. While lateral pans
were smooth and just about seamless,
front -to -rear pans "jumped" to the sur-
rounds more obviously than they do with
my standard setup. This was most easily
heard on broadband pans such as the tor-
pedo "swim-bys" in Crimson Tide.

Neutral and exceptionally dynaink., Ihr
Synergy Premiere is an intriguing loud-
speaker system. The KSP-300's high sen-
sitivity and on -board powered sub allows
it to perform well with as little as one-
third the power you'd need for a full -
range passive system of equivalent band-
width. And the horn transducers' consis-
tent directivity delivers above -average
sound to a broader than usual listening
window while keeping the influence of
room acoustics to a minimum.

The Klipsch Premiere Synergy speaker
system is a serious effort to address the
unique demands of home -theater sound
and is well worth an audition. When you
consider the dizzying pace of change in
audio today, it's nice to know that good
things do still come to those who wait.

tel Us Enieriain You!
A a professional association

L:dicilvicleo specialty stores.

PAR. sets the standards for

high quality retE

Memoer dealers CCiii

se-vce. and most of all. they

muse at home theater

PARA Home healer ,kpeCidliSIS

V PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system

PARA home entertainment professonals are educated to explain
the newest technobgies in clear friendly language. helping you ge:
the best value for your money.

V Let us help you chc ose the system That's tat right for you

CALL 1-8110 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest ycu! -ofessional AudioVloec sew ers Association

The disc is mini.

So what's the big noise about?
[Illy calls it MD - MiniDisc.
Maybe you've seen the ads for it.
They're gorgeous. But frankly,
they don't tell you much.

you'll find it. Just go to our website
or call for our free catalog and see.

on the web:

www.crutchfield.com/md
For example, you can record an
entire album onto MiniDisc or or call -or your FREE catalog:

make a "hits" mix of your favorite 1400155-9009 ask for extension "SR"

songs, and then add, delete or
move songs around without
having to start all over.

There's a lot more, too,
and Crutchfield is where

Crutchfield - authorized
website and catalog for Sony,
Sony MiniDisc, and virtually
every other top audio and video brand, too.

CRUTCHFIELD
Home Audio  Car Stereo  Video  Home Theater
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Energy e:XL Series Home
Theater Speaker System
DAVID RANADA

The Energy system tested here is
drawn from the company's new
line of speakers, the somewhat
bizarrely designated e:XL se-

ries. The line consists of two floor -stand-
ing models; two bookshelf models, from
which we selected the larger, the e:XL-
16; a dedicated surround speaker, the
e:XL-R; and a center speaker, the e:XL-
C. For deep bass, we added Energy's ES-

10 powered subwoofer, which is not part
of the e:XL series.

The most obvious thing about these
e:XL speakers is their industrial design.
These are modem -looking speakers, with
molded -plastic cabinets "acoustically
sculpted" to minimize cabinet -edge dif-
fraction and maximize dispersion. Promi-

nent in the speakers' appearance are their
aluminum -dome tweeters, which have
"tuned ultrasonic acoustic filters" (the
gunsight-like construction in front of the
domes) and cloth suspensions. The woof-
er cones of the five main speakers are all
injection -molded polypropylene and have
nitril-rubber surrounds. All of the drivers
are magnetically shielded. Molded into
the back of the e:XL-16 and e:XL-R are

MANUFACTURER Energy Loudspeakers.

Dept. SR, 3641 McNicoll Ave.,

Scarborough, Ontario M1X 1G5;
ohone, 416-321-1800;

Web. www.energy-speakers.com

keyholes for wall -mounting (the e:XL-I6
also has a threaded insert for use of Om-
niMount 53 Series pivoting brackets). All
of the connections are multiway binding
posts, and all the enclosures are ported.
The "port" of the e:XL-R is a mass -
loaded passive radiator that gives the
speaker the appearance of a wide -range
dipole, although only its dual tweeters op-
erate in (out -of -phase) dipole mode.

The ES -10's built-in power amplifier is
rated to deliver 100 watts into its "heavy
duty" driver. Input can either be line -level
mono (from a typical receiver subwoofer
output) or speaker -level stereo. In either
case the signal flows through an internal
crossover that has both a volume knob
and a low-pass frequency control ad-
justable between 50 and 100 Hz. If you
have an external crossover or other appro-
priate bass -management facilities in your
system amplifier or receiver, you can use
the ES -10's line -level "Xover" input,
which bypasses the internal crossover.
The ES -10 has no speaker -level outputs,
no line -level high -pass -filtered outputs,
and no phase or polarity controls.

While the speakers' styling may be un-
conventional, setting them up was ab-
solutely ordinary, with the usual compli-
cations of speaker placement and sub -
woofer adjustment. The manual for the
three main speakers was not much help,
however. It neglects to specifically state
or show that, as dipoles, the e:XL-R sur-
round speakers should be positioned so
that their drivers are not aimed toward
the listener. And neither that manual nor
the one for the ES- I0 subwoofer recom-
mends a high-pass crossover frequency
for achieving the best blend between the
subwoofer and the other speakers in the
system (should your system's electronics
permit such an adjustment). My listening
tests and measurements both urge the use
of 100 Hz as the high-pass crossover fre-
quency, a value frequently found as the
default in many midprice A/V receivers
and amplifiers. This will dovetail with the
low-pass setting you get when you turn
the frequency control on the ES -10 to its
highest setting.

I also disagree with the subwoofer
manual's contention that placement of the
ES -I0 "into the room" - as opposed to
the corner location we consistently rec-
ommend as a starting point - "will de-
liver progressively more accurate bass
performance." Mid -room placement of
the ES -10 prevented me from finding
subwoofer-control settings that produced
even a moderately smooth transition be-
tween it and the satellite speakers (a con-
tinuously variable phase control would
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testreport
have helped). I do. however, agree with
Energy that extensive experimentation
with the subwooler's position and settings
is the key to best bass blending. It is es-
sential if you don't have access to test sig-
nals and instruments. In our large sound
room, the ES -10 ended up along a wall a
couple of feet out from the front -left cor-
ner. ignoring the manual's puzzling warn-
ing to leave 4 inches of clearance around
the subwoofer. Such spacing is really nec-
essary only for the front and back of the
enclosure.

At low to moderate listening levels.
which I suspect are what most people use
most of the time, the sound of the system
with soundtracks and, more important.
music. was very clear, with excellent dia-
logue intelligibility and well-defined im-
ages portrayed with a good sense of depth
when called for by the program material.
Overall tonal quality was fairly neutral.
with a notable lack of nasality to vocals.
Bass through the ES -10 was solid and
clean down to extremely low frequencies
(below 30 Hz).

The fusion of the front with the sur-
round speakers in terms of ambience was
also very good. The system was able to
create a convincing three-dimensional
acoustic space when playing Delos's
stunning MD Music
7(X)21. a Dolby Digital sampler/demo re-
cording that convincingly demonstrates
that dipole surrounds can be as valuable
for the proper reproduction of music as
they are for soundtracks. And when it
came time for the air battle in Air Force
One, the air-to-air missiles, F -15s. and
MiG-29s also thundered by convincingly
(though in "real life" air-to-air missiles
and jets on afterburner are supersonic and
should have created enormous sonic
booms). Then again, the artificiality of
the movie's sound effects here was ex-
ceeded by the relatively cartoonish ani-
mation of the airplanes.

At higher, more lifelike levels (for clas-
sical music). which are probably slightly
louder than most people play their sys-
tems, the speaker characteristics that pro-
duced clarity at lower volumes gave them
a slightly raucous or strident quality. With
music, strings in many full -orchestra re-
cordings moved too far "forward," and
the accompanying brass sections became
overly prominent. Some well -recorded
voices (like the operatic soprano Renee
Fleming on London) took on a slightly
metallic edge. and many not so well re-
corded voices in pop CDs sounded too
aggressively "in your face." Even normal-
ly genteel harpsichords sounded fiercer
than they would if you stuck your head

FAST FACTS

e:XL-16
(main)

e:XL-C
(center)

e:XL-R
(surround)

ES -10
(subwoofer)

TWEETER 3/4 -inch dome 3/4 -inch doma

WOOFER 61/2 -inch cone two 4 -inch cores

ENCLOSURE ported ported

SIZE 12' x 6'4) a 10' ) a 16'/a a 91/4
(HxWxD) inches inches

WEIGHT 11 pounds 14 pounds

FINISH rosewood. black matte black
(vinyl) ash. white birch

PRICE $300 a pair $200
(total: $1,250)

two 3/4 -inch domes n/a

51/2 -inch cone 10 -inch cone

passive -radiator sealed

10 x 6 x 63/4 151/2 x 151/2 x 15
inches inches

8 pounds 43/4 pounds

black ash or white matte black

$350 a pair $400

TECH NOTES

A listening window" frequency -response measurement of the e:XL-16 showed it to have a
rather rough response, with a plateau around 1 kFz and again at 3 kHz. Still, the deviations

above 1 kHz fell into a window of only ±2.5 dB. The e:XL-16 is somewhat unusual in not having

an actual response dip at its crossover frequency (2 kHz). The prominence of the 1- and 3 -kHz

regions imparted a decidedly "forward" quality to its sourd in comparison with many other
speakers that do have such a dip. The e:XL-C measured even flatter (±2 dB) over the same

range and proved not to match the e:XL-16 all that well (it was actually less forward -sounding
at high volume levels). "Listening window" measurements of the e:XL-R surround show good di-

pole cancellation down to its 2.2 -kHz crossover frequency, at which point the speaker's radia-

tion pattern becomes conventional. - D.R.

e:XL-16
(main)

e:XL-C e:XL-R ES -10
(center: (surround) (subwoofer)

SENSITIVITY (SPL at 1 meter.
2.83 volts, 1 kHz)

87 dB 87 d8 91 dB n/a

IMPEDANCE (minimum/nominal) 3.9/6 ohms

BASS OVERLOAD FREQUENCY 73/78 Hz
(at 90/100 dE SPL)

:.1/6 ohms 3.9/6 ohms nia

73/131 Hz 73/131 Hz 78/41 Hz

right next to their soundboards (as I have
done on occasion.

This is probably not a distortion prob-
lem. Even though all the main speakers
produced audible distortion with swept
test tones, it was no worse than we've
found in other speakers recently, most of
which haven't had this high-level aggres-
siveness. It probably originates in the
e:XL-16's response variations between
500 Hz and 5 kHz. While there was no

Gr soundtracks.
Clarity at lower volumes.

Modern styling.
Expellent subwoofer.

LOW POINT
Can sounc raucous at high volt.mes.

19

crossover -region dip. which would have
led to nasality with vocals, there were
other response anomalies whose shapes
and frequencies can interact badly with
the responses of typical professional re-
cording microphones.

Thankfully. these high -volume prob-
lems were far less apparent with sound-
tracks, both because the music in them
usually isn't recorded with the same fre-
quency balance as in music -only record-
ings, and because the intermittent sounds
of dialogue and effects are inherently less
revealing than the more stable sounds of
music. So while for soundtracks the e:XL
system can provide excellent, exciting
performance - the modernistic styling
will make the speakers seem right at
home in any high-tech home theater - if
you intend to play a lot of music. I'd ad-
vise some careful auditioning with several
recordings you really like.
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It can resurrect Jurassic Park. Rescue Apollo 13. Even raise Titanic. Not to mention

what it can do for the Eagles, Jeff Beck and Boyz II Men.

All with 620 watts RMS.* Seven charnels. And over a hundred years of Yamaha audio

experience.

Introducing the DSP-Al. A home theater processor/amplifier crafted with custom

microchips designed and manufactured eulusively by Yamaha. 4nd equipped ;with the pro-

prietary Digital Sound Field Processing we've been refining for more than a dozen years.

Technology shaped by countless live concerts and studio sessions using Yamaha prodLcts.

Right back to our first unplugged performance in 1887.

A century may seem like a lot to put into one home theater component.

But after experiencing the DSP-Al, endur ng anything less will seem like an eternity.

I. 42 DSP modes recreate the ambiance cf new venues like New York's The Borom Line

jazz club using the most advanced measure'nent techniques yet, while also

transporting you to favorite locations like ore Village Gate and lire Roxy Theatre

2. New Cinema DSP modes, including a vecial Sci-Fi mode, are optimized for specific types

of films as well as DTS, Dolby Digital and Pm Logic processing to recreate the

spacious sensation of a first -run theater.

3. DTS Digital Surround lets you experience exact replicas of the soundtrack masters .hat

have helped spectacles ranging from Jurassic Park to Titanic thrih audiences on over 12 000

screens worldwide.

4. Yamaha digital technology applies our years of experience in proprietary Digital Sword

Field Processing techniques to deliver the greatest possible sonic depth and detail.

5. 3 coaxial digital, 5 optical digital and Dolby Digital RF input give you nearly :Wee

the options of other systems. And the DSP-Al's extensive control capabilities let you opt mite

sound for speaker size, subwoofer performance, room acoustics aid other listeniag

conditions.

6. Yamaha Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), custom -engineered to

one -half -micron precision, ensure extremely faithful decoding of encoded soundracks.

7. 5.1 channels for today and tomorrow. With DTS and Dolby Digital complemented by

inputs for yet -to -be -defined standards, the DSP-Al may not be ab'e to predict the future-

but it's fully equipped to take you there.

8. Macro -Command Remote Control lets mu program up to sever multi -step procedures

execute at the touch of a button. It also operates additional Yamaha components, and cal

learn to contml components made by others.

9. Available in unique Amber Gold with ?olished wood -style side panels or traditiond

Black Satin metal finiAlt.

YAMAHA
WHERE HOMI IHLAIER I. %ES

www.yarsaha.com
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testreport

Kenwood VR-209
Dolby Digital Receiver
DANIEL KUMIN

Is Kenwood's new VR-209 Dolby
Digital A/V receiver an amazingly
high -watt powerhouse? Not really.
Does it have flashy displays and

controls? Nope. Does it proffer conve-
niences like front -panel A/V connec-
tions or an on -board RF demodulator
for AC -3 laserdiscs? Nosir. Does it use
military -spec circuit components and
sport an elegant finish? No way. In fact,
the unabashedly cost -saving approach
of its design is undisguised by the ba-
sic -black, light -duty sheet -metal chas-
sis. But is the $399 Kenwood VR-209
Dolby Digital A/V receiver a flat-out,
whazzat-again, gone -insane steal? Uh-
huh. Ayup. You betcha.

Why is this seemingly ordinary A/V
receiver such a bargain? Because for no
more than the price of last year's mid-
dling Dolby Pro Logic model, Ken-
wood will now sell you a Dolby Digi-
tal -equipped receiver that can deliver
the real goods: the clean, quiet, and
spectacularly spacious yet detailed
sound of digital 5.1 -channel playback

FAST FACTS
RATED POWER

 Surround: 100 W x 5 into 8 ohms at 1
kHz with no more than 0.7% THD

 Stereo: 100 W/ch, both channels

driven into 8 ohms, from 40 Hz to 20
kHz with no more than 0.7% THD

KEY FEATURES

 Dolby Digital and digital -domain Pro

Logic decoding; Dolby 3 Stereo
 Preprogrammed multicomponent

remote control

 One coaxial, one optical digital input
 Three NV inputs with one record loop
 CD and phono inputs; two tape loops
DIMENSIONS 171/2 inches wide,
53/4 inches high, 16 inches deep
WEIGHT 191/4 pounds

PRICE $399

MANUFACTURER Kenwood USA,
Dept. SR, P.O. Box 22745, Long Beach,

CA 90801; phone, 800-536-9663;

Web, www.kenwoodusa.com

at its best. It has ample power, and,
more important, it works well in all the
right places - something that's not
true of every stripped -down Dolby Dig-
ital receiver I've encountered.

Okay, what don't you get for your
four hundred hard-earned bucks? First,
you don't get S -video, so you'd proba-
bly want to connect your DVD player
or S -VHS deck directly to the TV -
scratch the convenience of centralized
A/V switching. Second, you don't get
enough digital inputs: the VR-209 fur-
nishes only two, one optical and one
coaxial, hard -wired to the Video -2 and
Video -3 inputs. So using more than a
duet of modem components means re-
peated plugging and unplugging, or
else using an outboard digital signal se-
lector (a product category whose time
has definitely come). Finally, you don't
get a lot of styling, though some may
find the VR-209's understated appear-
ance quite handsome.

Only three analog A/V inputs are
provided, one of them with A/V out-
puts for recording. The audio -only jacks
- CD, phono, and two tape loops -
are somewhat more complete. There
are four line -level preamp outputs, but
in a rather unusual combination: left
and right surround, center, and sub-
woofer - no front left/right channels.
Fairly light -duty binding posts are pro-
vided for the three front speaker out-
puts and spring -loaded terminals for the
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testreport
 NT

Outstanding value.
Excellent DD and DPL performance.

Unexpectedly decent FM.

LOW POINTS
Only two digital inputs.

No on -screen display; limited
front -panel readout.

Some bass -management limitations.

surrounds; a second spring -loaded pair
is provided for extension speakers. The
only other rear -panel feature is a pair of
minijacks for interconnecting compo-
nents via Kenwood's unified -remote
"smart" protocols.

The VR-209 is even simpler up front,
with three knobs and fifteen pushbut-
tons, only four of which - Input
Mode, Listen Mode, Sound, and Setup
- are likely to see much daily use.
Smaller buttons select tuner modes,
speakers, and so on. The biggest knob
controls master volume. One of the
smaller ones is an input selector, and
the other is marked Multi Control and
adjusts parameters for the mode select-
ed by the four main buttons. In tuner
mode, Multi Control functions like an
old-fashioned rotary tuning knob - but
one smart enough to auto -seek the next
station up or down in response to a
brisk twist. The main display is a sim-
ple blue window with dot-matrix al-
phanumerics and a few indicators.

The VR-209 is a good deal smaller
and significantly lighter than most A/V
receivers today, both big pluses in my
book. Some credit goes to Kenwood's
KAM-I power modules, which are said
to "increase amplifier efficiency to 50
percent, converting up to five times
more power to sound than conventional
amplifiers." (Wrong! Loudspeakers con-
vert power to sound, not amplifiers --
but we get the idea.) A peek inside re-
vealed that the KAM-Is are two colos-
sal integrated circuits, one slightly larg-
er than the other - damn near the size
of the average pocket -pager. Otherwise,
the interior was astonishingly bare:
there was room for another half a re-
ceiver in there, easy.

During setup, the VR-209 sprang no
real surprises, only a quirk or two relat-
ed to - you guessed it - bass man-
agement. If you switch the subwoofer
setting to "no," for example. so that you
have full -range left/right outputs, the
only choices for the center channel are
"no" and "yes" - no full -range center -

channel sound for you! The next para-
meter, for the surround channels, is a
"yes"/"no" thing no matter what; full -
range surround channels are just not on
the Kenwood's menu. This makes set-
ting up the VR-209 as idiot -proof as pos-
sible, though at some sacrifice in con-
figurability.

The VR-209's channel -balancing pro-
cedure worked well enough and kept
their relative levels within about 1.5 dB
over the volume control's full useful
range. But its on -board pink -noise gen-
erator circulated through the five chan-
nels way too fast for effective measure-
ment - an annoyance, if only a small
one. The resulting channel balances
agreed with the settings dictated by cal-
ibration noise signals from test discs,
something else I've not always found to
be so among budget A/V receivers.

The only other significant setup
choice is Input Mode, which lets you
trim each analog input's level by 3 or 6
dB so that the loudness will be similar
as you switch from source to source
(wide -dynamic -range digital recordings
typically sound much "softer" than,
say, commercial FM radio). It's a nice
touch in a price -chopping design. The

40 radio presets can freely mix AM and
FM stations. And, unexpectedly, the
FM reception was a bit above average.
The FM conics were not jaw -dropping
but perfectly suitable for moderately
serious listening even to classical mu-
sic. As usual, AM reception was lousy.

The VR-209's surround presentation
left very little to wish for. I listened hap-
pily to Delos's latest audio -only, 5.1 -
channel Dolby Digital disc, DVD Music
Breakthrough (DV 7002). This full-
length compendium of mostly orches-
tral classical chestnuts simply knocked
me out. Sure, I'm responding to the ex-
cellence of the recording, but it speaks
volumes that a $400 receiver let its in-
herent qualities shine through. Rhap-
sody in Blue, although performed in a
far "drier," more intimate space than
most of the other pieces on the DVD,
was among the most fascinating. You
won't appreciate just how much a skill-
ful 5.1 -channel production can benefit
even a nonhyped, naturalistic recording
until you hear this one for yourself. It
has timbral definition, articulation, and
dynamic nuance for days. (Note to Del-
os: More! More! More!)

Of course, the VR-209 did the trick

IN THE LAB
DOLBY DIGITAL (AC -3) PERFORMANCE
All data obtained from Dolby Labs' AC -3
test DVD using dithered test signals. which
set limits on measured distortion and
noise. All channel -level controls and LFE
attenuation set to 0. All speakers set to
"large" if possible (see text). Reference
input level is -20 dBFS*; reference output
level is 283 mV. All are worst -case figures.

Output at clipping (1 kHz, 8/4 ohms)
one channel driven (front) 104/164 W
one channel driven (surround) 105/15E W
five channels driven (8 ohms) 63 W

Distortion at 1 watt (THD+N, 1 kHz)
8 and 4 ohms 0.03%

Noise (A-wtd)
left front -75.6 dB

Excess noise (with signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2.75 dB

Frequency response (worst case)
surround 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.1 dB

Channel imbalance (individual channels
set at 0 -dB gain) 0.9 dB spread or less

Subwoofer output frequency response
18 dB/octave rolloff above 96 Hz

High-pass filter frequency response
11 dB/octave rolloff below 91 Hz

Max. unclipped subwoofer output
9.6 volts

Subwoofer distortion (master volume a'
-3. subwoofer trim at -3 dB)" 23%

STEREO PERFORMANCE,
DIGITAL INPUTS
Reference volume setting for noise is the
same as for Dolby Digital; subwoofer off.

Linearity error (at -90 dBFS') +0.3 dB

Noise (A-wtd) -73.1 dB

Excess noise (with/without signal)
16 -bit (EN16) +2.8/+3.1 dB

Tone -control range
100 Hz ±9.3 dB
10 kHz +8.3, -9.3 dB

Frequency response (in Source Direct
mode) 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1 dB

TUNER SECTION
All figures are for FM only.

Sensitivity (50 -dB quieting)
mono 19.9 dBf
stereo 41.0 dBf

Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 1.1 dB

AM rejection 63.2 dB

Selectivity
alternate -channel 70.9 dB
adjacent -channel 8.2 dB

 decibels referred to digital full-scale
 at 30 Hz, all six channels driven to
0 dBFS
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on movies, too. The Dolby Digital
soundtrack of Contact was particularly
effective: the time/space-travel se-
quence, which can easily dissolve into
harshness, maintained listenable detail
and was pretty exciting even the 15th
time around. (But was I the only one to
find this a pretty dumb movie?)

With Dolby Pro Logic (DPL) materi-
al the Kenwood was exceptionally qui-
et, as good or better than several of last
year's $800 -and -up A/V receivers, and
it provided excellent separation, smooth
sound pans, and clean, intelligible dia-
logue - all the hallmarks of digital -do-
main Pro Logic decoding done right. It
passed all of my DPL torture tests, in-
cluding auditioning the surround chan-
nel "naked" on such stumpers as the
Copland Fanfare for the Common Man
from the Delos Surround Spectacular
Dolby Surround music CD. The only
flaw I could find was a very mild touch
of surround -channel "pumping" on ul-
tracritical material, like the a cappella
Palestrina choral selection
on the same disc. Pumping
was never audible in full -
system listening, but it may
have occasionally compro-
mised DPL ambience to a
very small degree.

So is there any mustard
the Kenwood VR-209 re-
ceiver did not cut? Well, it
did not deliver quite enough
power for a full theatrical
experience in my system when I ran all
five speakers full -range. Despite its
"100 watts x 5" rating, it ran about 3 or
4 dB short of "reference level" (the
clean volume level I expect from a real-
ly good commercial cinema), clipping
mildly but discernibly on exposed tran-
sients such as the mini -nuke detonation
in True Lies. Adding a powered sub -
woofer made a huge difference, of
course, but I'd still probably prefer a hit
more headroom from the amp for a
space as big as mine (21 x 16 feet). The
lack of front left/right preamp outputs
makes wattage upgrades a bit difficult,
which was probably the idea (Kenwood
also makes more expensive A/V receiv-
ers and no doubt would like to sell a
few of those, too).

For serious two -channel listening,
the VR-209 had plenty of power to feed
my average -sensitivity B&W Model
803 Series 2s. But when I pushed it to
real, front -row levels on clean, wide -

range music like "Penguins" from Lyle
Lovett's / Love Everybody (one of the
best trap -drum recordings around).

clipping was fairly sudden and moder-
ately hard.

The supplied, preprogrammed re-
mote control is effective, with a rela-
tively straightforward layout. You can
cycle separately through the audio and
A/V inputs using the Video and Audio
keys, but there's no direct access to in-
dividual inputs. You can invoke multi -
component sets of control codes to cov-
er the basic commands of as many as
seven source components, plus a TV
set, from most of the top -selling brands.

The VR-209 is unusual in that when
you program the remote, the receiver's
display labels will automatically corre-
spond to the component type. At the
same time, it deletes nonprogrammed
inputs from the remote control's Audio
and Video input rotations - you have
to program in a manual -component
"placeholder" code set for old-fash-
ioned, nonremote gear or for arcane
components for which no codes exist
on board. The input labeling is actually

Kenwood's VR-209

receiver left very little
to wish for in 5.1 -channel
Dolby Digital playback.

pretty clever, but it's a bit disconcerting
if you haven't, umm, bothered to read
the manual (not that I actually know
anybody like that). You could find that
some of your inputs have vanished.

In general, I found the VR-209 ac-
ceptably easy to figure out and use. It's
not the most elegant receiver in every
ergonomic respect, but it's by no means
the worst, either. There are no on-
screen displays, and I didn't really miss
them all that much. And I actually ap-
plaud the absence of the gruesome
"extra" ambience modes for music
sometimes encountered on entry-level
A/V receivers - this daringly different
Kenwood model offers only Dolby
Digital, Pro Logic. and Dolby 3 Stereo.
But one thing buyers surely won't be
missing is the few hundred extra dollars
they might otherwise have spent to get
a good Dolby Digital receiver. With its
extraordinarily high -value VR-209,
Kenwood has rendered a genuine ser-
vice to fiscally challenged home -theater
aspirants everywhere. Now, guys, how
about a $249 DVD player?
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Wanted to know About Spealcors*

Explained bg )avid L. Clark

YOU MIGHT BE a music maven and a home -theater highbrow. But admit it - there

are some things about speakers that you just don't understand. There's no reason to be

embarrassed. Ironically, while the speaker is the most important link ii the audio re-

production chain, it's also the most misunderstood.

Just as children in the schoolyard often learn dubious "facts" of life that are passed

on by more "experienced" friends, some hi -ti enthusiasts are misled by those who

think they know better. So I'll try to set the record straight with answers to some of

the most "sensitive" questions.

BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK
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Evereltinq Always Waged to bow Abo111 Speakers
Do I have to buy special home -theater
speakers, or will my stereo speakers
work well as the front left and right
(main) speakers?
If you have an excellent pair of stereo
speakers, keep them. They'll certainly
sound better than cheap home -theater
speakers. But it's important to understand
that the design requirements for ideal
home -theater speakers are different from
those of traditional stereo speakers. In
general, stereo speakers are designed to
radiate sound over wider horizontal and
vertical angles than the front speakers in a
home -theater setup, and their optimum
frequency response is along each speak-
er's axis. For two -channel stereo, those
properties result in the best mix of direct
sound from each speaker and reflected
sound from the room. Many home -theater
front -speaker designs, on the other hand,
deliberately limit the vertical dispersion
of sound to a comparatively narrow angle,
which reduces the amount of sound re-
flected from the floor and ceiling. And the
additional rear surround speakers in a
home -theater setup are often designed to
have a broad dispersion so that they can
reproduce ambience with greater diffu-
sion than you could get from two "regu-
lar" speakers.

Why is a center -channel speaker rec-
ommended for home theater? Stereo
does just fine without it.
It does? Try listening to a recording of a
center -stage soloist from the center, left,
and right sides of your listening room.
The soloist's image will shift as you
change position. This directional distor-

tion is unacceptable for home theater, be-
cause the picture would be telling you
one thing and your ears another. The solu-
tion is to have a separate center speaker
with center -stage sounds directed to it.

What frequency range do rear sur-
round speakers have to handle?
Well, for Dolby Surround recordings, the
standard bandwidth is 70 Hz to 8 kHz,
though information down to and below 50
Hz exists on some soundtracks. In 5.1 -
channel Dolby Digital recordings, the
surround signals can be full -range. How-
ever, most surround processors allow any
low bass intended for the surround chan-
nels to be redirected to a special subwoof-
er output, where it is combined with the
contents of the low -frequency -effects
(LFE, a.k.a. ".1") channel. So you can use
small surround speakers that aren't de-
signed to reproduce deep bass as long as
you have a subwoofer in the system.

How are the speakers I need for 5.1 -
channel Dolby Digital surround differ-
ent from those needed for Pro Logic?
The same speakers will do for both as
long as the surrounds have adequate high -
frequency response (most do). Remember
to redirect deep bass for the surround
channels to the subwoofer when you are
setting the system up.

Do the center and surround speakers
need to be driven with the same pow-
er as the front left and right speakers?
In 5.1 -channel playback, the same maxi-
mum acoustic output may be required
from the surround speakers as from the

This Infinity home -theater package is fairly typical, comprising two front left/right
speakers, a "TV -top" center speaker, two wall -mountable surrounds, and a subwoofer.

front trio, just not as often. So to cover all
bases, it would be best for the amplifier
power to be the same - assuming that
the front and surround speakers have the
same sensitivity and are the same distance
from the listener. (Lower -sensitivity sur-
rounds will actually require more power
to keep up with the front speakers.) The
center speaker is the dominant one for
home theater, so for a balanced sound it
should be of high quality and be driven
by as much power as the others.

What is a dipole speaker? For that
matter, how many "poles" are there?
A dipole speaker is one whose radiation
coming off the front is equal to the radia-
tion coming from its back but reversed in
phase. On the sides of the speakers, there
is a "null" where the front and back
soundwaves cancel each other. Dipole
surround speakers for home theater are
usually mounted on a wall so that the null
is aimed toward the listening area. The di-
rect radiation is aimed at the front and
back walls of the room and reaches listen-
ers only after reflection from room boun-
daries, making it difficult to perceive
where the sound is coming from. (Sur-
round sound is, after all, supposed to sur-
round you!) Dipoles for home theater
usually have drivers on opposite sides,
one (or more) aimed forward and the oth-
er(s) aimed back. The front of the speak-
er, which faces the listening position, usu-
ally has no driver.

In contrast. large panel dipoles (elec-
trostatics, for example) are usually associ-
ated with exotic high -end stereo systems,
where they are placed so that listeners are
on the main radiation axis. The front out-
put is heard as direct sound, and the out -
of -phase rear output is reflected from the
wall behind the speakers. Bipole speakers
are similar to dipoles, but the front and
back radiation is in phase. The sound -
waves combine at the sides, instead of
canceling, which increases bass output.

A conventional speaker box with all of
the drivers on one side could be called a
"monopole." I guess you can design in as
many "poles" as you want, but more will
not necessarily produce better or even dif-
ferent results. Some listeners favor direct -
radiating monopoles over dipoles as sur-
round speakers, and some surround
speakers are switchable between dipole
and bipole modes to suit different pro-
gram material, environments, or tastes.

My listening position is at the rear of
the room with my back to the wall.
How can I place speakers for a home
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theater or for multichannel (surround -
encoded) music?
That is not the best setup. but it can work
quite well if you locate the surround
speakers high on the side walls facing
each other across the listening area. Di-
pole surround speakers can he located
further forward and lower on the walls if
they are angled so that the null of each
speaker is aimed at the listening area.

Should I switch back to stereo mode
when I play CDs in my home theater?
I know a lot of people sa\ that yon should
switch hack to two -channel stereo be-
cause it is "proper." I say you should try it
both ways. You might find that the music
sounds more natural in Pro Logic mode
or in an ambience-enchancement mode
for music that also uses the center and

The BaSia

surround speakers. Years ago, Stereo Re-
view contributing technical editor Tom
Nousaine and I ran a blind test at an Au-
dio Engineering Society convention. By a
wide margin. the engineers preferred Pro
Logic over two -channel stereo for play-
back of stereo program material.

What is the difference between biwir-
ing and biamping?
To biwire a speaker. you simply run two
cables from one amplifier channel to its
associated speaker, which - if it's hi-
wirable - will have two sets of input ter-
minals. The two sets are joined by metal
straps when the speaker is not hiwired. As
you might expect, since the electrical cir-
cuits in both cases are equialent. biwiring
provides little benefit.

Biamping is quite another thing. re -

How does a speaker work?
A speaker is a two-step energy converter, or transducer. First it
converts the amplifier's electrical energy to mechanical motion,
and then that motion is transferred to a radiating device that, in
turn, moves enough air to produce sound. Only a few kinds of
"motors" are used for the electrical -to -mechanical conversion:
magnetic, electrostatic, and piezoelectric. Air movers can be
cones, domes, ribbons, or panels (flexible or rigid).

In a conventional speaker driver, an amplified audio signal is
fed to an electromagnet called the voice coil. The varying mag-
netic field that results from changes in the signal's voltage
causes the voice coil to move toward or away from a big mag-
net in the driver's frame. A cone (or dome) attached to the voice
coil is thereby moved in proportion to the audio signal, produc-
ing sound. This basic "dynamic" speaker was invented 70 years
ago. and it's taken that long to refine the concept to today's
high performance levels.

Another type of speaker is called electrostatic rather than dy-
namic. It uses high voltages to produce electrostatic attraction
and repulsion over the entire surface of a large but very thin and
flexible flexible diaphragm, instead of using a moving voice coil
to vibrate a cone or dome. A similar -looking speaker that also
uses a large, flat diaphragm is called planar -magnetic. Instead
of electrostatic forces. the planar speaker relies on many small
magnets interacting with the diaphragm, which is embedded
with current -carrying wires. The large diaphragms of the elec-
trostatic and planar -magnetic speakers are better suited for use
as boxless flat dipoles than in conventional boxes.

Newer, more "exotic" speakers include rigid panels from NCT
Audio (see page 64), NXT, and others that use a piezoe'ectric
"motor," and "HyperSonic" speakers, which mix ultrasonic
waves. Both types are unproven in the hi-fi marketplace.

The metal strap normally connecting
these two sets of speaker terminals has
been removed for biwiring or biamping.

quiring separate amplifiers for the speak-
er's woofer and the tweeter. In the first
variation, which I'll call "parallel amp-
ing." each amplifier is fed an identical
input. I consider this nearly as useless as
biwiring - each amp just has to work a
little less.

Which are better, 4 -ohm or 8 -ohm speakers?
A speaker's impedance rating has nothing directly to do with its
sound quality. Speakers should be loosely matched to the ca-
pabilities of the amplifier driving them. Check the specs on the
amp and on the speaker. Most amps will be able to drive a sin-
gle set of 4 -ohm speakers to a higher power than a single set of
8 -ohm speakers - that's fine if the 4 -ohm speakers can handle
the added power - but some inexpensive receivers will shut
down if they sense a load of much less than 8 ohms. Imped-
ance can be important. however, if you want to connect a sec-
ond set of speakers to an amplifier. You might overstress it with
two pairs of 4 -ohm speakers even though an additional pair of
8 -ohm speakers would be okay.

I've got my eye on an amplifier rated at 200 watts per chan-
nel, but my speakers are oily rated at 100 watts. Will the
bigger amp give me a iy improvement in sound, or will I just
blow the speakers?
Your system will likely sound a trifle louder and cleaner because
you may eliminate clipping on the momentary peaks in music or
sound effects. Of course, power is what ultimately blows
speakers when too much is applied for too long, so be careful.

The reason matching amplifier power to speaker power han-
dling is not straightforward has to do with the duration that the
power is applied. Music makes high -power demands for very
brief periods. For example, a dynamic piece of classical music
may requ.re more than 100 watts for transient sounds but have
an average power requ,remen: of less than 1 watt. Speakers are
well suited to reproduce such wide variations in level. Amplifi-
ers, on the other hand, are rated to deliver their maximum pow-
er continuously and usually have very little "headroom" to han-
dle brief peak demands above that. The bottom line is that even
a smallish amp can burn out the speakers connected to it in a
minute or less when playing full -power test tones (something
only speaker reviewers ever 'isten to). Your best strategy is to
turn down the volume any time you hear distortion. That will let
you use all of your available power on peaks, if necessary, while
maintaining a low average ouput power level.
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In the second variation of biamping,
line -level outputs from an active crossov-
er are fed to the amplifiers; one gets the
low frequencies, the other the highs. Then
the bass amp directly drives the woofer
while the other amp drives the tweeter (or
the high -frequency components). This ap-
proach does make sense because it substi-
tutes an active crossover for the speaker's
passive crossover components. This tech-
nique never caught on commercially until
home theater, where it takes the form of a
high-pass filter in the surround decoder
and a low-pass filter in the powered sub.

Why are some speakers so big? I've
seen some small cubes that would
solve a lot of placement problems.
First off, a big \800fer needs less amplifi-
er power and is able to produce bass that
is lower, louder, and far less distorted
than a small woofer. Therefore, bigger is
better if you want truly accurate sound or
just like lots of bass and have room for
big boxes in your listening room. The big
problem with the little "cubes" is getting
them to blend smoothly with their associ-
ated subwoofers.

Why does the room have so much ef-
fect on the sound of a speaker system?
Because you get to hear every sound
more than once: first directly from the
speaker, then reflected and reverberated
from the room boundaries. This isn't a
bad thing. Stereo music in a moderately

Top left, the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series III
three-piece sub/sat system; bottom lett
JBL's HLS Series speakers feature
horn -loaded tweeters; above, Magnepar's
planar -magnetic MG1.6/011 speakers.

"live" room with a pleasantly reverberant
character sounds much better than in a
"dead" room (usually with carpeting and
heavy drapes) that has little or no rever-
beration. But movie soundtracks tend to
sound better in rooms with less reverber-
ant acoustics because the program materi-
al itself supplies the ambience to the sur-
round speakers. A good movie theater's
acoustics are far more "dead" than a good
concert hall's. When it comes to low -end
performance, the room itself contains and
strengthens bass output. Without a room's
walls, ceiling, and floor, we'd need much
more powerful woofers. Don't believe
me? Put a speaker outdoors and see how
much its apparent bass output is reduced.

A friend of mine warns against using
equalizers, even bass and treble con-
trols. But my system has a booming
sound quality that I'd like to get rid of.
Go forth and equalize. The overuse of
equalization is what has given it a bad
name in some high -end audio circles. In
a perfect world, playback equalization
would not be needed except to suit indi-
vidual taste. In the real world, every room
affects bass response in an irregular way.
You can always improve the sound at a
single listening position with careful use
of an equalizer, but you'll never make it
perfect throughout the room.

Equalization is not a cure for a bad
room or a bad speaker system. After the
right speakers are optimally placed in the

room, a moderate amount of equalization
can often be applied to advantage in the
bass and lower midrange (less often in the
treble). Even if test instruments are used,
the final tweak should be done by ear to
achieve a natural sound.

I've seen some tall, flat speakers.
What are they, and how do they work?
They were probably electrostatic or pla-
nar -magnetic speakers, because tall and
flat is the form those designs naturally
take. They are prized for precision imag-
ing and spacious stereo reproduction,
which are consequences of the radiation
pattern of tall, flat speakers. The jury is
still out regarding their suitability as front
speakers in a home theater. Although thin,
they are not often space savers because
their overall area is large and they must
be placed a fair distance from the wall be-
hind them for the best sound.

What are the advantages of a horn on
a speaker?
Horn drivers were very popular in the ear-
ly days of hi -fl, when amplifiers were
costly, because they enable a vibrating
cone or dome to radiate more sound with
fewer watts of amplifier power. Now that
high -power amps are pretty cheap, speak-
er efficiency is not so important. Howev-
er, a horn can also control a speaker's di-
rectivity, and that's the main reason for
their continued use. A carefully contoured
shallow horn on a dome midrange or
tweeter can extend response, increase
power handling, and improve the consis-
tency of the radiation pattern.

Some speakers cost more than
$10,000 a pair. What can they possibly
have that speakers costing one -tenth
that much don't have?
Most listeners, my self included, are im-
pressed with the sound of most expensive
speakers, so they must have something.
In part, it is the quality of their compo-
nents and materials. A woofer made with
a Kapton voice -coil former and edge -
wound rectangular aluminum wire is a
more expensive proposition than a pretty
good one made with treated paper and
round copper wire. Second, the cabinet
finish of a $10,000 speaker is likely to be
of a fine furniture grade. (It had better
be!) Third, alas, is that the economies of
manufacturing, distribution, and retailing
on a huge scale are just not there for pre-
mium -quality speakers. Ironically, one
reason they cost so much is because not
enough people buy them. It must be frus-
trating for the manufacturers.
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I've heard that using too small an am-
plifier cound damage my speakers. Is
this true?
This is an old wives' tale that recirculates
every now and then, and it just keeps get-
ting repeated until people believe it. It's
true that there is a theoretical mechanism
for producing some energy in the tweet-
er's range by clipping a small amplifier
with lower -frequency signals. So the usu-
al dubious advice is to use a more power-
ful amplifier to prevent clipping, thus sav-
ing the tweeter from burning out. That's
nonsense! If you burned it out with the
small amp. you would have fried it that

much faster with the larger amp.

I had a pair of 20 -year -old speakers
whose foam woofer "surrounds" had
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turned into goo. What kind of sur-
rounds should I be looking for in new
speakers today?
There's really no need to dwell on what
kind of material is used for the mechani-
cal suspension, or surround, around the
outer edge of a woofer cone. Manufactur-
ers have told me that additives in any
foam used currently for woofer surrounds
give much better protection against "sur-
round rot" from ozone or ultraviolet light.
I've seen small ads in this and other audio
magazines for foam fix -it kits and ser-
vices. It might be worth investigating
these before purchasing new speakers.

A friend of mine places small objects
on top of his speakers, or between
them and their stands, for better

How is a subwoofer different from a woofer?
By three extra letters? Really, there's not much more to it these
days. Many years ago, subwoofers were added to stereo
speakers (which already had woofers) to cover the deepest
bass with more power and less distortion. Today, a "subwoofer"
is usually an integral part of a speaker system as a whole.
whether it reaches the deepest bass frequencies or just covers
part of what falls below the midrange. A
(sub)woofer in a separate cabinet offers the
advantage of letting you position it for the
best bass while placing the satellites for the
best imaging and ambience.

Why are most subwoofers ported?
A port (or vent) is part of an acoustic res-
onator that helps the speaker reproduce
bass. A sealed speaker has no such reso-
nator, and a bandpass enclosure may have
more than one. Debate on the relative mer-
its of the three types gets pretty technical,
but it has to do largely with performance
below the resonant frequency and with tran-
sient response.

In my opinion, it is difficult to pass up the
performance advantage of a port in a sub -
woofer designed to reproduce the very low-
est audible frequencies (16 to 32 Hz). For
satellites or speakers designed for flat re-
sponse only above 50 Hz or so, the purist in
me prefers sealed enclosures and their lower
distortion below the cutoff frequency. How-
ever. ported and bandpass enclosures win
in the "most bang for the buck" category.

sound. mould you explain how this is
supposed to help the sound?
Easily Humans have a huge capacity tor
self-delusion, and ignorance feeds delu-
sion. Science opposes such ignorance.
and it can easily he applied to test this hy-
pothesis. Try to identify when the objects
are in place and when they are taken
away under blind test conditions. That's
right, use a blindfold and have someone
else make the switches without telling
you what he's done. If you can't reliably
hear a difference over numerous trials,
there is no reason to use the objects.
(Hint: You won't hear a difference!)

David L. Clark makes his living engi-
neering audio for cars, homes, and
computers. He likes to write about it. too.

How should I set subwoofer level?
It's a subjective thing, rot a technical issue, so use your ears
and experiment. To save time, I start by using my spectrum an-
alyzer (or you can use a sound -level meter). But final tuning
should always be done by ear. For source material, I recom-
mend a classical orchestral CD, not a movie soundtrack with
lots of special sonic effects like explosions. Listen for a seam-
less blend from the upper bass down to the bass handled by
the subwoofer. You should never be aware of the sub as a sep-
arate source of sound. A double -bass instrument should be free
of booming or droning. and a deep voice should never elicit a
groan from the sub. Most subwoofers have a few controls to
help you achieve a natu-al blend with the main speakers: a vol-

ume knob, a crossover control, and. some-
times, phase and polarity controls. Then
there's location in the room. Experiment!

The back panel of Paradigm's PW-
2200 powered sub has level, cutoff -
frequency, and phase controls.

Where should I put my subwoofer for
best performance?
Take Tom NousaineS advice and start by
putting it in a corner. While I (and others)
don't agree that this works best for every in-
stallation, Nousaine has run the experi-
ments and analyzed the data. (I respect that
more than the "theorizing" I often hear.)
Placing a sub in a corner of a rectangular
room is guaranteed to excite all of the room's
natural "modes," or resonant frequencies,
thus producing maximum output. Also, ex-
citing fewer room modes is likely to produce
a less even response. However, very few
rooms are sealed rectangles of the proper
proportion, and the beauty of a separate
subwoofer is that you can put it anywhere.
If a corner is inconvenient, put it where it is
convenient, then listen for the quality of the
blend and the level of distortion at maxi-
mum output. There is no harm in using a
noncorner location, but try a corner first.
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What does $30C buy?
SpeaKers that sell for $300 a pair are Liu:utility play-
ers - flexible, compact, inexpensive, and usually the
first :o be traded. They can anchor a Tapdest home -
theater system or work great as dorm -room speakers,
and they are often the best choices fn second sys-
tems in a kitchen, shop, or office. CFar ces are you
had a pair in your first stereo.

But their attractively low cost and Iti.ah versatility
have caused this hardy speaker strain :' proliferate
like tribbles. Innocent folk setting out t buy a nice,
simple pair of speakers can quickly fin: themselves
overwhelmed by the sheer number of models.

That's where we come in. We asked a dozen lead-
ing manufacturers to send us their bes- $300 -a -pair
speakers, give or take a few dollars. for comparison.

Four manufacturers declined to participate. Among
the eight pairs we received, two models washed out
in preliminary trials. We then locked ourselves in one
of the state -of the -art recording studios Ken Pthl-
mann runs at the University of Miami, programmed
his cell phone for the local pizza joint, and put the six
speakers through their paces with a variety of CDs
(see "Acid -Test CDs" on page 78). We also asked
Tom Nousaine to provide a set of basic measure-
ments for each speaker (see page 77).

Our reference electronics consisted of a Hafler
TransNova 9505 professional power amplifier, wich
can deliver up to 250 watts a channel unclipped (into
8 ohms), and aDenon DN-C680 professional CD
player. Our aim Was to take the CD player andasair/ph-i\fier far out oft e equation as possible.

A pair of Parad gm Reference Active/20 speakers

ogakers with



served as our reality check. Like the speakers under
review, the $1.600 -a -pair Paradigm model is a com-
pact, two-way design, but it has a built-in power amp
and electronic crossover. The Active/20, which has
been energetically praised by just about everyone
who's heard it. gave us a convenient baseline for
comparison

The speakers under review were matched to a se:
reference level within 0.25 dB. To insure a fair com--
parison. each pair was set up in the same positions.
Except whey we were evaluating dynamics, all listen-
ing was done at set, repeatable levels.

We judged this sextet against our notion of what an
"ideal" small, affordable two-way speaker should be
able to do. (Judging them by the standard of the best
loudspeakers regardless of size or cost would be ab-
surd.) We listened to each pair for an extended peri-

od, recording our impressions as we went along. and
rated them from worst to best on a five -point scale
in four areas of sound quality: timbral uniformity.
imaging. bass extension, and dynamics (see "How to
Audition Speakers" on page 79). Our rating s) stem
didn't give us as much room to roam as, say. a 10- or
100 -point scale, but that was the idea - to force us
:o make the tough calls. We did not discuss our ob-

--srmitim...3h dth each other until we had each audi-
tioned all of the speakers, so our individual opinions
primed here were reached entirely independently.

Now. turn the page for our take on six models. all
worth considering if you're in the market for a pair of
small. affordable speakers.

by Daniel Kumin
and Ken C. Pohlmann



Acoustic Research
Model 216PS
Kumin's Take
Timbral uniformity 1 4 4 4
Imaging 4 of 4

Dynamics 4 4 4 4 4

Bass extension 1 4 4 4 4

Tonal balance from the AR 216PS pair
was very nice: smooth over the full
spectrum, open, pleasantly airy, and
with excellent freedom from male -vo-
cal boom or bloat. Only a mild touch of
"honk" in the upper midrange - audi-
ble, though really quite subtle, on both
the Amanda McBroom and James Tay-
lor test tracks - marred the timbres of
male and female voices

Instrumental/vocal placement and
stability were balanced, natural, and
spacious. The Smetana String Quartet
No. I sounded great. Soundstage depth
was slightly shallower than with the
best speakers in this test, and a tick nar-
rower, too, which cost the ARs a bit.
(But some listeners will prefer their
somewhat "tighter" pattern.)

The ARs went as low as the best in
this group, and they sounded solid.
warm but tight, and satisfyingly big
while playing the unusually powerful
fretless -bass work on the Diane Schuur
disc, which can too easily sound over-
wrought. The speakers were punchy,
clean, and crisp at all levels. The power
amp clipped before (or maybe precisely
at) the point of audible "splatting" with
the backbeat snare/bass-drum unisons
on the tracks by the Thom Rotella Band
and by Flim & the BBs.

Pohlmann's Take
Timbral tormity 4 4 4 4
Imaging 4 4 as 0:1

Dynamics 4 4 4 4 4
Bass extension al 4 4 4

The AR 216PS speakers provided a
bright, clean sound that was appealing
with all types of music. The timbre was

accurate, with a slight upper -midrange
peak (at least in this listening room)
that gave a bit of harshness to female
vocals and upper -range percussion.
Still, this speaker sounded very neutral
and delivered satisfying, realistic repro-
duction.

The imaging was accurate and stable,
but as a result of the necessary tradeoff
between imaging accuracy and size, the
AR's images were somewhat small. For
example. in the Smetana string quartet,
the group was precisely placed on
stage. but their instruments seemed too
small. Image accuracy or size - you
choose.

Bass response was excellent. The
kick drum on the Jennifer Wames disc
was strong, with a punch that was both
accurate and clean, free of boom. But
the sound of the bass guitar was a bit
on the small side. While this could be
attributed to an imaging problem, it
seemed fairer to chalk it up to simple
bass rolloff.

These speakers handled high volume
levels with aplomb, even highly percus-
sive tracks, filling my big studio with
suitably driving rock-and-roll. Although
the woofers audibly bottomed out at
very loud levels, these speakers will
come in handy if you want to break
your lease - even better, they will do
it with relatively low distortion. The
AR 216PS impressed me very much by
its neutral sonic character even at loud
levels.

B&W DM302
Kumin's Take
I pry al al al

Imaging al 4 4 al 4

Dynamics 4 4 4 4

Bass extension al 4 4

I found the B&W DM302 an awfully
hard speaker to rate on timbre since its
overall character was quite natural -
sounding and accurate. However, I

heard a broad and fairly significant
peak - more of a plateau, really - in
the "presence" region of the midrange.
This caused male voices like James
Taylor's to sound somewhat cupped
and female vocals to sound slightly
forward. The cello choir in the Villa -
Lobos Bachiana Brasilieira No. I also
sounded a little aggressive - but the
same factors increased the perceptible
detail noticeably.

Imaging was top -shelf: the Villa -Lo-
bos and Smetana recordings had a lush,

deep, and spacious string sound. with-
out artificial exaggeration. The studio -
recorded pop cuts by Phil Woods, Tay-
lor, and others maintained tight focus
and sharp localization while still dis-
playing good stage depth. The B&Ws
put up a slightly narrower stage width
than some of the other speakers in this
test, but I didn't think the differences
were enough to score it down.

Deep bass was not this speaker's
greatest strength, though it performed
quite solidly. Bass extension was per-
haps a half -octave less than that of the
best in the group. I also felt that the
DM302 sounded a tad "woofy" when
pushed hard in the 50- to 80 -Hz region.
Dynamics rated very high, however,
since the speakers absorbed the full
output of the power amp (250 watts per
channel) without exhibiting any clear
limitations or changing character in any
other significant way.

Pohlmann's Take
Timbral uniformity 4 4 al 4 4
Imaging 4 4 4 al 4
Dynamics 4 4 4 4

Bass extension al 4 4 4

The B&W DM302 presented excellent
tonal balance, with a transparency that
was quite exciting. Its playback of dif-
ficult pop and orchestral tracks was
extremely clean, with only slight col-
oration. The sound quality was very
crisp, but never harsh or artificial, al-
ways very realistic. In particular, I was
impressed by the smooth upper mid-
range and remarkably accurate high
end. It had the best tweeter in the
group, as was clear from the honest re-
production of the ambience processing
on the narrator's voice in the selections
from Philip Glass's opera Akhnaten.
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The imaging was very good, with an
excellent left/right soundstage. The im-
ages extended appropriately beyond the
physical position of the speakers while
never leaving a hole in the middle. The
soundstage depth was slightly reduced
on some of the orchestral recordings
with hall ambience, but the synthesized
stage depth was correct (and excellent)
on the multitrack pop albums, like Paul
Simon's Graceland.

Bass response (below about 100 Hz)
was quite good, with percussion that
was tight and punchy on the tracks
from Graceland and Jennifer Wames's
Famous Blue Raincoat. The lowest half -
octave was slightly deficient with Ma-
donna's Ray of Light, but still excellent
for speakers in this price category. You
could be quite happy with these speak-
ers even without adding a subwoofer.

This B&W speaker could play very
loud without sounding compressed. In
some cases I heard a slight timbral
change on the loudest peaks - not am-
plifier clipping but the kind of tightness
that occurs when a driver's excursion is
maxed. Still, it was less than I've heard
from many other speakers in this re-
spect. The B&W DM302 impressed
me. I can honestly say that it let me hear
things on these CDs that I had never
heard before. Because of its transparen-
cy, this little B&W is my favorite in
this group of six.

MANUFACTURER'S
SPECIFICATIONS

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 216PS
Acoustic Research. Dept. SR,
527 Stone Rd., Benicia, CA
94510; phone, 707-748-5940;
Web, www.acoustic-research.com

JBL HLS610
Kumin's Take
iiniural uniformity all all

Imaging al al ti El

Dynamics al al al

Bass extension II El 01 El

al al al

The JBL HLS610 elucidated rather
neatly one of the enduring paradoxes of
listening comparisons: different is not
always better - or worse. The overall
timbral effect of the HLS610 included a
couple of subtle but distinct differences
from the other five speakers, yet it was
in no way inferior to any of them.

All of our vocal test tracks, both
male and female, sounded warm yet
very open, fully defined, and lucid on
the JBLs. String bodies, including those
in the rather revealing passages on the
Philip Glass and Villa -Lobos record-
ings, sounded balanced and articulate,
with proper "bite" but no harshness.
Top -octave balance was just about per-
fect to my ear: Kenny Washington's
"talkative" drumming on the Phil
Woods tracks was crisp, present, and
"up front," without a hint of spit, sizzle,
or lisp. There was a pronounced change
when I listened to the JBLs about 30
degrees or more off -axis,
countered a slight midrange honk.

Imaging was a bit tougher to call.
The JBLs were as good as the best in

every aspect of imaging except a slight-
ly restricted soundstage depth with the
Villa -Lobos and Smetana recordings.
The variation was subtle, but in the end
I deducted a point for it.

Similarly, bass extension was just
short of the best I've heard. The low
end sounded great, with round but de-
fined tone and no loss of transient
"speed" - perhaps the best overall
combination of fullness and punch over
the entire bass range. But the HLS610
fell about a quarter -octave short of the
best in ultimate deep -bass power. Dy-
namic performance was pretty much
unfettered: the power amp ran out of
gas before the speakers misbehaved in
any overt way. The HLS610 appeared
to thrive on the loud life - a trait of
JBL speakers since time immemorial.

Tweeter Woofer Enclosure Size (HxWxD) Weight Finish Pry

1 -inch 6' -Inch ported
horn -loaded cone

B&W DM302 1 -inch 5 -inch
B&W, Dept. SR, 54 Concord St., soft -dome cone
North Reading, MA 01864;
phone, 978-664-2870:
Web. www.bwspeakers.com

14'/2 x 8 V2 x9
inctes

4th -order 125/a x 71/a x 8'/a
ported inches

JBL HLS610 '/cinch dome 6'/2 -inch ported
JBL. Dept. SR. 250 Crossways cone
Park Dr., Woodbury, NY 11797;
phone. 800-336-4525

NHT SUPERZERO XU
NHT, Dept. SR. 535 Getty
Court, Benicia. CA 94510:
phone, 800-648-9993:
Web www nhth'6 corn

1 -Inch 4'/2 -inch sealed
soft -dome cone

ROCK SOLID MONITOR 1 -inch cone 5 -inch 4th -order
Rock Solid Sounds, cone ported
Dept. SR, 54 Concord St.,
North Reading. MA 01864;
nhor-e. Fmn-"t7n 3743

SOUND DYNAMICS RTS-3
Sound Dynamics, Dept. SR.
3641 McNicoll Ave..
Scarborough, Ontario M1X 1G5;
phone. 416-321-1800:
Web. www.sound-dynamics.com

-inch 6'/2 -Inch ported
dome cone

16'/. x 8'/. x 91/2
inches

9 x 5'r7 x 47/a
inches

91/4 x 51/2 x 6
inches

141/2 x E3/a x 8'/2
inches

15 pound; black
woodgrain

vinyl

$299 a pair

E pound! black ash $250 a pair
vinyl

14 pounth brushed
satin -black

57s pounds black
or white

5 pound!.

10 '/2 pounds

black,
white,

or gray

black ash
or rosewood

vinyl

$299 a pair

$275 a pair

$300 a pair

$280 a pair
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Pohlmann's Take
,iniformit, al al al

Imaging 4 4 4 al al

Dynamics 001 4 01 0:1 4

Bass extension al 4 al

The JBL HLS6 10 speaker presented a
very even spectral balance. The timbre
was fairly smooth across the frequency
range. The upper midrange was also
very smooth (a rarity in this price class)
and slightly pulled back. This made it
easy to listen to - especially on the
Amanda McBroom tracks - but it also
darkened the sound on things like or-
chestral brass. The trombones in the
Philip Glass opera had a slightly muted
quality. Mellow speakers can be quite
seductive, and some listeners will pre-
fer this dark quality, but I judged it a
very slight negative.

The imaging was excellent, with an
accurate soundstage. The Phil Woods
soundstage was nicely spread in the
left/right panorama, and I also appreci-
ated the generous front -to -back depth.
The speakers presented a good center
image, but the image seemed a little
diffuse in the upper bass. I attributed
this to a spectral anomaly rather than to
an imaging problem per se.

Bass response was very good. The
kick drum on the Jennifer Warnes CD
was very tight and punchy but never
boomy. Still, the speaker was slightly
deficient in the bottom half -octave -
perhaps an unfair criticism to make
against a $300 bookshelf speaker.

This speaker is true to JBL's roots in
designing and building professional
monitors. It played loud and clean, with
only slight compression on loud per-
cussion passages, and its power han-
dling was superb. If you haven't lis-
tened to any small JBL speakers lately,
mark the HLS6I 0 down as something
worth hearing.

NHT SuperZero Xu
Kumin's Take
Timbral uniformity 4 4 4
Imaging cal al al ral cal

Dynamics 4 4
Bass extension 4 4

The NHT SuperZero Xu sounded most-
ly smooth through the vocal range and
was free of significant colorations ex-
cept a modest, but consistently audible,
"narrowness" or nasality. Midbass and
male vocals were free of boom or
chestiness, however, and the fine top -
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octave extension and transparency were
marred only by a mild lisp and a tinge
of dryness on things like the ride -cym-
bal brush work in the Phil Woods cuts.

Imaging was great: the NHTs hit just
about the perfect balance of depth, spa-
ciousness. and soundstage precision.
Achieving a lifelike compromise be-
tween these warring elements is no
mean feat for any speaker. The Villa -
Lobos piece, with its highly ambient
space and dramatic, deep soundstage,
was rendered beautifully.

The little NHT had no really deep
bass to speak of - no surprise! - but
it compensated by delivering tight mid -
bass, especially with the James Taylor
CD, which is warm to a fault. Deep -
bass rolloff was noticeable on most pop
and rock cuts. There was some useful
output in the lower octaves, but a sig-
nificant rolloff below 60 Hz or so was
particularly evident with the Messiaen
organ Mass and Madonna's hip -hop
tracks. Dynamic linearity was only fair,
as the NHT did not maintain its full
quality at high volume levels.

Pohlmann's Take
iimorai uniformity ti
Imaging al al al al

Dynamics al al al

Bass extension al

In the Smetana string quartet I missed
the full front/back dimension that is
successfully captured in this recording,
and the hall ambience was a touch too
dry. This tradeoff between soundstage
accuracy and size is a classic dilemma.

The speaker had no usable low end.
Deep bass was missing, and although
the midbass was warm, it was notice-
ably rolled off. You'll definitely want to
add a subwoofer. On the bright side, at
least the upper bass wasn't boomy. The
sound was also compressed at loud lev-
els, and the overall volume was dimin-
ished. The speaker can probably play
loud enough for a small room, but it
lacks the horsepower to fill bigger lis-
tening rooms with clean sound. Over-
all, although the original NHT Su-
perZero has a great reputation, I would
not recommend this plastic -enclosure
version unless small size is your para-
mount criterion.

Rock Solid Monitor
Kumin's Take
Timbral uniformity 4 4 4

4 Imaging al al

Dynamics 4 4 4
Bass extension 4 al 4

The NHT SuperZero sounded thin,
which greatly detracted from male vo-
cals and almost everything else in the
lower midrange. For example, James
Taylor's usually full voice was reduced
to a hollow, slightly nasal shell. On the
other hand, male vocals didn't sound as
"chesty" as they do with speakers that
overly emphasize the midrange. On a
more positive note, the upper midrange
was smooth and flattering to female vo-
cals, with only a slight harshness on
loud passages.

As for imaging, the SuperZeros de-
livered an accurate soundstage, with in-
struments nicely defined and solidly
placed. However, the panorama was
somewhat narrow and lacking in depth.

Among the smallest speakers in the
group, the Rock Solid Monitor still
held its head up. Timbral balance was
natural as a whole, but a couple of pro-
nounced resonances, one in the upper
midrange and one an octave or more
higher, slightly but audibly colored a
good deal of the music I listened to.
This coloration was most evident on
Amanda McBroom's "The Rose," where
her powerful contralto sounded a shade
"hooty" (a touch of "megaphone" ef-
fect), and there was discernible rasp on
sustained massed -string tones in the
tracks from Glass's Akhnaten. Howev-
er, the speaker was admirably free from
midbass bloat, a test that many mini -
speakers fail miserably by pumping up
the upper -bass frequencies (around 80
Hz) in a vain effort to disguise their
lack of response lower down.

While their imaging was broad and
(ouch!) solid, the Rock Solid Monitors'
soundstage seemed to hover, cloudlike,
around the two speakers instead of
spreading smoothly across the full
space between and beyond them. Depth
was no better (or worse) than average,
and spatial localization was good.

Deep -bass performance was a bit un-
expected: the Rock Solid Monitor cur-



tailed its acoustic output sharply in the
bottom two octaves, yet it did not fall
off the map altogether below 80 Hz, as
a lot of minis do. I heard useful (though
significantly attenuated) output far be-
low that, just enough to let my ears fol-
low the music. Moreover, the speakers
puffed an astonishing volume of air
from their tiny front ports without pro-
ducing obvious chuffing sounds or oth-
er distracting noises.

In terms of dynamics. the Rock Solid
Monitor was no champ - no surprise
given its size - but it fared better than
I would have guessed. In comparative
terms, this little Brit fell only about 6
dB short (at a guess) of the best -sound-
ing speakers in the group during our
high -volume rock -and -rhythm -section
workouts. Beyond that point it simply
refused to play any louder (particularly
in the bass). but the output stayed fairly
articulate and free of harshness until a
decibel or two on up the scale, when it
rapidly hardened and brightened.

Pohlmann's Take
Timbral uniformity trl

Imaging 34 xi

Dynamics al al ml

Bass extension 01

The Rock Solid Monitor presented a
fairly neutral tonal balance. with no

LAB MEASUREMENTS Acoustic Research
BY TOM NOUSAINE AR 216PS

disastrous spectral flaws. However, it
was certainly not perfect. Most obvi-
ously. it was slightly thin, presenting an
overly enunciated sound with unwanted
brightness as well as a hollow, "tubey"
effect on Lan White's vocals. Similarly,
the high end was slightly harsh at loud-
er listening levels, especially on per-
cussion. The lower midrange lacked
power and punch, but its tonal quality
was okay.

Left -to -right soundstaging was good,
with images that were well defined and
stable. In that respect. the Rock Solid
Monitor is a good speaker. However,
with some orchestral music the stage
depth collapsed, making the sound
seem flat compared with that of speak-
ers that provide better front -to -back
perspective. Still, this fault was rela-
tively minor.

Low bass was lacking. The small
woofers simply could not reproduce ad-
equate bass below about 1(X) Hz. The
ports huffed and puffed mightily (I
could feel the breeze a meter away!),
but to no avail. What bass there was,
was not terrible - relatively tight, not
boomy - just thin. I would recom-
mend using a subwoofer to augment
the low end.

This small speaker played much
louder than its size might suggest.
Moreover, loud levels were reproduced
cleanly. At the upper limit, compression
was apparent on percussive transients,
but this was not a huge problem. For its
size, the Rock Solid Monitor is accept-
able. but if I was going to be stranded
on a desert island. I would pick another
speaker.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 70 Hz to 20 kHz
on -axis :3.4 dB

30 degrees off -axis 70 Hz to12.3 kHz
*3.0 dB

60 degrees off -axis 70 Hz to 9.1 kHz
±3.1 dB

BASS LIMIT (-6 dB) 54 Hz

MINIMUM IMPEDANCE 4 U at 7.6 kHz

SENSITIVITY (SPL/W/m) 88 dB

Acoustic Research B&W

Sound Dynamics RTS-3
Kumin's Take
Timbral unIturntity
Imaging al cel 3:1

Dynamics cr.1

Bass extension xl al

4 4 4

This compact Canadian -made speaker
sounded terrific just about up and down
the line. Tonality was nicely balanced,
smooth. and natural at almost every
turn except for a very faint but consis-
tent peak at the top of the vocal range,
which made some voices, such as Lari
White's sound a shade aggressive or
hard. Air and top -octave detail were
great, and the lower midrange/upper
bass sounded tight, although I heard a
slight "wolf" at around 80 Hz that sub-
tly dogged music that passed through
this range. It pained me to do it, be-
cause its really a well-balanced speak-
er, but I had to downgrade the Sound
Dynamics RTS-3 for these two small
warts.

Imaging was super, with topnotch
but unexaggerated stage depth. a tight,
stable, but not overfocused soundstage,
and believable spatial detail. Only a
slightly narrower overall stage width
compared with those of the best com-
petitors lowered the RTS-3's score in
this category.

The Sound Dynamics speaker's bass
extension was outstanding: weighty.
tight, and well defined with anything
we listened to. Madonna's hip -hop
deep -boom vamps rocked all the way
down without audible stumbles. The
absence of distortion or strain at high

B&W
DM302

JBL
HLS610

NHT
SuperZero XU

Tir Rock Solid
Monitor

86 Hz to 20 kHz
*2.9 dB

86 Hz to 13.5 kHz
:2.2 dB

86 Hz to 8.2 k-lz
±2.7 dB

78 Hz to 20 kHz
12.9 dB

78 Hz to 14.4 kHz
±2.9 dB

78 Hz to 12.9 kHz
t4.0 dB

109 Hz to 20 <Hz
±3.9 dB

109 Hz to 14kHz
*3.4 dB

109 Hz to 7.3 kHz
:2.4 dB

94 Hz to 20 kHz
±4.7 dB

94 Hz to 16 kHz
:2.9 dB

94 Hz to 12 kHz
*2.5 dB

74 Hz 62 Hz 94 Hz 74 Hz

3.3 slat 214 Hz 5.3 fl at 215 Hz 8 11 at 233 Hz 2.811 at 318 Hz

88.2 dB 88.2 dB 84 dB 90 dB

JBL NHT Roc& Solid

Sound Dynamics
RTS-3

64 Hz to 20 kHz
:3.7 dB

64 Hz to 15.7 kHz
:3.1 dB

64 Hz to 6.5 kHz
*2.7 dB

57 Hz

4 3 11 at 166 Hz

87.6 dB

Sound Dynamics
10

a 5

o

3

10

hertz
; 0; '8 g `)' 8 P 8

Key: Ell 60 degrees off -axis 30 degrees off -axis MI on -axis
8 0;
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volumes was equally outstanding. Am-
plifier clipping proved to be the more
significant limiting factor in our test
environment.

Pohlmann's Take

Imaging cl al al tri

Dynamics al al al al al

Bass extension al 4 o:1

4

The Sound Dynamics speakers sounded
fairly neutral throughout the spectrum.
Both male and female vocals were
nicely reproduced, with a great
sense of realism. The upper
midrange was slightly bright,
adding just a little presence,
but it was so smooth that this
was a negative only on some
female vocals. Even then, the
brittle quality was reasonably
acceptable. The low midrange
had tremendous punch on the
Jennifer Wames track, provid-
ing big, solid sound from this clas-
sic pop recording.

Imaging was terrific. These
speakers successfully balanced
image accuracy with size, provid-
ing a soundstage that was realisti-
cally big yet stable and accurate.
Image depth was also excellent.
The synthesized soundstage with
pop material such as Madonna's
Ray of Light seemed accurate,
probably appearing in my stu-
dio much as it appeared in
hers. Orchestral forces,
such as in the Philip
Glass opera, were slightly reduced in
size, but the staging accuracy compen-
sated. Close your eyes with these
speakers, and you'll "see" the perform-
ers where they were when the record-
ing was made. That's what imaging is
all about.

The RTS-3 had a great low end, ex-
tending below 100 Hz. Although the
bass was a touch boomy on some par-
ticularly stressful tracks (as in Madon-
na's bass -heavy album), it was fairly
accurate otherwise. Moreover, the pair
of speakers put out copious amounts of
clean bass - for small speakers, they
really kick. Remarkable!

Loud volumes did not pose a prob-
lem. The RTS-3 handled high input
power levels and generated correspond-
ingly high sound -pressure levels with-
out undue stress. In particular, I was
impressed by its ability to reproduce all
the percussion transients without smear-
ing. Overall, I was extremely pleased

with the performance of the Sound
Dynamics RTS-3.

Final Takes
As you can see, we generally agreed
with each other - proof that subjective
reviews aren't always rooted entirely in
fantasy. After we compared notes, we
were frankly surprised that our subjec-
tive impressions correlated so well. Our
sound -quality ratings are close, and
more than once we even chose the same
adjectives to describe what we heard.

On one hand, that shouldn't be
too surprising. After all, we were
listening to the same music over
the same speakers in the same
room with the same signal chain.
Moreover, both of us have sim-
ilarly checkered pasts in the
cars -for -hire business. Finally, of
course, great minds think alike.

On the other hand, the four
ratings we gave each speaker

were never actually identical, which
suggests that subjectivity is exactly
that - subjective. One listener's
"mellow high end" may be anoth-
er's "lack of presence." That is,
even if the auditory response is the
same, the listener's reaction to it,
and subsequent characterization of
it, may differ.

Another cause of rating dis-
crepancies is the difficulty in

establishing uniform listen-
ing criteria. The four cate-

gories we used are corner-
stones of speaker evaluation,

but they overlap to a degree. It was
sometimes difficult to determine in

which category an impression was best
deposited. When an image seems
vague, one listener might decide that
the speaker's imaging is indeed at fault.
Another might say that the imaging
flaw is a symptom but the cause is a
spectral error, and thus downgrade the
speaker's timbral-uniformity rating in-
stead. In other words, although the ear
doesn't fail us, sometimes words do.

So what can you learn from our
showdown? Given reasonably con-
trolled conditions, subjective evaluation
is a useful element in judging speakers.
That isn't a particularly revelatory con-
clusion, but it's worth noting that "con-
trolled conditions" must include cor-
rectly level -matched A/B comparisons.
If you listen to one pair of speakers at
Store A, then race across town to listen
at Store B, all bets are off. Try to es-
tablish a familiar baseline and refer all
of your comparisons to it. Then your
chances of finding the best speakers
will be good.

In the final analysis, all six of these
small speakers passed our listening test.
While some impressed us more than
others (Kumin preferred the JBL, while
Pohlmann tilted toward the B&W),
they all demonstrate that speakers can
provide excellent performance even at
$300 or less. Perhaps that's because au-
dio engineers have worked especially
hard to make small, low-cost speakers
sound good for home -theater applica-
tions. Or maybe it's simply the result of
good -old-fashioned technological prog-
ress. One thing is certain: if you listen
carefully to these six speakers and pick
the one you like the most, you'll have
made a good choice.

Acid -Test CDs
JOHN EARGLE
Engineer's Choice II
(Delos DE 35/2) Track I I (excerpt
from Messiaen's Pentecost Mass)

FLIM & THE Bas
Further Adventures
I DMP CD -462) Track 7

PHILIP GLASS Akhnaten
11.8.5 M2K 42457) Tracks I and 2

MADONNA Ray of Light
(Warner 46847) Tracks 2 and 3

AMANDA McBROOM Amanda
(Sheffield Lab) 1oo66-2-6 I
Tracks I. 2. 6, and 7

DIANE SCHUUR AND THE
COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA
(GRP GRD-9550)
Tracks 2 and 4

SHOSTAKOVITCH
Symphony No. 8
(London 41/ 616) Track 3

PAUL SIMON Graceland
(Warmer 2 c447, Tracks 2 and 5

SMETANA
String Quartet No. 1
(Calliope CAL9690) Track 2

RICHARD STRAUSS
Four Last Songs

41I (152) Track I

JAMES TAYLOR Hourglass
(C,thonina 679121 'Fracks I and 3

THOM ROTELLA BAND
Without Words
/dm!, CD -4761 Tracks I and

VILLA -LOBOS
Bachiana Brasilieira No. 1

474.?! Erat. k

("Introduction/Embolada".

JENNIFER WARNES
Famous Blue Raincoat

ss 60/ ///) Track 2

LARI WHITE Wishes
(RCA 66395) Tracks 3 and 6

PHIL WOODS
Here's to My Lady
(Chesky JD3 I
Tracks I, 2, 7. and')
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SPEAKERS

by Daniel Kumin
St 'RELY THERE ARE FEW MORE SUBJECTIVE TASKS than evaluat-

ing speakers solely by listening. One audiophile's meat is another

one's poison, after all. But among experienced listeners - those
who have spent hundreds of hours comparing speakers under controlled

conditions and who agree on a set of criteria - there should be some
common ground regarding methods and conclusions.

That's not to say we have to agree. If
your notion of audio excellence runs to
maximum bass -slam for dance parties. so
be it. The advice. "Buy what you like,"
has the virtues of being direct, easily fol-
lowed, and by no means wrong. But if
you're prepared to accept "accuracy" as
the loudspeaker ideal, you should find the
following helpful in finding speakers that
exemplify it.

Accuracy in this case can be defined as
reproducing the nuances of tonality, dy-
namics, and ambience in the original re-
cording with as little change as possible,
over as broad a useful frequency range as

possible, within the relevant constraints
of cost and size. Of course, this definition
is circular, because how can you know
what the recording "sounds like" until
you play it back on some speakers?

You can't - not any more than we can
know just how closely the Mona Lisa re-

sembles an actual sixteenth -century no-
blewoman. However, we know that Leo-
nardo da Vinci was a skilled painter and
accept his rendition as both an accurate
representation and something more: a
work of art. Similarly, if we choose an
artful recording, we can assume that its
playback has the potential to be a fair fac-

simile of the original performance. And
even though recording equipment (like
microphones) varies in inherent sound
quality in almost precisely the same ways
as speakers do, the essential qualitative
differences among excellent recordings
should be far smaller than those between
an excellent and a mediocre speaker.

On the Job
There is no substitute for experience, so
embrace every opportunity to listen to
and compare speakers. And remember,
the listening conditions are critical. Al-
ways use an excellent amplifier or receiv-
er and a high -quality source component
to minimize the variables in what you'll
hear. But you can rest assured that the im-
mediately audible differences even be-
tween similar speakers are likely to be
worlds greater than those between proper-
ly operating amplifiers and disc players.

If you listen with an A/B setup that al-
lows you to switch directly between two
pairs (or suites) of speakers, proceed with
caution. If you're using an A/13 "switch-
er," make sure that the comparison is
carefully balanced so that both candidates
play at the same volume, within 0.5 dB.
(This can be determined only with an ac-
curate sound -level meter.) It is a psycho -
acoustic fact that if one speaker is more
sensitive than the other, and thus plays
even slightly louder, it will be perceived
as "better."

Here's another tip: placement affects
sound quality more than you might guess.
Whenever possible, reverse the locations
of speaker pairs you're comparing, even
when they're side by side, and you'll hear
just how much location matters. But don't
rely exclusively on A/B comparisons. Al-
so include some one -at -a -time listening
sessions to get to know the sound of each
speaker pair or grouping.

Obviously, the program material you
use is very important. Choose demo discs
not for their musical excellence, but for
their recording accuracy and ability to
highlight particular aspects of sound qual-
ify. There are many approaches to select-
ing evaluation discs. I usually rotate a few
familiar tracks so that I can zero in on key
sonic characteristics (see "Following the
Tracks" on the next page). Not the least
of this method's advantages is that you
quickly become so thoroughly sick of
these snippets that you cease to hear them
as music and can focus on how accurately
the music is reproduced.

A Listener's Checklist
And when all is said and done, for what,
precisely, are you listening? You could
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Following the Tracks
Here's a brief sample of the CDs I use most often to audition
speakers. You may notice that most recordings are at least five
years old, but when you find something that works reliably,

there's little reason to change. Use this as a springboard to develop your
own list of quick -audition program material.

AMANDA McBROOM Amanda

(Sheffield Lab 10066). I listen for

vocal openness and top -octave

air on "Amanda" and "The Rose,"

bass/midbass smoothness on

"Reynosa." A superbly natural
live recording with very neutral

vocal tones, natural imaging, and

warm bass.

THE HOLMES BROTHERS

Jubilation (Rea/world 92127).
I usually listen for male -vocal

articulation and weight, top -
octave openness, and imaging

stability on "I Want Jesus to Walk

with Me." But this whole CD

features close-up, natural
reproduction of the Holmes

Brothers' singular vocal timbres
- excellent for evaluating
midrange sound quality. Another

track, "I've Had My Chance,"
features a graphic left -right

soundstage with relatively

shallow but discernible depth -
good for imaging comparisons.

JOHN EARGLE Engineer's

Choice (Delos DE 3512). Just

about every track on this handy

sampler is perfect for some sort

of auditioning. There's a huge
variety of hall acoustics and

soundstage recreations. My
regulars: 1) For imaging/depth

and low-treble/string tone, the
excerpt from Shostakovitch's

Eighth Symphony (Track 8); its

complex, deep, yet precise and

spacious stereo image, with

wide-ranging, fast-moving
timbres, provides a stern test of

a speaker's ability to recreate the
depth and breadth of a recording.
2) A snippet from Messiaen's

Pentecost Mass for organ (Track

11) makes a nice change if

you're sick to death of Bach's
Prelude and Fugue in D Minor.

You can't beat a really good pipe -

organ recording for serious bass

extension.

THOM ROTELLA Without Words

(dmp 476). This ultraclean studio

recording of a rock/fusion combo

features wide dynamics, lots of

punchy electric bass, and some

reasonably natural top -octave air.

I usually check Track 1 ("Since I

Met You") at progressive loud-

nesses for dynamics preserva-

tion - though with some
speakers you will need lots of
power to avoid amplifier clipping
on the beats where the kick -

drum, bass, and snare drum

coincide. Listen for signs of

dynamic limiting and such

obvious mechanical limits as

woofer or midrange bottoming.

PHIL WOODS Here's to My Lady
(Chesky J03).1 listen for imaging
coherence and stability, treble
air, and upright -bass smoothness

throughout this superb jazz -

quartet recording. It presents a

very natural small -room image

and an outstanding trap -drum

sound. Drummer Kenny Wash-

ington favors darker -toned

cymbals, so I listen more for

depth and character than
"shimmer" in the top octave.

Just about any track will do, but
"Johnny Hodges" (Track 2)

is the one I use most; the

"choked -high -hat" work on the
opening is an excellent test.

BEETHOVEN Early Quartets

Alban Berg Quartet (EMI

47127/8). I listen for low-
treble/strings smoothness and

imaging precision and depth

throughout these two discs. The

recording is quite warm and
"woody," so if the string tone

sounds persistently edgy or

harsh, I can be pretty sure some-

thing's up. Similarly, the cello

reliably uncovers midbass bloat,
as it's already so warm that

there's little margin for error. Any
track will do - but don't get lost
in the music! - D.K.

ask this question of a dozen "experts" and
get a dozen answers, so take any of them
with a dose of salt. mine included.

1. TIMBRAL UNIFORMITY. By far the
most important factor to me, this means
even emphasis and true timbre ("tone col-
or") over the broad range from bass to
treble. In practice, timbral uniformity is
impossible to judge as a whole, so I tend
to break it into four subcategories.

 Vocal -range smoothness. Here I'm
listening exclusively to voices, both sing-
ing and speaking, for freedom from mid-
range colorations - probably the most
common speaker weaknesses. Most "er-
rors" manifest themselves as tone -color
constants that I can pick out in a variety
of different voices. This can be a "honky"
or nasal quality, a "cupped" tone (as if the
words are sung or spoken through cupped
hands), or a persistent raspiness or hol-
lowness. I consider these the most serious
of audible flaws because once I detect one
I will hear it almost constantly, coloring
the vocals of artists as disparate as. say,
Janis Joplin and Gordon Lightfoot.

 Bassimid-hass anomalies. These are
usually simpler to evaluate. The common
telltales are boominess or thinness (a ten-
dency to accentuate or short-change cer-
tain pitches), or chestiness or hollowness
(overbearing or anemic -sounding low
male vocals).

 Low-trehle smoothness. Massed or-
chestral strings are my usual test here. I

listen for string tone that's unnaturally
edgy or dry ("dead" -sounding) or overly
syrupy. This is one of the toughest calls
unless you have some experience listen-
ing to live string sections - and even the
best strings can sound a touch harsh or
steely depending on hall acoustics and
playing style. However, keep an ear out
for a consistently strident or metallic tone,
as well as an unnaturally mellow or rich
one. Try several recordings as these quali-
ties can be artifacts of the recording itself.

 Tip -lop treble. In a great deal of mu-
sic little actually goes on above 13 kHz or
so, and we hear much of what does occur
up there more as "sparkle" or "air" than
as musical notes. Listening to jazz or rock

cymbals is one reasonably easy way to
find treble hooks. High -hat rides - the
"tick-tick-ta-tick-tick" that glues together
so much jazz and rock - from naturally
recorded discs make excellent test fodder.
They contain clean, repetitive transients.
Focus on the character of each individual
"tick," noting signs of dullness (too little
top -octave sound), "spininess" (too
much), and "smearing" (a sort of vague.
lisping, "un-metallic" quality that real -life
cymbals don't have).

2. IMAGING. Here I'm talking about
spaciousness, soundstaging, depth, and
the hundred other terms used to describe
how well or poorly speakers conjure up
the ambience of a real acoustic space. All
in all, imaging may be the most variable
speaker quality, and it's certainly the most
difficult to evaluate. That's because even
the best reproduced sound is not, in fact,
very much like the real thing.

That said, I listen first for stability of
the image. Does the apparent location of
a lead vocalist or instrumental soloist
"wander" from side to side, or front to
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back, as the music moves up and down in
frequency? Is the soundstage arrayed
across the full space between the two
speakers, spread out beyond them on ei-
ther side, or bunched up in the middle? Is
there a natural sense of front -to -back
depth to instruments and voices, without
exaggerated (or repressed) reverberation?

All of these questions are tough, and
there are no "absolute" answers. Every
speaker distorts "reality" in one way or
another, so these variations are a matter of
taste as much as anything else. And dif-
ferent types of speakers have inherently
different imaging characteristics. For in-
stance, dipolar speakers. like most elec-
trostatic or planar -magnetic designs, usu-
ally create an enhanced sense of depth
and space, but at some sacrifice in the
"precision" of imaging and the tight lo-
calization of the instrumental soundstage.
Controlled -directivity designs, such as
those using horns, and certain multiple -
driver arrays tend to have just the oppo-
site character, and the great majority of
conventional two- and three-way speakers
usually fall otliewhere in between.

3. DYNAMICS. Virtually all speakers
compress dynamics to some small degree.
That is, beyond a certain volume, the
speaker will not keep producing clean

acoustic output equally over the full fre-
quency range.

One form of dynamic limiting is obvi-
ous: audible distortions in which a driver,
usually a woofer or midrange, produces
buzzes, snaps, or pops on loud transients.
Another, far subtler form is nonlinear re-
sponse, in which the speaker fails to
"keep" up with the input signal through
some range, usually the deep bass. The
result may be a progressive "brightening"
at very loud volumes (the midrange/treble
section can usually deliver a higher level
of clean output than the bass section), or a
loss of weight and impact on strong,
wide -band transients.

But limiting factors are notoriously
hard to judge in casual listening sessions.
Can you be sure you're hearing a woofer
"bottoming" and not the amp clipping?
Speaker distortion and not buzzes or rat-
tles from furniture, floorboards, or win-
dows? Is a telltale brightening caused by
speaker limitations and not by your ears'
natural "distortion" at very high volume?
Unless you're listening in a very familiar
environment, you cannot be sure where to
lay the fault

4. BASS EXTENSION. It's a rare speak-
er that can really reproduce the full audio
range. unrestricted, down to 20 or 25 Hz.

Paradoxically, it's also a rare speaker that
cannot produce relatively strong output
from 80 Hz and up. So when we talk
about bass extension, we mean the bot-
tom two octaves in the ten -octave musical
range - and the lower one, the 20- to 40 -
Hz octave, sees very little action from tra-
ditional musical instruments. (Big percus-
sion, synthesizers, and soundtrack booms
and rumbles are another story.)

Recordings with energy in the sub -40 -
Hz octave are relatively rare - big bass
drums in classical music (like Copland's
Fanfare for the Common Man) and ultra -
low synth -bass lines in pop are your best
bets. Unfortunately, it's very hard to judge
the deep -bass response of a speaker until
you get it home, because placement and
room acoustics affect bass more than any
other area of speaker performance.

Given all the above, I tend to evaluate
speakers with one or two very familiar re-
cordings that have solidly dynamic per-
cussion. I listen for a sense of ease,
"weight" (unfetterred deep bass), and re-
alistic snap. But I qualify my judgements
a great deal until I've had a chance to re-
peat the trial in my own studio. Only then
am I confident enough to call a speaker's
low end "good," "bad," "mediocre," or
"absolutely fabulous."

Now Try It with Five (or Six!) Speakers
Auditioning speakers for

surround -sound play-

back changes nothing

...and everything. Our four
listening categories for good
sound - timbral uniformity,
imaging, dynamics, and bass

extension - remain unchanged,
though you might give a bit more

weight to bass extension and

dynamics for movies than for
music. And if you're buying

speakers for a home theater,

you'll probably be shopping for a

stereo pair plus specialized

speakers for center. surround,

and low -bass duties.

The center speaker is the
most important. since with
movies the center channel

delivers all of the dialogue as

well as plenty of music and
effects. Your most important

objective is to find a center
speaker whose timbre is as close

as possible to that of your front
left/right pair. A good match is

needed for a seamless sound -

stage. smooth pans. and

convincing lateral placement. An

obvious solution is to buy a

center speaker from the sane
maker as that of the front

left/right pair - either literally
the same model or a "matched"
center -channel model designed

to work with them.

Here's a fascinating and
useful test, which requires the

assistance of an accommodating
dealer. Listen to a speech -

intensive mono program (TV

sound with the stereo off works
great) through only a front tnree-
speaker array. Use the AN

receiver or processor's leve -

matching setup routine to
balance the center speaker's

output with that of the
"phantom" center channel

produced by the front left/right
speakers when you select the

"no" center -speaker option.
Either disconnect the surround
speakers or select the Dolby 3

surround mode (front speakers

only), then sit dead center and
listen while using the remo:e
control to switch between the
"yes" and "10" center -speaker
settings. What you want is :he

closest possible match between
the center speaker and the

speakers flanking it.
Auditioning subwoofers .n a

store environment is almost a

waste of time - room acoustics
and placement influence bass
performance too dramatically.

You're going to have to rely for

guidance on the unholy trinity of
dealer recommendations, nanu-
facturers' specs, and reviews in
magazines like this one. The best

advice is to buy a sub only from

a dealer who'll let you try it at
home and take it back for full
credit if you don't like the results.

The same goes for surround
speakers: auditions in a show-

room are like trying to catch a
feather on a breezy day - fun,
but not very rewarding. A good

speaker will be a good surround
speaker. and a bad one won't be.

though treble "air" and deep -

bass extension are usually not

as critical for surround deploy-

ment. It's safe to say that most
experienced listeners favor

diffuse -radiating dipole surround

speakers over direct -radiating

surrounds for movies and some
music. As with subwoofers,

probably the best advice is to
follow qualified recommenda-

tions and buy surrounds from a
dealer who'll let you return
them for full credit if you're not
happy. - O.K.
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Boston Acoustics

Can two brand buu uou a horn

Th.e last time I did a home -theater speaker comparison for
Stereo Review ("Baby Grands," September 1997), I
looked at $1,000 entry-level systems with five mini -

speakers and a matching subwoofer. A cool grand is pretty
much the minimum you should expect to pay for serious sur-
round sound, but even the best of such systems must cut cor-
ners to deliver impressive sound for so little money. You can
get decent bass from the compact "subwoofers" that come
with these systems, but not "Whoa, Daddy" bass. You can get
clean sound at reasonable volume levels, but what about un-

reasonable levels?

The truth is, if you're trying to fill a large room with realis-
tic theater sound levels, doubling your speaker budget to
$2,000 changes the playing field considerably. Nowhere else

in home theater will an extra thcusand bucks pack nearly the
same tangible wallop. Instead of settling for a pint-size bass
module to fill in the bottom end, you can get a true subwoofer
with a 10- or 12 -inch driver and a much more powerful built-
in amplifier. This upgrade alone will transform a system's
sound, giving today's bass -happy digital movie soundtracks a
stirringly powerful and dramatic presence.

But the main speakers are where that extra kilobuck really
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pays off. Spreading an additional $1,000 around in the way of
higher -grade drivers and crossover components, and more sol-

id cabinetry, should add up to sound with fewer typical loud-
speaker colorations and distortions than even the best of the
entry-level packages, and at much louder volumes.

Boston Acoustics, Paradigm, and Polk Audio have all es-
tablished themselves as major players in the speaker market,
so we asked each company to send me its best -sounding

Paradigm

$2,000 speaker system. I spert several weeks listening to the
three systems with fan- iliar nusic and movies on laserdisc,
CD, and DVD in the 50 x 20 x 18 -foot loft that I use for a lis-
tening room/home theater. My room is about average acousti-
cally - not too lively, not too dead. My couch sits out into
the room, so I can place the surround speakers as far away as
the fronts. I played all laserdisc and DVD movies at Dolby
reference level, and to insure a fair comparison the volume
levels of all three systems were matched at all times to within
0.1 dB using a sound -level meter.

Each speaker system was connected in turn to my reference
electronics: an Aragon 8008 -ST stereo amplifier for the left/
right front channels and a three -channel Aragon 8008X3 for
the center and surround channels, with 200 watts for each
channel, a Theta Casablanca Dolby Digital preamp/processor,
a Theta Data III CD/laserdise transport, and a Toshiba SD -
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3107 DVD player. All three center speak-
ers took their turns atop a Pioneer Elite
Pro -1009W 60 -inch widescreen (16:9)
rear -projection TV.

I set up the Paradigm LCR-350s on
steel stands in the same positions where I
auditioned the floor -standing Boston and
Polk front L/R speakers. Identical posi-
tioning was maintained for all three sets
of surround speakers as well. I placed the
surrounds on a slightly taller set of stands
off the ends of my couch, with the speak-
ers aimed directly at each other. (The
Boston and Polk dipole surrounds direct-
ed their energy away from the couch
when set up in this position. while the
Paradigms fired straight at each other
over my head.)

That the three systems sounded noth-
ing like each other was only to be expect-
ed - but that each one neatly serves a
different segment of the home -theater
market was a pleasant surprise. One sys-
tem would be excellent in a really large,
heavily furnished living room. Another
was a sonic dead -ringer for a Home THX
rig, but at a much lower price. And, final-
ly, one system attained the audiophile's
Holy Grail of effortless musicality with

both music and movies. Three
very different sounds, to be sure
- and one might be just right
for you.

Boston
Acoustics
The VR950 tower speaker is two
down from the top of Boston
Acoustics' Lynnfield VR line of
flagship home -theater speakers.
Meant to stand directly on the
floor, the 39 -inch -tall VR950 re-
sembles, at first glance, the for-

ward/backward-firing bipolar speakers
from Mirage and Definitive Technology.
But while the slim -profile VR950 has the
same kind of black wraparound "sock"
grille and gloss -black wood top cap as the
bipolars, it is strictly a no-nonsense for-
ward radiator. The only thing you'll find
on its rear is a pair of nickel -plated bind-
ing posts.

The VR950's aluminum -dome tweeter
has a very small magnet assembly made
of neodymium. Using neodymium lets
the designer shave the tweeter's size so
that it can hug the dual woofers closely in
order to approach a point -source radiation
pattern. Neodymium magnets are stronger
than the more common ceramic magnets,
but at the cost of reduced power -handling
- too much heat from a screaming voice
coil and neodymium quickly loses its
magnerection, which accounts for the
generous aluminum heat sink mounted to
the back of the tweeter assembly. Four
small carpet -piercing spikes lift each
VR950 tower about a half inch off the
floor for the best sound.

The VR12 center speaker is where the
Boston system really throws its weight
around. While most center speakers tag

along after the "mains" like small sib-
lings. the massive VRI2 pulls a Baby
Huey, dominating the system both visual-
ly and sonically. The VR12 is one of the
few three-way centers on the market, and
the only one I've seen in its price range.
It's nice to see a good, meaty center -chan-
nel speaker these days when so many of
them feature midget woofers that distort
badly if you wick up an action flick. The
VRI2 won't exactly sit comfortably atop
a 27 -inch TV. but if you have a 32 -inch
set or larger you'll be fine.

The little VRS surround speaker is a
wedge-shaped number from the.dipole
camp - that is, it has drivers on both
sides firing out of phase. The VRS pair is
meant to be mounted on the side walls of
a home theater across from the ends of
the listening couch, preferably a few feet
above a seated listener's head for the
most theater -like effect.

Rounding out the system is the VR500
powered subwoofer. Like all Boston
Acoustics VR series home -theater speak-
ers, the VR500 is magnetically shielded.
The back panel has controls for the sub -
woofer's volume and low-pass crossover
frequency. a polarity toggle switch to help
achieve a seamless blend between the
sub and the satellite speakers, and both
speaker -level inputs and line -level RCA
inputs and outputs. A nice auto -power cir-
cuit turns the VR500 on when an audio
signal is present at the inputs, or off after
a few minutes of system silence.

When the time came for some serious
listening, the first thing I fed to each of
these systems was a CD so that I could
hear how the front speakers and subwoof-
er handled music. Right away with the
Boston Acoustics rig, I noticed two very
distinct sonic traits: a slightly recessed
midrange along with a bit of peakiness in
the lower treble. This had the effect of

Boston Acoustics VR950 VR12 VRS VR500
Manufacturer's Specificatir,-n main center surround subwoofer
Frequency response (±3 dB) 45 Hz to 20 kHz 58 Hz to 20 kHz 95 Hz to 20 kHz 27 to 100 Hz
Sensitivity W nu 90 dB 91 dB 85 dB n/a
Nominal impedance 8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohms nn
Power handling 150 watts 250 watts 100 watts built-in 100 -watt amp
Tweeter 2 -inch dome 2 -inch dome two 2'.2 -inch domes
Midrange 4' 2 -inch cone

Woofer two 51,4 -inch cones two 6' 2 -inch cones 4' 2 -inch cone 10 -inch cone

Enclosure ported sealed sealed ported
Size (1-IxWxD, inches) 38'i4 x 61'2 x 12 834 x 25 x 8' 10'8 x 4'. x6 15t4x 15'. x

Weight 37 pounds 30 pounds 6 pounds 40 pounds
Finish black cloth, black gloss cap black ash vinyl black or white black ash vinyl
Price total _ 52.0501 $700 a pair $400 $350 a pair $600

Boston Acoustics, 300 Jubilee Dr., Peabody, MA 01960-6015; phone, 978-538-5000; Web, www.bostonacoustics.com
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Paradigm
Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency response (±3 dB)

Sensitivity (SRL W m)

Nominal impedance

Power handling

Tweeter

Woofer

Enclosure

Size (HxWxD, inches)

Weight

Finish

Price (total = $1,914)

LCR-350
front/surround

45 Hz to 20 kHz

90 dB

8 ohms

175 watts

1 -inch dome

two 61/2 -inch cones

ported

21 x 8 x 113/8

25 pounds

black ash

$299 each

PDR-12
subwoofer

25 to 150 Hz

n/a

n a

built-in 110 -watt amp

12 -inch cone

ported

161/4 x 141/2 x 19

41 pounds

light/dark cherry or black ash

$419

m, distributed by AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302;
phone, 905-632-0180; Web, www.parad gm.ca

emphasizing vocal and brass sibilants,
while at the same time giving the music a
more distant perspective. Guided by Voic-
es' Alien Lanes (Matador) lost some of its
brash midrange gutsiness, which naturally
made me crank up the volume to compen-
sate - but at the cost of even more Rob-
ert Pollard -approved Tascam Portastudio
tape hiss thanks to the VR950's tipped -up
treble.

I also heard a much less focused stereo
image than I'm used to in my listening
room, so I played a test CD track of the
speaker -imaging acid test - mono pink
noise. On a system with good imaging
and well -matched left and right speakers,
mono pink noise should sound like a dis-
tinct and narrow stripe of noise hanging
exactly midway between the speakers,
with no image bloat or skew to one side
or the other. Heard over the VR950s, the
image was diffuse and hard to pin down.

Once I turned to movie soundtracks,
the Boston Acoustics system came alive.
The VR12 center speaker, in particular, is
a real monster - man, can it slam out the
dialogue and sound effects! I've heard
much more expensive center speakers that
couldn't play nearly as loud or as clean as
the VR12. The Dolby Surround sound-
track of the Apocalypse Now laserdisc
(Paramount) boomed cleanly through my
living room at full Dolby reference level
even during the infamous "arc light"
scene, which gave the VR12 a workout
with full-scale infrasonic bass fundamen-
tals whose harmonics overload most cen-
ter speakers' woofers even with an 80 -Hz
crossover. The VR12 took the abuse in
stride without a hint of distortion.

Too many manufacturers skimp on
center -channel speakers, forgetting (or
never learning in the first place) that it's
the center channel that carries the most
water on any given movie soundtrack.

Not Boston Acoustics, which has injected
the VR12 with enough wolverine -grade
prednisone so that it can fill the largest
room without audible distortion. It also
has much higher sensitivity than the
VR950 - I actually had to reduce the
center -channel level on the preamp by
five clicks (!) to compensate for the dif-
ference - and the system should hit real
theater sound levels even driven by a
modest A/V receiver. I did hear more
midrange presence from the VR12 than
from the VR950s, but I found that to be a
step in the right direction as far as dia-
logue intelligibility goes. (A closer timbre
match between the center and the fronts is
usually preferred, but in this case it would
have made dialogue sound distant and
harder to hear clearly.)

The $2,050 Boston system played
movie soundtracks very loud, without ob-
vious distortion, and with good, clean di-
alogue reproduction. It managed to sound
very close in character to the best THX-
certified systems I've heard, though at a
much lower price. It also shared the limi-
tations of THX speaker systems when it
came to music reproduction.

Paradigm
The Paradigm LCR-350 is a three -driver,
two-way ported bookshelf speaker. A pair
of 61/2 -inch woofers flank a I -inch titani-
um dome tweeter. As its name suggests,
the magnetically shielded LCR-350 is
claimed to work equally well for the left,
center, or right front channels, as well for
the surrounds. The wood -framed grille
gives it a low -diffraction contoured front,
which explains why the LCR-350 was
one of the few speakers in my experience
to sound better with its grille left in place
rather than removed. Gold-plated five -

Shown with ADP -350
dipole surrounds (top)

way binding posts are on the speaker's
back panel, along with a single flared -
mouth port for the woofers.

The LCR-350 was designed to sound
the same whether positioned vertically or,
when used for the center channel, hori-
zontally. With the same speaker in all five
main locations, as Dolby Laboratories
recommends for an optimal 5.1 -channel
setup, timbre -matching in this system is
naturally ideal. The potential to create a
fully three-dimensional sound field with
5.1 -channel movie soundtracks is much
greater than with a system whose front
speakers sound different from its sur-
rounds. (If you prefer dipole surrounds,
Paradigm's $700 -a -pair ADP -350s have
the same woofer and tweeter as the LCR-
350 on either side for a more diffuse sur-
round presentation with a similar timbre.)

The Paradigm PDR- 12 subwoofer has
a 12 -inch driver powered by a 110 -watt
amplifier that includes auto-on/off switch-
ing and a soft -clipping circuit to mini-
mize audible distortion when the wife
takes the kids to her sister's for the week-
end and you go on a T2 binge. The PDR-
12 differs from the company's older PS
series subs by featuring a ported cabinet
instead of bandpass loading. Not being a
fan of bandpass subs, I was glad to see
Paradigm turn to port -loading. Unlike a
ported or sealed -system sub with a fully
exposed driver cone, a bandpass sub hides
its driver completely inside the cabinet,
like the head of a startled turtle, and pipes
its woof through a small port on the side
or bottom of the cabinet. Bandpass subs
are more efficient than ported and sealed
systems, but at the expense of bass tight-
ness and sonic definition.

The subwoofer's back panel has stereo
speaker -level inputs, a mono line -level
RCA input, and controls for volume and
for crossover frequency, which is continu-
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ously adjustable from 50 to 150 Hz.
There's no polarity switch, though, so
you might have to move the sub around
a bit more than usual to achieve the
smoothest blend with the LCR-350s.

Originally, I'd set up the front pair of
speakers without even thinking about
"right side up" because they have a sym-
metrical woofer -tweeter -woofer driver ar-
ray, which should have produced identical
results no matter which end was on top.
Nope. Mono pink noise revealed a phasey
"wrinkle" in the center image that I

couldn't explain - until I noticed that the
little plastic Phase Guard cap over the 1 -
inch tweeter dome had three support
arms, and the pattern was different when
the speaker was flipped upside down.
Turning one of the LCR-350s over cured
things completely, and the center image
on pink noise became as tightly focused
and distinct as I usually hear from my ref-
erence speakers. It may sound silly and
trivial, but it's one of those small, appar-
ently insignificant details that makes all
the difference if you're hoping to recreate
a musical event instead of just piping in
some background muzik.

Once properly set up, the Paradigm
system sang like a bird, giving equally as-
tonishing results with music and movies.
I can't really say that its strength was
more with one than the other. Whether I
listened to stereo music, like Radiohead's
OK Computer (Capitol) or multichannel
DVDs like Boogie Nights (New Line), the
Paradigm rig sounded so true and right

771.ci«, as.
771,

Musical touchstones: from the eclectic sound mix of OK Computer to Noel Redding's
bass in Axis: Bold as Love to the treble purity of Cooder and Bhatt's acoustic guitars.

that, this $1,914 Paradigm system was
very nearly without fault. The treble
range, in particular, was really outstand-
ing - smooth, open, and detailed, with-
out a hint of etch or rasp. Ry Cooder and
V. M. Bhatt's passionate acoustic slide -
guitar duel on A Meeting by the River
(Water Lily Acoustics) rang out with out-
standing treble purity.

The Paradigm rig can also belt it out
like a champ when hitched up to good,
high -current amps like my big Aragons.
Once during the listening sessons, I acci-
dentally played A&M's multichannel
DVD music sampler with the volume
turned all the way up, and Sheryl Crow's
remixed for 5.1 channels "If It Makes You
Happy" pinned my back to my couch
with an intensely loud but very clean and
open sound field. The song sounded so
huge and great that I left the volume all
the way up and chased it with David
Bowie's The Man Who Sold the World

Center -speaker challenge: Martin Sheen's voiceover on Apocalypse Now (laserdisc).
Multichannel challenge: the raucous soundtrack to Boogie Nights (DVD).

that I had to work hard to find fault with
it. Okay, so the upper midrange was ever
so slightly subdued, and the lack of a po-
larity switch on the subwoofer meant I
had to move it over a few feet to achieve a
seamless electric -bass sound at the over-
lap with the LCR-350s. But other than

(Rykodisc). The five LCR-350s and one
PDR-12 shook the room with an utter au-
thority and control I just don't expect to
hear from speakers this affordably priced,
while never losing the high -end clarity
and refinement I've come to expect from
speakers bearing the Paradigm badge. In

other words, I was blown away .by the
LCR-350/PDR- 12 system. Of the three
systems reviewed here, it had the highest
overall audio quality.

Polk liudio
Polk Audio's RT400 floor -standing tower
speakers are said to benefit from the same
technology used in the company's flag-
ship $9,000 SRT home -theater speaker
system. The magnetically shielded RT400
mates a ported 71/2 -inch woofer with a 1 -
inch polymer -dome tweeter. The back
panel has nickel -plated five -way binding
posts as well as a flared -mouth bass port.

Unlike the main speakers in the Boston
Acoustics and Paradigm systems, the
RT400 sounded considerably better with
its rather thick plastic -frame grille re-
moved. Other speakers in the Polk line
that use the same grille also have round,
contoured pads surrounding their drivers
to minimize reflections and diffraction
from the grille. The RT400, however,
doesn't have this pad, and the grille is a
source of diffraction and noticeably de-
graded imaging and midrange smooth-
ness when left in place.

The CS225 center speaker uses the
same tweeter as the RT400 tower along
with a pair of flanking 41/2 -inch woofers.
Instead of a ported cabinet, however, the
CS225 is a sealed box. And while the
RT400 (and even the RT f/x surround
speaker) sports good binding posts, the
CS225 has cheaper, spring -loaded "push -
in" connectors. On the positive side, the
CS225's uniquely angled cabinet lets you
turn the speaker over so that the drivers
are angled upward if you need to mount it
below the TV screen.

The RT f/x surround speakers offer the
choice of a bipolar or dipolar radiation
pattern with the flick of a small toggle
switch, located on the back panel and
normally hidden against the wall. In di-
pole mode, the RT f/x's fore- and aft -fir-
ing tweeters operate out of phase for a
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diffuse surround effect: switching to bi-
pole mode wires the tweeters in phase for
less diffuse, more localizable surround -
channel imaging. The RT f/x's single
front -mounted 51/4 -inch ported woofer is
unaffected by the mode switch.

Polk's PSW 150 subwoofer features the
same 10 -inch driver used in the SRT
speakers. The back panel has the usual
controls for volume and crossover fre-
quency (adjustable from 50 to 125 Hz),
speaker -level inputs and outputs, line -lev-
el stereo inputs, and both an auto -on cir-
cuit and a polarity switch. Unlike most
ported subs, the PSW150 has neither a
front- or rear -mounted port - its Power
Port is on the bottom of the speaker,
which is mounted on a wooden platform
that elevates the port above a rug or car-
pet. Polk claims that placing the port on
the bottom couples it to the floor bound-
ary, thereby improving deep -bass re-
sponse. At least you'll know this is one
speaker port the kids won't be stuffing
French fries and toy soldiers into.

After reading my impressions of the
Paradigm system above, you might think
that's all she wrote - buy the Paradigms,
end of story. But the truth is, not all
rooms are alike. The acoustics of a listen-
ing/viewing room - whether it has thick
carpeting and lots of overstuffed furni-
ture, or wooden floors and bare, echoey
walls - play a large role in shaping the
sound of any speakers heard in it. The
Paradigm system sounded just about per-
fect in my own moderately damped room,
but I've heard Paradigm speakers sound
quite dark and distant in rooms that were
on the acoustically dead side.

In such rooms, the brighter Polk sys-
tem will have a more natural treble bal-
ance. What sounded like an overabun-
dance of treble energy in my room would
be just the ticket to overcome the exces-
sively damped acoustics of many other

rooms, thus improving the sense
of treble air with music and the
intelligibility of soundtrack dia-
logue. Aside from the brightness,
the RT400 tower speakers had a
smooth, open midrange and im-
pressive imaging. The treble bal-
ance sounded the same with the
grilles on or off, but the overall
sound was noticeably better with
the grilles removed.

The CS225 center speaker had
a lighter -balanced sound than the
RT400s, which made dialogue
slightly hissy, with less body to
the voices. Martin Sheen's voice-
over throughout Apocalypse Now lost a
bit of his trademark chesty warmth,
sounding more like Charlie than Poppa
Sheen. As for the RT f/x surrounds, I
played quite a bit with their dipole/bipole
switches to see if I could hear any differ-
ence in the surround sound field. With
pink -noise test signals, I could hear a
clear difference between the diffuse ambi-
ence in the dipole mode and the smaller,
more localizable sound field produced by
the bipole setting. But I noticed less of a
difference with actual movie soundtracks,
whether Dolby Surround or 5.1 -charnel
Dolby Digital. The dipole mode soun Jed
slightly "bigger" and more enveloping,
but in the bipole mode the speakers ;till
sounded more like dipole surrounds t ian
like conventional forward -firing speakers.
If I were living with the Polk system, I'd
leave the RT f/x surrounds set on dipole.

The PSW150 subwoofer had impres-
sive weight and control. There was a bit
more audible distortion at high levels t ian
with the Boston or Paradigm subs, but the
Polk blended extremely well with the
front speakers and sounded appropriaely
tight when called on to reproduce musical
bass lines like Noel Redding's Fender
Jazz all over MCA's gloriously remas-

tered CD reissue of Jimi Hendrix's Axis:
Bold as Lore. All in all, the Polk system
gave a good account of itself, especially
considering that at $1,777 it costs almost
$400 less than the Boston Acoustics and
more than $100 less than the Paradigm.

Journey's End
I knew going into this review that I'd hear
three very different takes on the best way
to spend about $2,000 on home -theater
speakers, and my listening notes bore that
out. If you're primarily interested in
high -volume movie excitement but never
though: you'd be able to afford a THX
system the Boston Acoustics VR system
delivers a good simulation of that sound
at a fraction of the price. Large. well -fur-
nished living rooms will welcome the
crisp top end of the Polk RT system, and
its comparatively low price is a bonus.
For the rest of us, $2,000 is best spent
on a quintet of Paradigm's outstanding
LCR-350 satellites and a PDR- 12 sub -
woofer. Soulfully revealing on music, im-
peccably dynamic on movies, the Para-
digm package is, quite literally, too grand
for two grand.

Polk Audio RT400 CS225 RT f/) PSW150
Manufacturer's Specifications main center surround subwoofer

Frequency response (±3 dB) 40 Hz to 25 kHz 70 Hz to 25 kHz 40 Hz to 23 kHz 20 to 150 Hz

Sensitivity iSPLIN/m) 89 dB 89 dB 89 dE n/a

Nominal impedance 8 ohms 8 ohms 8 ohrrs n a

Power handling 150 watts 100 watts 100 wa is built-in 200 -watt amp

Tweeter 1 -inch soft dome 1 -inch soft dome two 1 -inch sot domes

Woofer 7' .-inch cone two 41/2 -inch cones 5t/4 -inch cone 10 -inch cone

Enclosure ported sealed ported ported

Size (HxWxD. inches) 361/2 x 9 x 1014 6x 18 x 6 1C x 81/2 63/4 18 x 121/4 x 20

Weight 35 pounds 7 pounds 17 pour ds 48 pounds

Finish gray black black or white black

Price (total $1,777) $460 a pair $220 5449 a pair $649

Polk Audio, 5601 Metro Dr., Baltimore, MD 21215; phone, 800-377-7655; Wet-, wwwvolkaudio.com
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popmusic

BEST OF THE MONTH
Liz Phair/whitechocolatespaceegg

Liz Phair utters the F -word just once
on her third album, and in a non-
sexual context at that - so anyone
who got into her music for the

cheap thrills alone will have to look else-
where. But those are the only people likely
to be disappointed by the wildly inventive
whitechocolatespaceegg (Matador, 51 min),
which more than justifies the false alarms,
rerecordings, and missed deadlines that re-
portedly led up to its release. Any failures
of nerve that Phair may have gone through

don't show up here. With its wide sonic and
stylistic jumps, the album is, above all, the
work of a confident songwriter turned loose.

Phair makes a clean break from her tag
as the Queen of Low-Fi Pop. The produc-
tion here - by a rotating team that includes
Scott Litt, long-time collaborator Brad Wood,
and Phair herself - is positively slick, with
a mile -high drum sound on the rock tracks
and shimmering guitar tones on the ballads.
But the sound only serves to accent her
melodic quirks. After a misstep with 1994's

Whip -smart, this set restores the anything -
goes approach to arrangement heard on
Phair's 1993 debut album, Exile in Guyville.
The acoustic songs are as deeply layered as
the big pop numbers, and the heavy rockers
always include an unsettling chord change
or two. And you can expect indelible hooks
everywhere, even in an apparent throwaway
like the rockabilly "Baby Got Going."

Also gone, for the most part, are the sex-
ually frank lyrics that once raised eyebrows
while causing the subtler aspects of Phair's
writing to be overlooked. The topic of sex
barely comes up here and is treated met-
aphorically when it does - although she
turns in her most straightforward love song
in "Fantasize." Still, Phair's recent mar-
riage and motherhood haven't caused her to
go soft. The album has more than its share
of scathing putdowns ("Johnny Feelgood,"
"Big Tall Man") and wry commentaries
("Shitloads of Money"), and she doesn't let
herself off the hook: the charming, country-
ish single "Polyester Bride" catches its new-
ly famous singer at her hometown bar, fish-
ing for free drinks. The looks at family life
range from bitterly funny ("What Makes
You Happy") to just bitter; whitechocolate-
spaceegg is no typical domestic -bliss al-
bum. And Phair's voice remains one of the
most attractive in pop, especially for those
attracted to intelligence. Brett Milano

BILLY BRAGG & WILCO Mermaid Avenue
(Elektra. 50 min)****

What an inspired teaming: leftist folk-
ie Billy Bragg, roots -rockers Wilco,

and Woody Guthrie, who provided lyrics
via his daughter Nora. That is to say, Nora
had in her possession the words for hun-
dreds of unrecorded songs whose music
went to the grave with the folk -music patri-
arch. Thirty years later, some of those words
have been dressed up with music tailored to
them by Bragg and/or Jeff Tweedy of Wilco
(and, occasionally, his bandmates). The re-
sult, Mermaid Avenue, is a warm, organic,
and uplifting set that brings an overdue rel-
evance to the folk idiom in the Nineties.

Bragg and Wilco fit together like Bob
Dylan and the Band, with the prairie -fields

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor
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popmusic
concert versions of material like "Dancing
with the Moonlit Knight" and "Firth of
Fifth," recorded at London's Rainbow The-
atre in October 1973. Plus there are rarities
from studio singles: "Twilight Alehouse,"
"Happy the Man." and an alternate "Watch-
er of the Skies." Add two stars.

One more thing: Index points are provid-
ed for the seven parts of "Supper's Ready"
(let's hear it for indexing, a perfectly sensi-
ble CD feature that has been neglected to
near death), but the subtitles aren't listed
anywhere. Dumb! Subtract half a star.

Thus, the final rating of just 31/2 stars,
which is still better than good - and good
enough for the faithful to buy this set im-
mediately. That's right: forget the booklet,
forget the fourth CD. The remaining music
is that good. Ken Richardson

SCRAWL Nature Film
(Elektra, 45 nun)
* * * 1

Bec a u se Scrawl started back in 1985 as
a rough all -female outfit (the band has

since acquired a male drummer), it's often
cited as a precursor to the Lilith trend/hype.

NOW ON L_;D

=Da 212311=
MARSHALL CRENSHAW
The 9 -Volt Years
(Razor & Tie) "Battery -powered home

demos and curios (1979-198?)," including

"Someday Someway" and "You're My
Favorite Waste of Time."

LOU REED Berlin
(RCA) The 1973 album. remastered and

repackaged with lyrics and new liner notes.

MIKE NICHOLS AND ELAINE MAY
Improvisations to Music;
An Evening With; Examine Doctors
(Mercury) Classic comedy from
1958, 1960, and 1962. Budget pricing.

DJANGO REINHARDT
Django with His American Friends
(DRG. three CDs) The guitarist accom-

panies the likes of Benny Carter and

Coleman Hawkins in the 1930s and 1940s.

WORLD LIBRARY OF
FOLK AND PRIMITIVE MUSIC
Volume I: England
Volume II: Ireland
Volume III: Scotland
(Rounder) The label's Alan Lomax Collec-
tion delves into the folklorist's Historic
Series with three separate CDs of material

recorded from 1939 to 1951.

Scrawl: bedding down for good'?

But Scrawl's attractions were always more
modest: guitar -driven pop with coffeehouse
harmony, confessional lyrics, and a lack of
attitude. And unlike many indie bands, it
wasn't spoiled by a major -label deal: 1996's
Steve Albini-helmed Travel On, Rider was
its creative breakthrough, where tighter play-
ing and songwriting finesse made for a disc
both quietly moving and noisily cathartic.

For the follow-up, Nature Film, Scrawl
has taken the curious step of redoing six
songs from its indie records and adding six
new tunes and one cover ("Public Image,"
more wounded and tess snotty than John
Lydon's version). The oldies are worth an-
other go -round (especially "Charles." the
cult -classic gender reversal of Kiss's "Beth"),
and the new versions are punchier, but most
fans will already have the songs. Surpris-
ingly, the new material (especially "100 Car
Pile-up") harks back to the band's punk
roots. But two folkish numbers, "11:59 (It's
January)" (originally on an obscure single)
and the new "Guess I'll Wait," prove that
gorgeous melancholy is still Scrawl's spe-
cialty. The latter, about unfulfilled hopes,
ends an album that sounds uncomfortably
like a parting gesture. Brett Milano

HEATHER MYLES
Highways and Honky Tonks
(Rounder. 35 min)
* * * *

1-inally, a woman doing country! Real
country! In fact, Highways and Honky

Tonks is so authentically twangy that for the
first couple of cuts, you have to ask, "Is
Heather Myles putting us on?" You marvel
at a woman doing a cover of Charley Pride's
"Kiss an Angel Good Morning" without the
retro trendiness. And you wonder where she
found a guy who does such a good Merle
Haggard impersonation in "No One Is Gon-
na Love You Better" - until you see that
she managed to corral the master himself.
After that, you just sit back and enjoy a
program that ranges from Buddy Holly to
stripped -down South of the Border.

Listening to "Playin' Every Honky Tonk
in Town" is what it must have been like to
sit in the Palomino Club 15 years ago, the

smell of stale beer and sweet romance in
the air. The band here seems not to have
looked up from its instruments since 1965.
Of course. if Myles had been around then,
she wouldn't have sounded this hard-bitten,
because "girl singers" couldn't get on stage
unless they played the gingham -clad, sub-
missive sweetheart. Think Wanda Jackson
and then get gritty. Above all, in this age of
Shania Twain, just get it. Alanna Nash

JAll
BILL LASWELL Panthalassa:
The Music of Miles Davis 1969-1974
(Cohimbia. 60 min )
* * 1

HENRY KAISER & WADADA LEO SMITH
Yo Miles!
(Shanachie, two CDs, 160 min)
* * * *
WORLD SAXOPHONE QUARTET
Sellm Sivad: A Tribute to Miles Davis
(Justin Time, 53 min)
* * *
MARK LEDFORD Miles 2 Go
(Verve/ Forecast. 61 min)
* * *

The spirit of Miles Davis continues to
beam down, the latest development be-

ing a renewed interest in the period when
his scorched -earth approach to fusion singed
more than one critical sensibility. But lis-
tening to Bill Laswell's Panthalassa, billed
as a "reconstruction and mix translation,"
I'm struck by how listener -friendly the mu-
sic is with no sacrifice of improvisational
acumen. Adding some previously unheard
material and doing a remix that usually
involves bringing up the bass and drums,
Laswell has devised a suite from music
meant for In A Silent Way, On the Corner,
and Get Up with It. It's homage -type tam-
pering, and if you're familiar with the mate-
rial, you can appreciate his arrangements.

Yo Miles!, featuring a group led by gui-
tarist Henry Kaiser and trumpeter Wadada
Leo Smith, captures the rawness and the
unruly sprawl of the original stuff. With 21/2
hours stretched over two CDs, the Kaiser-
Smith band is able to replicate the epic
trance element so essential to Miles's fu-
sion. Smith is a revelation here, adopting an
appropriately aggressive stance. And Kaiser
and fellow guitarist Nels Cline are scathing
in protracted cuts like "Themes from Jack
Johnson" and "Calypso Frelimo."

Another kind of interpretive sprawl is on
the World Saxophone Quartet's Selim Si -
cad. The material leans toward covers of
1960s acoustic Miles with the quartet doing
its mellifluously edgy thing, this time over
a thick bedding of African percussion and
abetted by drummer/pianist Jack Delohn-
ette. The slower cuts are the most impres-
sive: John Purcell's arrangements of "Selim"
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$Tmply put... Legacy builds the best speakers in the world, and we've applied this knowledge to

Home Theatre. Advances like our Field Optimized Convergent Source technology, push/pull ribbon tweeters
and exclusive Hexacone KEVLARe cone diaphragms give us a huge performance advantage

over the competition.

CAMiat more can one say about such a system except that it must represent just about the ultimate in home theatre
entertainment."

Audio Video Magazine, 887

"Cane of the finest loudspeakers
ever designed for center channel application...a phenomenal

sounding loudspeaker (Marquis)."
Widescreen Review  Isrue #27

A U D I 0
coul-teeS' ,{©rte.

1-800-283-4644  217-544-3178  Fax: 217-544-1483
www.legacy-audio.com

?..10Cittc
for front speakers $5,400 a pair

sefereetan, Pfe Vponings:

AitAiyu is;

for center channel $2,400

San Diego, California  4444 Convoy Street. Suite 230

October 3rd & 4th

Oakland, California  4231 Park Blvd. (Oakland Hills)  J. Nelson & Co.

October 17th & 18th

Atlanta, Georgia  3315 Chamblee-Dunwoody Rd.  Legacy Audio of Atlanta

November 14th & 15th

UI ay. nmn.taturcin nprn ScrA. ll,m .m<

Mete rkiev ,,ceAee'effe
New Orleans, Louisiana  CEDIA,

Ernest N. Mortal Convention Center

September 9th - 13th, Booth #423

Newport Beach, California

Home Theater Expo  Hyatt Newporter

(Ocean Room) October 9th - 12th

forrearreflr
channel
$1,600
a pair

(-500-4pteo-d-ii
1-800-283-4644

When you call we'll send you our

15th Anniversary Resource Guide.

Allentown, PA  Denville, NI  Orlando, FL  Atlanta, GA  Dallas -Fort Worth, TX  Houston, TX  Grand Rapids, MI  Springfield,IL 
San Bernadino, (:A  San Diego, CA  Pasadena, CA  Oakland, CA  Seattle, WA  Vancouver, B.C.



Receivers
YAMAHA

Yamaha R -V502
A/V Receiver

.  70w x 3 + 20w x 2 Low
impedance drive capability
Yamaha Cinema DSP & Dolby
Pro Logic Surround Remote

$19999 (YAM RV5021

TEAC AG -360
QOM stolen presets

Technics SA-EX320
13041iwx2

emote ' 174"
Sony STR-DE325

DSP,

CALL
JVC RX-5S4VBK
A/11,, 100sy x 2 or 100w x 4, Dolby Pro los.,
Digo& Aroustvs Proussor, A/V mote GAll
Sony STR-DE525

x 5, DSP tint 11 pipet
Pro Line, A/V remote CALL

CD Recorder/Players
PHILIPS

Philips CDR870
Compact Disc Recorder

Record your own digital audio
CDs Use as a standard CD
player Will also record audio
CD Re -Writable discs Remote
control

$59999 (PHI CDR870)

TEAC CD -P1120
one lock with

10/220v '99"
Technics SL-PG480A

peand if29.

Sony CDP-XE500
:warming,

prarol CALL
TEAC CD -P1440
*321, ',..rch control

1:6 '229"
Dynaco CDV-PRO
*KM Player min Vow= lobe output

0

toz
20work programming, terrace control ...'799"

Speakers

114/. OFF
114144. sly. 414..ii

$999.991

JBL CF120
Floorstanding Speakers

3 -way 12" cast -frame woofer
 11" cast -frame midrange
0.75" titanium laminate tweet-
er *250 woes 8 ohms Black
woodgrain finish

'24991/".{.1B1 CF 1201

Advent RUBY" WAS S176,99/11.
white

09"
Technics SB-T200

noel 5 5' woofers,

Melded pr '179"
Advent JADE  44% OFF Mlo. Sug.lerai
.1' wooly, 125 wens

pr '249"
JBL CF150 Off MIT Soy. Real
floarstandno, hay, 15' woofer, 325 *Ins

1 power handling, black cabinet ..p '399"
JBL L7 t1 OFF Mk Sup Retail

4way,.11' rater,
D, '999"

CALL US TOL

MUS1C®
=aim WOW)

rder 4 Ho1-800-221-8180www.jandr.com
AOL Key R
powered br

Jazz CDs - Call Te Order Music Reviewed In This Issue!
Chet Ad kip
C0165562 CD $9.,

Gawp lemc Stoning Together
Dery fled co $11.99

ass $7.99
Chick Corea: Orlin

co $11.99
Miles Davis: Complete Birth of the Cool

.$11.99

WB 46921

JAR 4th Annual Downteurei JaaaFest:
1.11811lIN

CD Changers CD MegaChangers
Technics

Technics SL-PD788
5 -Disc CD Changer

 Front -loading rotary
mechanism lets you change 4
discs while 1 plays 32 -track
programming with delete play

$13999 (TEC StP0788)

Philips CDC73517
cm mma

1 09"
TEAC PD -D2400

4 leatutti

Technics SL-PD888
4 feature

160"
Yamaha CDC -502

'179"
Sony CDP-CE525

CALL

YAMAHA

Yamaha NS -A637
Bookshelf Speakers

3 -way Acoustic suspension
design 8" woofer 4"
midrange Dome tweeter  140
watts peak Shielded Black

$9999/ pr.
IYAm NSA637)

Bose' 301° Series IV
thren/Rellecang' Speakers, r wader,
block or rosewood (dor cabinet pi '311I"
Cerwin-Vega E -312B

"- woofer, 300 wons
pr '449"

Cerwin-Vega E -315B
- ' 5' woofer,

.pc '649"
Bose Acoustimass 10

System, 5 -hey

.:is module ....1199"
TDL T -LINE 3 HIGHLY RAIED

Alex transmission line fallout bass
doh or resew,' 'T299"

iL

SONY

Sony CDP-CX220
200 -Disc CD Changer

 Custom File" group memory
with 8 designated music types
32 -track programming
Remote control

CALL!SON CDPCX2201

Technics SL-MC3
60-1 n1 genre group

CALL

Sony CDP-CX57
32 (10(k progiammeg,

CALL
Technics SL-MC6
110-
14-sxcv. ::ilarnmmq' CALL

NC XL-MC334BK
.2004. 3, 311,3 :3mming,

CALL

Sony CDP-CX270
 2uk,s, Stegcs:oroge ,songe coot*,
Fie' dig memo/group fie, log del, rem°, CALL

Center Channel/Subwoofers

Bose VCS -10
Center Channel Speaker

Two 2.5' drivers in wide dis-
persion array & two 2.5"
Compound Loaded" drivers in a
2 -chamber enclosure 10-100
watts shieldeds79 00

(80S VCS10)

JBL SC305
2 -way, dual 5 woolen, dome

,hipidert, Nark '99"
Yamaha NS -E103

fuilonge
pf '99"

Yamaha NS-AP150
3;icalier

,hvided 129"
JBL PSW1200
*Powered Subs. nut 110 Kt! amp 17.
woofer, linerp. nputs block 249"
Velodyne CT -120

11' woofer
'499 --

Belo Fleck & Flecktones: tett of (oot
11.99
57.99

Wynton Morsolis: Midnight Blues
$13.99

58.99
Lee Ritenour: Thin Is love

511.99

27th, 24th a 29th
Cassette Decks

TEAC.

TEAC V-377
Stereo Cassette Deck

Center -mounted transport
*Dolby B noise reduction 1 -
touch recording 3 -position
tape selector Peok - level meter

"69"
JVC TDR462

(TEA V377)

Dolby HX-Pro

CALL
TEAC R-565

OcAe6 lafro,

lahone lock '1119"
Technics RS-BX501

'199"
Sony TC-KE500S

...Pro,

sto Wei CALL
TEAC V-80305

. . 6 9 9"

Separate Components

AudioSource Pre One/A
Preamplifier

Line level preamp with inputs
for: DVD, CD, LD, tuner, tape &
auxiliary Bass, treble, volume
& balance controls

'199" (AS ,NE/A)

AudioSource Amp One/A

249"
AudioSource AMP Two

'299"
Dynaco Stereo 200

,tote

'399"
Harman Kardon PA5800
.5-thannel Home !healer Power Amp, 80 nail,

Alit Sig bind S999 '549
Harman Kardon P12500

rese

4479 h''299"

E FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

Receivers
TIDchnics

Technics SF-DX720
SA-AX720 A/V Receiver &

SH-AC500D Dolby Digital & DTS
Surround Processor Package

100 watts x 5 channel
Remote control

$499" (TIC SFDX720)
Technics SA-AX6
1 by No Legg,

'399"
JVC RX884VBK
.5 100w 5, buitin Dolby
Oc Pro loge, remote CALL

Sony STR-DE915I
Da':. ' remote CALL

JVC RX-1024VBK
13Chw x 2 at 100w x 5, low -impedance done

Dolby Vol Wince, Dcbi Pro Loge, remote CALL

Yamaha R -V1103
.100 w e 5, DobyDipld bulk,. Dolby Pro tea(
Weld Omura DSP, remote CALL

Double Cassette Decks
TEAC.

TEAC W-51 8R
Dual Cassette Deck

Deck #1 features auto -reverse
playback Dolby B Normal &
high-speed dubbing
*Continuous playback Peak -
level meters$7999

(TEA W518131

TEAC W -780R
op Play on deck /2
11.1c, &Arno '129"
Sony TC-WE625
*Dud Auto Reverse, duo 1 motor transports,

Bolby1311( Dolby 11X -Pro CALL

JVC TD-W718BK

'219"
Technics RS-TR575

bath tronvods
Dr, . ormoks ...12 10"
Sony TC-WE825
*Oak saquentol auto -reverse record & play,

Fa6y9/C/S/1114'm CALL

Audio Add-Ons
NON: 1(j!

Sony RM-AV2000
Universal Remote Control

Controls up to 1 2 audio/video
components Pre-programmed
For most major brands LCD
touch -screen Blue backlight

$149"
Terk AM-FMO

(SON RMAV20001

Antenna,

;non '79"
Plateau Z4A

(bon 4 shelves

'159"
BELLOGGETTI AR -703.

-ms CALL

Technics SH-AC500D
WO)/

D '299"
AudioSource CO 600

ionizer
'399"

SE HABLA ESPANOL

MildRWORLD
immitioNammir

SH
HOURSHONE 1.800.221.818024 A DAY

7 DAYS A WEEK www.jandr.com
FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA
J&R Music World, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432

For PHONE ORDERS ONLY
Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-212406-7077

ampwar
mot
11



Panasonic PV -8450
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo VCR

4 heads Trilingual on -screen
display 1-month/8-event time,
 Auto clock set & daylight
saving time TV/cable/DSS
Universal remote

16999 (PAN Ps/84.50

Sharp VCH-982U

- Sony SLV-678HF. 1!''Y'rlf, &datum Flame

(- '199"
Panasonic PV 8662

l set,

'249"
JVC HR-S3500U

 with (able
-ads, remote '299"

Sony SLV-998HF
- , r'cnnel mappng,

'die contrail, remote CALL

' 911Kroll

'159"

Turntables

Thorens TD180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable ,

 33, 45 78 r.p.m. Automatic
shut-off & auto -retract
Synchronous motor External
power supply Includes Stanton
cartridge

'29999 (THN 180)

TEAC PA -400
. nun -in phony

'99"
Aiwa PX-E855

'fridge &

'119"
Technics SL-BD22K

P mount style

Thorens TD280 Mk IV

'369"
Technics SL -120011
e1oatessional Manual, deed -dine,

;.Ana lock, pitch (ono( silver or block '479"

Mini Audio Systems
1U.1

Aiwa LCX- 1 50
Ultra Mini Audio System

Top -loading CD player with
16 -track music calendar
 Cassette deck 32-AM/FM
presets Equalizer Speakers
 Remote

'11 9" (Ara LCX1501

Aiwa LCX-350
:Aye', autcuevyr49.

Aiwa NSX-A303
h .

'199"
Panasonic SC-AK1 5

:) spore ID. Sem CD,
AM/f M, remote '199"

Panasonic SC-AK25
..,s( CD, dual outocev. cassette

JVC F S 2000
(D/AM/FM,

DVD PlayersER Wag SONY

Blues Brothers 2000

Man In The Iron Mask

Hackers

2001: Space Odyssey

2010- Year We Made
Contact

Halloween 2

Oliver!

Order 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week1 -800-221-8180
www. jand r. c o m

AOL Keyword
cowered by

DVD

DVD

1, 

DID

$ 29.99
$19.99
S19.99
S19.99

S 19.99

S 24.99

$24.99

Enter The Dragon
25TH ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL EDITION

$19"w
Sony Digital Technology MiniDisc Technology

[SONY

Sony MDS-JE520
MiniDisc Recorder

Records up to 74 minutes
20 -bit analog -to -digital
converter Digital record level
control Jog dial

52999e (SON MD5JE520I

Sony INT-W100 Webrir Internet laminal
oss the Internet on your TV, buth-in modem

oltes WebTV seance
199..

Sony INT-W200Webnir keeornet Terminal
-..r-j[anmina with '

'199
Sony MDS-S39

cidi resistant memAoryt

Sony SAS-AD3
sau18" design

CALL

Sony MDBUNDLE4
-sine MiniDtst Reader & a portable

lodes /Monk discs

player

Mini Audio Systems

69% OFF
Ob. Seg. Retail
el 512119.95

SONY

Sony PMC-M2
MiniDisc/CD/AM/FM Micro
Component Stereo System

1 -touch CD to MD duplication
AMFtv1 digital tuner Digital
boss boost 25 watts per chan-
714ifoiscters Itemote

(SON PMCM2I

Yamaha GX-50
41 ul autelm cassette

011 ra, remote '399"
Aiwa NSX A959
w 31, 5uiltin sub./oder,

Sc FM, dual autumn. cassette CALL

NC EXTD5
 omlet Ibuiltwn,3CD

(he 4'd/FM '449"
Yamaha GX-70
H.0w . 3, 3-dilt CD,

dun .. '1 S speakers '499"

131111Ei

Jason a 4r gonaurs $ 24.9 9

Moby Dick- 1997 524.99
How The West Was
Won .; 519.99
Dr. Ihivago $19.99
For A Few Dollars More $ 19 .9 9

Sarnia ovs $24.99

Swingers $24.99

Camcorders

JVC

Aiwa CSD-MD5
CD Player/Radio/MiniDisc Recorder

Portable Stereo
30 -track MiniDisc & CD
programming 30-AM/FM
presepresets

Bass reflex speakersts

$34999
Maxell MDCL

(AIW CSDMD5)

'12"
Maxell MD74/4PK

, qs, 74 minute wording
4 -ph '14

Sony MZ-EP11
P Div

Sharp MD-MS702
. tole Bev,.

pitons & ;emote '2vv"
Sony MZ-R50
. Parable Minilkst Recoulei,40 sec. shockresasom

memory, rechargeable, (emote '399"

Electronic Reference
FREE

BONUS
hens Psien

with pershase,
see below

Psion Series S
8M6 Handheld Computer

 BONUS LOTUS ORGANIZER
hUNDLE (5199 value), it
hcludes: Case Lotus Organizer
.oftware, CardScan software &
"AG Flight Guide  'After 550$49999.* Maeln Rebate

(PSN SERIES5)

Sharp OZ-640pc
512KB memory

'1'49"
3Com Palm III

399"
Casio CASSIOPEIA E-10 oVindows

'
sf 20"

Philips Nino 301
399

on, 4MB

'399"
Aiwa N5X-MT960 Hewlett-Packard HP 6601X

Intern 14CA  33%r1
'299" 999

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

JVC 011-DVM5
Digital CyberCom-

10Ox - ig i to I /10x optical
xoom 2 5 color LCD Pull-out
hi-res. color viewfinder 12
digital effects & 18 digital

odes Snapshot mode

ALLINC GROW',

NC GR-AX230U

`349
Panasonic PV -A208

'atql1 ZOOM

'399
Sony CCD-TRV85

s'
. zoom CAll.

Canon Opturo
cola La rte..',

CAL.

Sony DCR-PC I 0
Pocket -Sue Digital, 1P)s digan1/121opticoliosm

lens, 15" StowetSueen' LCD color monitor EAU

Creative Labs

CREATINP7

Creative Labs
Sound Blaster' 16 WasIffects
16 -bit V -quality stereo record
& play from industry standard
sound card

$49" ICENC-4171)

Creative Labs
Blaster' CD 32x

Internal IDE 32x CD-ROM Drive
 Transfer data up to
4800KB/sec. Flickerfree video
IDE data & CD-ROM audio
'-cables

56 999

F

Sony DVP-S7000
DVD Player

Plays DVD, audio CD & video
CD formats SmoothScan'
special effects Component
video output Remote

CALL,SON DVP57000)

JVC XV-D2000BK

SonyDolby DegitaLILDVP-S300
"Ds. Smoothscan 

CALL
Panasonic DVD-A110

nal/optical

sand CALL
Toshiba SD -3107

Os, S I

'479,31) "
Panasonic DVD-A310

ced

CALL

Televisions

Samsung TXP2889
27" + 1" ffltra-Flat Screen

Stereo Color TV
New aspect ratio allows view-
ing additional 1 3/8" of signal
Pichlre-in-picture Up to 800
lies horizontal res. Remote

6599' (SAns TXF2889)

Samsung TXG2046
r, picture tube

mote '229"
Sony KV-20V80

advanced

remote CALL

Panasonic CT-27SF14

CALL

Panasonic CT-32SF35

nails, CALL

Sony KV-35XBR48
x3S Tnnitton elk' Stereo Color TV/Maxtor
deep Mock screen, porreond-picture CALL

For a more complete
selection of Audio, Video,

Computers & more,
ALL AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Call For FREE catalogue!

Owes Tott-fur, 24 Nauss, 7 5.11 A Wm

800.221-8180
VISIT thintraie AT

31 PARK Row, NY, NY

www.jandr.com
AOL Keyword: J&R

TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (include
Interbank No., expiration dote 8 signature) To: 18R Music World, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378. Personal & business checks
must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shippin , handling 8 Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order wits a 54.95
minimum for orders up to 5500; 4% for orders over 5500 to Si' re; 3"c for orders over 51000 to 51500; 2% for orders over 51500 to 52000; 19.. for orders
over 52000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air or to Conoco, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin Islands & Pue-to Rico, please call for information. DO
NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. NY residents please add sales tax. ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS. ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH & 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be

AgnIMUSIC
MdlIKWORLD



popmusic

QUICK FIXES
RINGO STARR Vertical Man
(Mercury. 52 nun) * * *
His friends turn out in droves, from
Paul McCartney and George Harrison
to Ozzy Osboume. Still, Vertical Man
is stamped with Ringo's winning per-
sonality: he's the sole drummer on
nearly every track, he had a hand in
writing all but two songs, and the al-
bum is built around his appealingly
avuncular vocals. And he takes some
chances: the title track has the surreal,
lumbering gait of "I Am the Walrus,"
and "Mindfield" references Mersey -
beat, psychedelia, Indian music, and
hip -hop. Hats off to Ringo for an al-
bum with oodles of charm. P.P.

SARA HICKMAN
Two Kinds of Laughter
(Shanachie, 50 min)* * *
Hickman is produced by King Crim-
son's Adrian Belew, who surrounds
her guitar work with a variety of in-
struments, all of which he plays him-
self. While the Latin forays ("E Cosi
Desio Me Mena" and "Comets over
Costa Rica") veer from languid to in-
vigorating, Hickman hits her stride in
the jazzy title track, the sophisticated
ballad "Eight," and the rocking blues
"Look at It This Way." A .N.

SHIRLEY HORN I Remember Miles
(Verve, 53 min)* * * *
Horn's tribute to a friend pleases me
immensely. Her vocals show none of
the frailties of the past, and her piano
is authoritative. Contributing much
are Toots Thielemans's harmonica in
"Summertime," Miles Davis alumni
Ron Carter and Al Foster on several
tracks, and trumpeter Roy Hargrove.
My favorite track is a beautiful bal-
lad, "This Hotel," that Miles never re-
corded; accompanied only by her pi-
ano, Horn renders any further record-
ing of the song unnecessary. C.A.

EDDIE GOMEZ Dedication
(Evidence. 52 min) * * *
The bassist is joined by drummer
Jimmy Cobb and pianist Stefan Karls-
son, whose lyrical reading of "When
You Wish Upon a Star" is a highlight.
This is an equal -opportunity trio that
sums up the wealth of its leader's ex-
perience and underlines the consistent
quality of his work. Jeremy Steig's
flutter -style flute is heard to great ad-
vantage in Miles Davis's "Nardis"
and Gomez's title track. C.A.

and "Blue in Green" capture the Milesian
nonsentimental plaintiveness.

Moving from the avant-garde to the world
of pop, Mark Ledford's Miles 2 Go is better
than it looks on paper. Ledford sings in an
anonymously soulful manner, and while his
four originals are negligible, his Miles cov-
ers - on which he sings and plays trumpet
and guitar - are surprisingly fresh. Hear-
ing "Blue in Green" tricked up with hip -
hop beats may not float your boat, but the
set has an ebullience that would be curmud-
geonly to deny. Richard C. Walls

LENA HORNE Being Myself
(Blue Note. 39 min)
* * *

Reviewing a Lena Horne album in these
pages in 1969, I described her as hav-

ing a "Dorian Gray agelessness." That still
stands 30 years later. I've had reservations
about some of Horne's more recent perfor-
mances; the voice, I thought, was going. It's
certainly back on Being Myself, which finds
her in fine form. There are guests, but the
basic accompaniment by her regulars -
keyboardist Mike Renzi, guitarist Rodney
Jones, bassist Benjamin Brown, and drum-
mer Akira Tana - is all this veteran singer
really needs. Still, it's a nice touch to have
strings. Also, Milt Jackson's vibes and Bob-
by Forrester's organ lend a soft cushion

rendition of "Imagi-
nation," and Houston Person's robust tenor
saxophone is effective in "Some of My Best
Friends Are the Blues." Another 30 years?
Maybe not, but more CDs? Let's hope so,
and let's hope the next round is not as short
in playing time. Chris Albertson

THE CHICO HAMILTON QUINTET
The Complete Pacific Jazz Recordings
(Mount.. six CDs.6 hours, 27 nun;
mail-order only: phone. 203-327-7111)****

One of the best pieces of music in Boo-
gie Nights isn't a hit from the 1970s.

The stately track that Burt Reynolds puts on
the turntable toward the beginning is "The
Sage" from 1955, performed by the Chico
Hamilton Quintet. Although extremely pop-
ular with 1950s record buyers, Hamilton's
group was dismissed by most East Coast
critics as an example of West Coast cham-
ber jazz at its most pastel. The instrumenta-
tion included Jim Hall's guitar, Fred Katz's
cello, Carson Smith's bass, and Buddy Col-
lette's saxophones, clarinets, and flute. But
the key ingredient was Hamilton's drums,
which he used for color and only rarely for
propulsion. The group's signature was its
interweaving of voices and its striking bal-
ance of composition and improvisation.

With customary thoroughness, Mosaic
traces the quintet's evolution over a four-
year period beginning in 1955. The instru-
mentation stays the same (with occasional

additions), but the personnel changes. with
Paul Horn, John Pisano, Hal Gaylor, and
Nat Gershman gradually replacing the orig-
inal members. By the end, the presence of
Eric Dolphy hints at larger changes in jazz
to which Hamilton would soon acquiesce.

Mosaic has given the original Hamilton
group the best sort of retrospective, one that
bids us to challenge accepted wisdom. Strict-
ly on its own merits, this is lovely, frequent-
ly gripping music. Francis Davis

COLLECTION
THE JAZZ SINGERS
(Smithsonian. fire CDs. 6 hours)
* * * *1

The triumph of The Jo:: Singers is the
way it addresses the thorny truth that

jazz singing is not one coherent, easily de-
finable art form, like pottery, but a music
that exists primarily as a tangent and subset
of other forms: blues, instrumental jazz,
and mainstream pop vocals. Appropriately.
this five -CD boxed set doesn't lay out the
history of jazz singing in a straight -ahead.
chronological fashion but rather divides it
up according to loosely imposed categories:
blues roots, novelty songs. party records,
and jazz compositions. Especially reward-
ing are two meaty sections that explore the
relationship of jazz singing to the Great
American Songbook, in which the work of
the major Broadway composers is "swung"
and then "torched." All of the music's major
figures and movements are included here
and discussed in the I28 -page booklet -
with a few exceptions. Ray Charles turned
down the Smithsonian's request to license
one of his performances. Not explained.
however, are the absences of Peggy Lee and
Tony Bennett. Will Friedwald
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AC -3 AV Receivers
Separates
Speakers

CDs
Book Shelf

Car
Portable

AC3-THX Processors
Interconnects

Phones

GETS IT ALL!
PRICE +- DELIVERY SERVICE

VIDEO
DVD
DSS

Camcorders
Digital VCRs

VCRs
TVs

Home Theater
Projection

Laser
Videonics

FAX: (509) 838-4387
onecall@iea.com
www.onecall.com

7 Days a Week 6:30am to 7pm PST
418 W. Riverside Spokane, WA 99201
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classical music

BEST OF THE MONTH
Pollini's Beethoven, Plus!

Deutsche Grammophon has cho-
sen to introduce its new "CD-
pluscore" series of enhanced
CDs, which reveal their extras

when played in IBM -format CD-ROM
drives, with a disc of three Beethoven piano
sonatas that Maurizio Pollini recorded live
at Vienna's Musikverein early last year (DG
435 472, 66 min). Happily, the "plus" in
this case involves a good deal more than
just the scores, which can be viewed on
screen (a yellow cursor helps you follow
along as the music plays) and printed out in
a choice of page sizes.

Like other "CD-pluscore" discs, devel-
oped in collaboration with Schott Musik
International, this one includes an analysis
of the music, a biography of the composer,
a picture gallery, and biographical inform -

STAR SYSTEM
Stellar *****

Excellent * * * *
Good ***
Fair **

Poor *

ation on the performer, all pre-
sented on screen. In this case
the musical analysis, by the
Beethoven authority Barry
Cooper, is far more detailed
than the printed notes supplied
with most CDs, including a
glossary of the musical termi-
nology used. The very com-
prehensive biography, based
on Cooper's material, is divid-
ed into several sections, in-
cluding an extensive timeline.
The picture gallery shows sig-
nificant individuals in Beetho-
ven's life, along with brief bio-
graphical sketches. Finally,
there is background on Pollini.
I give all of it high marks for
clarity, accuracy, and tasteful
presentation. The texts are of-
fered in a choice of languages,
and Schott provides a fax/e-
mail hotline for help. Five ad-
ditional CD-pluscore discs are
to be issued this year.

Of course, the disc also
works in a regular CD player,
and it is strongly appealing on
aural grounds alone. Pollini's
aristocratic bearing has never
left his playing short on wit or
genuine feeling. There is an

uncommon sense of real involvement in his
response to the elegant vigor of the Sonata
No. 11, and indeed to the individual charac-
ter of each sonata. The Sonata No. 12 is es-
pecially appealing for his resistance to the
temptation to overindulge either the play-
fulness of the scherzo or the solemnity of
the famous Funeral March, whose uncon-
trived dignity comes off splendidly. The new
"Waldstein" Sonata, No. 21, easily super-
sedes Pollini's earlier recording in respect
to both warmth and all-round flexibility.

The entire recital is such a thoroughgo-
ing joy that listeners may find the recorded
applause at the end of each sonata pretty
easy to live with. The audience is not heard
from at all during the performances, and
the piano sound is first-rate all the way.

Richard Freed

ARMIRKHANIAN Walking Tune
(Starkiand 206,48 nun)
* * * *

Charles Armirkhanian is a highly imag-
inative sound poet, text -sound creator,

and contrapuntal collagist of the first order.
Laurie Anderson, in her notes for the CD,
gets it right when she calls Walking Tune a

piece of "audio cinematography" - it's re-
corded, edited, and structured like a movie.

All the music here was created for a spe-
cific occasion or purpose. Chu lu lu, a 49 -
second world -music collage, was an audio
"commercial" for the American Center in
Paris. Bajanoom was commissioned for the
1990 New Music America Festival in Mon-
treal. Vers les anges was created for a pub-
lic radio program. Gold and Spirit was com-
missioned for the Arts Festival accompany-
ing the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics (it con-
tains such rousing cultural cheerleading as
"Go Van Gogh," "Ray Man Ray," and "Mar-
cel Duh Champ").

By far the best piece is the title track,
subtitled "A Room -Music for Percy Grain-
ger." The main subject is a beautifully re-
corded sound of tramping through the great
outdoors, which works as a kind of rondo
theme framing a series of delightful sonic
episodes that involve both natural sounds as
well as more traditional - and quite haunt-
ing - musical and vocal sounds produced
by violinist and vocalist Elizabeth Baker.

Eric Salzman

BACH Heart's Solace
Taverner Consort and Players, Andrew Parrott
cond. (Sony 60/55. 66 min)****

This CD contains two motets written for
the funerals of Leipzig dignitaries, "Je-

meine Freude" and "Komm. Jesu, Komm,"
plus the Mourning Ode, which was part of
the memorial service for the Electress of
Saxony. Andrew Parrott, the director of the
Taverner Consort, an English early -music
ensemble, has reconceived performance of
these works in the same way Joshua Rifkin
revolutionized the B Minor Mass some 25
years ago. Rifkin argued that most of Bach's
"choral" music was meant to be sung by
one singer per part, and although his theory
is still fiercely debated, Parrott adopts it.

The intertwining, contrapuntal vocal lines
emerge here with startling clarity and
equality, shorn of the clotted opacity of tex-
ture that often bedevils Bach's choral mu-
sic. Although the soloists use little vibrato,
they do not lack in expressivity. The instru-
mental sonorities are piquant, piercing, and
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resolutely unblended. Whether this is the
"correct" appproach to Bach's vocal music
seems irrelevant given the beauty of the
performance. K. Robert Schwarz

A COPLAND PROFILE
Dallas Symphony, Andrew Litton cond.
(Delos 3221,70 min)****

Three aspects of Copland are represent-
ed in this "Profile" - the populist of

ballet and film, the jazz experimenter of the
mid- 1920s, and the embryonic modernist
just breaking out of his shell. The last is
represented by the Symphony for Organ
and Orchestra, composed in 1924. which
packs a wonderful punch once you get
through the relatively brief opening pre-
lude. The central scherzo has the real Cop-
land drive, punctuated by telling exclama-
tions from organ and orchestral percussion.
The increasing dissonance that takes hold
in the finale must have driven the Carnegie
Hall audience at the work's premiere out of
its collective mind. Andrew Litton pilots
his players through a resplendent reading.
highlighted by the sumptuous sonorities
and coloration of the Lay Family organ at
Dallas's Meyerson Center under the fingers
of Wayne Marshall.

Music for the Theatre (1925) is one of
my favorite early Copland pieces, with both
sass and atmosphere; the high point is the
next to last of its five movements, "Bur-
lesque." We have a good performance here,
though it falls short of the in -your -face
nerviness of Leonard Bemstein's 1957 re-
cording (now on Sony), maybe in part be-
cause that one was miked more closely.

The 1949 suite from The Red Pony, in
the composer's listener -friendly "cowboy"
style, is a pleasant 25 minutes of artful nos-
talgia. The middle movements - "Dream
March," "Circus Music," and "Walk to the
Bunkhouse" - are the most memorable of
the six. It all adds up to a very attractive
program with some gorgeous sound.

David Hall

JANACEK Glagolitic Mass; Sinfonietta
Soloists; Arvid Gast. organ: Berlin Radio Choir,
Deutsches-Symphonie Orchester. Berlin. Eliahu

Inbal cond. (Deno" 18049, 64 min)****
Composed in the wake of all but the last
of Janacek's great operas, the Glago-

litic Mass - the name refers to the antique
language of the Slavonic text - has be-
come almost familiar in the West given the
dozen or more recordings since the early
1950s. This latest one, made in Berlin's
Philharmonie hall under Eliahu Inbal's di-
rection, emphasizes the score's lyrical ele-
ment rather than its raw passion and ur-
gency, particularly in the opening section
and in the Agnus Dei. It is a valid interpre-
tation, if not necessarily superior to those

by Czech artists, and the performance is a
good one.

Inbal has a radiant soprano in Julia Va-
rady, a fine tenor. Valentin Prolat, whose
only shortcoming is a tendency toward the
lachrymose. and other good soloists. The
reading is by no means lacking in drama:
the orchestral interlude evoking the cruci-
fixion is hair -curling, and Arvid Gast takes
the ferocious organ solo near the end at a
terrific clip, driving the music home in no
uncertain terms. The sound throughout is
splendid. graced by effective depth imag-
ing. The choir seems placed farther back
than usual. but at no cost in presence and
with a distinct gain in the audibility of com-
plex orchestral details.

The popular Sinfonietta, with its blaze
of twelve trumpets preceding and follow-
ing the three sharply characterized central
movements, also fares well. The reading
compares very decently with the many oth-
er versions on disc, and again a sense of
space and depth is a major plus. Overall,
the sonics come pretty close to a draw with
the most sumptuous -sounding versions of
these works that I've heard. David Hall

MENDELSSOHN Violin Concerto
in E Minor
SIBELIUS Violin Concerto
Sarah Chang; Berlin Philharmonic. Mariss
Jansons cond. (EMI 56418. 59 min)
* * * *

The enthusiasm of the audience at the
end of Sarah Chang's live concert re-

cording of the Sibelius concerto, while in-
trusive in home listening, was certainly well
earned. This CD is a gem. Both perfor-
mances not only show how far along young
Chang has come but are by any measure ex-
ceptional. EMI's exemplary balancing of
soloist and orchestra in both works puts
these elements equally in the picture, as
they are in all too few concerto recordings
nowadays.

And make no mistake: these perfor-
mances are real partnerships, charged with
the give and take between soloist and con-
ductor that is even rarer than judicious bal-
ancing in a recording. In both the Sibelius
and the Mendelssohn there is an impression
of real dialogue, which keeps these familiar
works sounding fresh and vital without a
hint of eccentricity. The solo playing is not

We Got Gershwin
George Gershwin's centennial year is
being celebrated or CD with a variety
of tributes to the genius of this 20th -
century AmericEn pop, jazz, and clas-
sical musical phenomenon.
Sony has rereleased the
complete 1951 Columbia
Masterwcrks stucio re-
cording of his porgy and
Bess. On Deutsche Gram-
mophon's We Got Rhythm,
Andre Pravin plays piano
and Dav d Hock double -
bass in jazz renditions of

some o the composer's most pop rla-
songs. And this month BMG Classics
will release an all-Gershwin prog-am
with M chael Tilson Thomas leading

tt e San Francisco Symphony
and Broadway stars At.dra

McDonald and Brian Stckes
Mitchell - the same forces
to be featured September
30 in a Great Performances
telecast on PBS of the gala
Gershwin concert opening
Carnegie Hall's 108th season.

- Robert Fps
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classicalmusic
only assured in the technical sense but un-
failingly tasteful in even the most impas-
sioned passages, which are embraced very
wholeheartedly indeed. Richard Freed

ROSSINI II Turco in Italia
Bartoli. Pertusi. CorheIli, Vargas, others; Chorus
and Orchestra of La Scala, Riccardo Chailly
cond. (London 458 924, two CDs. 142 min)****

Rossini wrote // Turco in Italia for Mi-
-Ilan in 1814. less than a year after the

Venice premiere of his better known L'Iml-
iana in Algeri, with which it is frequently

and unavoidably compared. In Riccardo
Chailly's second recording of this amusing
comedy, he responds keenly to the opera's
vitality. This time he is aided by an even
more homogeneous ensemble than the cast
at his disposal in his previous recording for
CBS. At the center is Cecilia Bartoli's
sparkling. mischiveous Fiorilla. Full of ca-
price and coyness, she turns from an allur-
ing siren to a fiery termagant in a few sec-
onds during a duet with her elderly. put-up-
on husband, Geronio. At times the heavier
vibrato invading her tones seems a sign of
impending vocal trouble. hut her singing

r Mahler Update
New recordings of two Mahler

symphonies - one by a youngish
conductor, Esa-Pekka Salonen, and one
by a veteran, Pierre Boulez, who has
come to the composer's music late in his
career - raise the question of how
Mahlerian performance styles have
changed since the recordings by conduc-
tors who either knew him or grew up
steeped in the same tradition. I'd venture
that today's younger conductors, such as
Salonen, tend to soft-pedal the element
of anxiety in Mahler's music and to

0
0

0

Esa-Pekka Salonen

make more of its contrapuntal
complexity and brilliant orchestration.
As for Boulez, some may complain that
his Mahler is unidiomatic, but it is
certainly thought -provoking.

Despite menacing sounds here and
there in its long opening movement, the
Third Symphony has always struck me
as the most irrepressibly cheerful in the
Mahler canon. Of the recorded perfor-
mances I have heard, my first choice
remains Bernstein's 1961 reading (still
available on Sony), but Salonen's new
one with Los Angeles forces comes

closer than any other and has state-of-
the-art sound. There's tremendous range
in terms of both frequency and
dynamics, as well as a fine sense of
space, notably in the solo-posthorn
episodes of the third movement.

Boulez's DG recording of the Ninth
with the Chicago Symphony comes
across as Mahler without the tragedy.
Instead of a sense of ineffable farewell in
the final pages, we get something more
like acceptance. Boulez is very delib-
erate in the opening movement, exer-
cising great care in matters of orchestral
coloration and clarity of line, yet there is
ample menace to the intensely dramatic
climaxes. The sarcasm in the Ldnd/er
movement is tempered by an almost
Gallic concentration on coloristic detail,
but in the ferocious Rondo-Burleske
the rhythms are precise almost to a fault,
the attacks razor-sharp. The great
adagio finale goes almost five minutes
faster than the norm, but the climaxes
are telling, and the Chicago strings
are at their magnificent best. The very
last bars, played at a barely audible
pianissimo, can only be described as
unearthly. The recording, done in
Medinah Temple, is spacious and full-
bodied. If you want a Mahler Ninth with
compassion but few tears, Boulez may
be the interpreter of choice. David Hall

MAHLER
Symphony No. 3
Anna Larson, contralto; Women of the Los

Angeles Master Chorale; Paulist Boy
Choristers of California; Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Esa-Pekka Salonen cond.

(Sony 60250, two CDs, 95 min)
***It"
Symphony No. 9
Chicago Symphony, Pierre Boulez cond.
(Deutsche Grammophon 457 581.80 min)****

remains virtuosic and is always tellingly
inflected.

The playful diva enjoys the company of
outstanding Rossinians. Michele Pertusi is
a rich -toned Selim who delivers his lines
with exemplary clarity. As Geronio. Ales-
sandro Corbelli is given an aria ("Se ho du
dirla," Act II) not heard in previous ver-
sions: he excels in this, but in general he
exhibits more technique and style than
voice. Ram6n Vargas displays his excellent.
graceful light tenor in a relatively small but
very demanding role, while Roberto de Can-
dia's light baritone does well with the med-
dlesome Poeta. George Jellinek

SCHUMANN Complete Symphonies
Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Rornantique,
John Eliot Gardiner cond. (DG Archiv 457 59/.
three CDs. /65 min)
* * * *
nmhese are accomplished performances

I indeed, which will not surprise anyone
who has heard John Eliot Gardiner and his
band's startling, revelatory recording of Ber-
lioz's Symphonie fantastique. But Schu-
mann was no Berlioz. and when modern
orchestras play his later symphonies, they
almost always come off sounding like clot-
ted cream. Late in his short life, with little
skill as a conductor. Schumann became mu-
sic director of the second-rate orchestra in
Diisseldorf, and in orchestration he seems
to have adopted the motto, "double to avoid
trouble." If one instrument screwed up, an-
other would always be carrying the same
line. But by thickening the stew, he made it
almost inedible.

Even Gardiner can't change that unfortu-
nate reality. I adore the "Rhenish" Sympho-
ny (No. 3), but it's wearying that every in-
strument seems to be playing all the time
- few of them ever have solos. And the
hatchet job Schumann did on his Fourth
Symphony is only more evident from the
two versions here, not less. A deftly scored
and structurally unpredecented work in its
original version (1841). in its revised ver-
sion (1851) the Fourth became padded and
murky. Neither the "Rhenish" nor the re-
vised Fourth have ever sounded clearer than
in these readings. but the problems certain-
ly do not disappear.

The younger, less self-conscious Schu-
mann. however, is well served by Gardiner.
Just listen to the radiant, daring, and, yes,
transparent original version of the Fourth,
sounding here like a clarion call of German
Romanticism. The set also includes a rarity,
the unfinished "Zwickau" Symphony of
Schumann's youth, as well as the Overture.
Scherzo, and Finale (1841) and a riotously
virtuosic performance of the Kon:ertstiick
for Four Horns and Orchestra. Indeed, the
orchestra plays at its usual hair-raising lev-
el throughout. This is hardly the last word
on Schumann's symphonies, but it may be
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EXCEEDING YOUR
EXPECTATIONS'"

THE BEST BRANDS!
THE BEST PRICES!

THE BEST SERVICE!
Sound City is one of the country's leading full -service dealers of high performance AuJio/V deo and Custom Home Theater

products. From an entry level set-up to an audiophile -grade stereo system all the way up to a full blown state-of-the-art
Home Theater, Sound City has unmatched selection, se -vice and expertise. In addition, our huge buying power allows us to

offer excellent savings on select manufacturer closeouts on first -quality audio, video and car stereo products

Harmony Component Rack

and style to a level that s affordable for
everyone! 4 component shelves plus top
shelf CD storage adds up to an unbeat-
able combination of functionality, style
and value. Harmony structure available
in titanium and black. shelves in rose-
wood and charcoal

Titanium/Rosewood Stock 430761
Titanium/Black Stock 430762
Black/Rosewood Stock *30763
Black/Black Stock 430754

Loran Pro 4
4 -Shelf RTA component rack
comprised of 25" thick Pine MDF
shelves resting on top of a high
carbon steel frame. A powder
coated "Outran" finish makes the
rack extremely scratch resistant
Dimensions
30"1-14 22.25"W x 19.5"D
Internal Clearance.

SoStoStock 111
x 19.25"W x "D

MB Quart D55
Tower Speakers
 FR 32Hz-22kHz
 90dB Sensitivity
 4 Ohm nominal impedance
 175 Watt continuous maxi-
mum power
 2 6-1/" Woofers
 1 -Titanium tweeter
 Midnight Ash colored grilles
included

 Laminate Finish

A/V Furniture has grown in both diversity and quality over the
last several years. Many new manufacturers have "joined the
party" and brought to it some fresh, innovative styles and

designs. Always striving to stay a leg up on our competition,
Sound City proudly offers an unparalleled selection of Component,
A/V racks, and speaker stands from such well respected manufac-
turers as Lovan Audio, BDI, Atlantis, Salamander and many others.
Everyone needs a smart, durable way to house their components.

Chances are you'll find it at Sound City!

GF4
The GF4 features 4
oversized tempered
glass shelves supported
by 1.25" tillable steel
stanchions. The all glass
shelving "disappears"
and really accentuates
your equipment.
30"1-1 x 22"W x 19 5"D

Stock 121885

AVS-767
Alpha
Ambienti
 Accommodates up
to a 32" TV, with four
(4) tempered safety
glass shelves for
components below
 Dimensions.
33"W x 34"H x 21"D

Stock 41534

Atlantis Allegro A/V
Tr. -.

des .;
a 32 TV and 2-4 audio compo-
nents The top shelf also has an
additional shelf that -

easy viewing Sir
in black or Mang,
black or anigre

Black/Aniore Stock *30010 411110'

Black/Black Stock *21721
Titanium/Black Stock *21850
Titanium/Anigre Stock *21851

Classk II Component Rack
1 -Shelf me "ed

.(helves and . ' c sys-
tem. Triangular isolation coupled ciith welded
steel constrection and Lake Pine MDF shelves
'nulls in a lack with superior damping. Available
with black CT 18 Karat Gold plated accents and til-
Dlable for inu:roved damping.

imensions
32.5"H x 23 7"W x 19 5-D
nternal Cle Jana,

6" or 7.8"H x 20 25-W x 1725"D
Black Stott/ 17134 Gold Stock. 17117

We are your Custom Home Theater Specialists! Sound City specializes
in Custom Home Theater Systems, from the very basic to the most
sophisticated. Call us or fax us your floor plan or room layout and

we'll design a system that's right for you.

harman kardon
Separates!!

Harman/Kartlon PT -2500
Preamp/ Tuner Processor
 Dolby Pro -Logic Processing
 6 -Channel preamp outputs
 5 Audio inputs including tape and phono
 3 Composite video inputs. 2 outputs
 30 Station presets

Panasonic DVD-A510 D1-BVI
DVD/CD Player DIG

TP0ITAL Harman/Kardon PA5800

Dolby Digital and DTS compatible DVD player with Multi -Channel Power Amplifier
built-in AC -3 decoder The new reference standard  80 Watts  5 into 8ohms

dEs

in performance and value Features include
 Advanced Dolby Digital decoder with 6 channel
analog outputs
 Toslink and Coax Digital Outputs
 Component Video Outputs

00

 Durable 2-1,2 disc fits in your pocket N
 10 Second shock resistant memory
 CD/MD Changer control. Custom File memory
 40W x4 High power. F/R preouts
 D -Bass processing  Detachable face  Wired remote control

Phoenix Gold ZCS6
ZEROPOINT 6.5" Car
Component Speakers
 FR 70110-20kHz. ldB
 90dB Sensitivity
 4 Ohm nominal impedance
 180 Watt continuous maxi-
mum power
 6-1/2" Polypropylene cone
and 1-1,2- voice coil

 ,' cc-gg;.me con, ecctsme,- tweeter

2FROPOINT 5 05" Cur Component wars sigg 

 Remote turn-on/off with the PT2500
 Five channel high current amplifier with
individual DC power supply for each channel

UDE BEAL H

Anillirtchnology Systems 35011

Atlantic Technology 351LR Front LR Speakersc
Atlantic Technology 352PBM Powered 5u3

Atlantic Technology 353C Center Channel Spite.

Atlantic Technology 354SR Rear Surround Spirs.

Sound City specializes in high -end car stereo systems. Call us anc
we will custom design a system for your car.

Soundstream REF300SX
2/1 Channel Car Amplifier
 50W x 2 rated power at 4 ohm, 12V
 85W x 2 rated power at 4 ohm. 14.4V
 300W x 1 total power output
 Enhanced dual class A drive board
 Onboard variable crossover
 Four way
circuit protection

Power Acoustik 2APC-980
Power Amplifier
 2 channel 980 watts max
 360W x 2 RMS4 2 Ohm
 200W x 2 RMS 4 Ohm

 980W max bridged
 1/213 channels possible
 TIC 0 01°.
 Sit! ratio 98(18

Sony X/44501
4 Channel Car Stereo
Amplifier
 50 Watts x 4.2C- 20kHz 41.04°°
THD

 Crossover 8002 120111/octaim hr./
lo -pass with defeat
 Dimensions 13-1/8' x 1.15/16" x
9-7/8"

Biel See What YsWm lung For? Call Us!

Somme D5000
In -Wall Speaker
 Dip switches no front of
speaker for flexible output
adjustments of woofer
midrange and tweeter,
 Pivoting tweeter -5/8
Aluminum metal dome
 2-11' Treated paper
cone midrange
 8" Dual voice coil polypropylene cone woofer with reverse
urethane surround
 Patented flexbar bracketing system
 100 Watt power handling capability
 Frequency response 39Flz-20kHz

160

Mks OS -10
Indoor/Outdoor
Loudspeaker
 2 -was speaker system
 Acoustic suspension
enclosure
 100W power handling
 Elasto Dynamic hybnc
dome tweeter
*Long throw polypropylene woofer
 Weather resistant enclosure
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the last word on their period -instrument
performance. K. Robert Schwarz

STRAVINSKY Scherzo fantastique;
Apollo; Firebird Suite (1945)
Royal Concengebouw Orchestra, Riccardo
Chailly cond. (London 458 142.71 min)
****1

iccardo Chailly's stunning recording
Ulof Stravinsky's very early Scherzo
fantastique appeared only four years ago

with his handsome recording of Rimsky-
Korsakov 's Scheherazade, and it now intro-
duces an all -Stravinsky program that is a
winner clean through. The composer's 1945
suite from The Firebird is scored for a
somewhat smaller orchestra than the stan-
dard 1919 suite, but it contains enough ad-
ditional music to serve for two or three
staged productions of the ballet itself. While
I've tended to prefer either the sumptuous
and concise 1919 suite or the complete score,

CALL US FOR PRICE AND
ADVICE, WE'RE VERY NICE!

800.978.6253
CALL 8AM - MIDNIGHT 7 DAYS A WEEK!

TOSHIBA
TO.411.4

DVD PLAYER SD3107
 Multi Zoom -Multi Framing
 Dolby Digital AC3 *459Component Video Out
Top Rated. Top Performer Retail Price 5599

PRICE  SELECTION  SERVICE
SMILE! WE LOVE VA!
UNCLE'S STEREO
216 W 72ND ST., NEW YORK, NY 10023
Store Hours: M -F10-9 Sat10:30-7:30 Sun 11-5:30
FAX 212-721-7587 NYC 212-721-7500
NYC Consumer Affairs LIC.# 0904418

Member BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

Visit our Super -Site
www.unclestereo.com

RUBEN GUSS

SYSTEM 7 SONATA
MONITOR SPEAKERS
 8" Woofer
 Piezo Tweeter
 Breathtaking

Pair 99
Retail Price 52400

AUDIO
VIDEO
FROM
A TO Z

leiVIsce-feck.ride

MODUS MUSIC TWO

Bookshelf
Audiophile
Speakers
 7" Woofer
 3'4' Dome Tweeters

Patr 9
Retail Price $599

Chailly's affectionate way with the 1945
suite, combined with London's most lumi-
nous and wide-open sonic frame, could
change my mind.

Framed between these two colorful items
is the sharply contrasting Apollon musagete
(which Stravinsky eventually retitled sim-
ply Apollo), definitely not a splashy piece
but charged with a different sort of warmth
in its more intimate scoring for strings alone.
Played by the Royal Concertgebouw strings,
it fairly glows, and Chailly's unerring inter-
pretive instincts provide the most exquisite
balance of strength and tenderness while ap-
pearing to allow everything to come togeth-
er through its own magical grace, without
the slightest nudge. Richard Freed

VIVALDI Violin Sonatas, Op. 1, Nos. 7-12
L'arte dell'arco; Christopher Hogwood.
keyboards (Deutsche Harmonic Mundi 77350.
54 min)
* * * *1

Christopher Hogwood is once again in
very enlivening company in this ab-

solutely stunning presentation of the last six
works from Vivaldi's Op. I, a set of twelve
sonatas for two violins and continuo. One
of the factors that makes it so is the bright
sound of the ensemble. Period -instrument
performances over the last several decades
have generally used the old tuning of A =
410-425 Hz instead of the modem standard
of A = 440 Hz. L'arte dell'arco's players,
however, tune to 442 Hz, which is identified
in the annotation as "Venetian pitch" and is
claimed to be what Vivaldi himself expect-
ed when he composed these works. It cer-
tainly does enhance the vitality of the mu-
sic, and the playing itself is highly charged,
not only in the faster music but in respect to
the depth and expressiveness of the slower
movements as well.

The superbly recorded sound is bright,
lively, and exceptionally rich. The continuo
comprises a cello, a theorbo, and either
harpsichord or chamber organ in five of the
sonatas, a cello alone in No. 11. The full
complement, with harpsichord, makes the
concluding sonata, a single movement of
variations on the popular song La Folio, a
truly climactic finale to the set. In every
musical and sonic respect this disc is certifi-
ably irresistible. Richard Freed

COLLECTIONS
RENEE FLEMING
The Beautiful Voice
English Chamber Orchestra. Jeffrey Tate cond.
(London 458858.69 min)****

Here's a richly rewarding vocal album,
a feast of melody, but with no appar-

ent connections among the selections ex-
cept that they all show off Renee Fleming's



QUICK FIXES
Royal Fireworks Music;

Concerti a due cori Nos. 1-3
Tafelmusik, Jeanne Lamon cond. (Sony
63073.66 min) * * * *
Lamon and her crack period -instru-
ment ensemble illumine the Royal
Fireworks Music with Handelian vig-
or - the players' enthusiasm is evi-
dent in every phrase. The three mar-
velous Concerti a due cori, for double
wind ensembles plus strings, though
they show the same exuberance, lack
some warmth, but overall the disc is a
delight, with stunning sonics. R.F.

MOZART Zaide
Dawson, Blochwitz, Bar, others;
Academy of Ancient Music,
Paul Goodwin cond. (Harmonia Mundi
907205.75 min)* * * *
Dramatically, this love story set in a
harem has little to recommend it. Left
unfinished, Zaide is known mainly for
"Ruhe sanft," one of the most beauti-
ful melodies Mozart ever composed.
In this fine recording it receives a
ravishing performance from soprano
Lynne Dawson. The Academy of An-
cient Music sounds more like a mod-
em orchestra - less ancient, if you
will - under its new musical director,
Paul Goodwin, than under its founder,
Christopher Hogwood.

SCHUMANN Dichterliebe;
Liederkrels, Op. 24
Matthias Goeme. baritone; Vladimir
Ashkenazy. piano (London 458 265,
50 min)
* * * *
Goeme is blessed with a warm, ring-
ing voice, ample in range, and with a
technique that affords him a sensitive
control of dynamics. In this recital of
Schumann's settings of Heine poems,
he enters wholeheartedly into the bit-
terness, anger, and thwarted hopes ex-
pressed in the lyrics. Ashkenazy's ex-
citing pianism sometimes dominates,
even to the point of blurring the sing-
er's interpretive nuances. Excellent
sound, good annotation.

MCM ELECTRONICS°

Ifve S'C'tAillefor Home
Audio/Video Installation

FREE
CATALOG!

Two -Way Speaker Pair
 5" woofer, Ji." tweeter
 Ported molded cabinet with steel mesh grill
 50W power capacity
 70Hz-20KHz response, Bohm
 Overall dimensions SW x 9" x 5W
 Order #80-495,

regular price $94.95

Only

'44 F air
Price effective Aug. 25 thru Sept. 30. 1958

1-800-543-4330
www.mcmelectronics.coru
When ordering, please provide COQE:SR26

$ MCM ELECTRONICS
850 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE. 01-4 45459
A PREMIER FARRELL Company CODE: SR26

CALL US LAST
WE

BEAT ANY
WILL

PRICE
printed in this magazine on

HOME ELECTRONICS & CAR AUDIO

lace ozei ,46d4oliyed Deater,! SeKCC M77
Home Products

DVD  AC -3. CD PLAYERS  AMPS PREAMPS  TUNERS
PRO -LOGIC 8 STEREO RECEIVERS  SUBWOOFERS

LOUDSPEAKERS PROCESSORS OUTDOOR SPEAKERS
EQUALIZERS IN WALLS d ACCY'S

Car Products
CD CHANGERS AM/FM CASSETTE RAD OS  CD HEAD UNITS

 AMPLIFIERS EQUALIZERS - SPEAKERS
BEST PRICE THE BEST SERVICE

SOUND
APPROACH

6067 JERICHO TPKE., COMMACK, NY 11725
ON LONG ISLAND CALL (516) 499-7680

800-368-2344IL



classicalmusic

Opera on DVD: Act I 1

I mage Entertainment has released
the first operas on DVD, among them

Mozart's Don Giovanni (4356) and
Rossini's William Tell (4357). These two
are reissues of La Scala productions
that have already appeared on VHS and
laserdisc, and it's clear that
the DVD medium has at
least one tremendous advan-
tage over laserdisc: long un-
interrupted playing time.
Don Giovanni gains im-
mensely in dramatic conti-
nuity when the entire opera,
and not just each individual
act, can be experienced in
one go. You can't get that
on CD. It's also easier to
cue up a favorite aria -
aided by rudimentary on -screen menus
- without disc sides to select.

When it comes to the DVD's other
potential advantages for recorded opera,
they remain potential. Unlike movie
DVDs, which usually let you select
among multiple subtitle languages, both
these DVDs have the same English
subtitles as their previous video releases,
and you can't suppress the subtitles on
DVD anymore than you could on video-
tape or laserdisc. Image has also totally
neglected the DVD format's capability to
replace traditional liner notes with vivid
on -screen presentations. Movies on

DVD often include production notes,
actor biographies, and other background
materials. With Don Giovanni you get
nothing, not even the composer's dates
or the location and date of the opera's
premiere, much less the kind of liner

notes or libretto that any
self-respecting CD opera set

rmAnU AV A SCALA 

Doti Giovanni

provides. The William Tell
DVD at least provides some
of this information in
printed notes. Most impor-
tant, the soundtracks in both
cases are straight PCM
stereo, not multichannel
Dolby Digital, which has
the potential to convey a
vivid you -are -there
theatrical ambience in

recordings of new productions.
As opera -on -video experiences, these

two productions have always been some-
what substandard. Particularly irritating
is video director Carlo Battistoni's
distracting penchant for switching to
conductor Riccardo Muti whenever he
runs out of things to show in Don
Giovanni. And who wants to watch on a
TV screen a production of Rossini's epic
William Tell in which the backdrops are
themselves flat projections, often shaky
ones to boot? When it comes to opera on
DVD, we ain't seen nothin' yet.

David Ranada

beautiful soprano voice. (But do we really
need to have the point driven home by that
cloying CD title?) A few of the numbers
come from Fleming's opera roles - includ-
ing the Gavotte from Massenet's Mutton
and a fabulous rendition of the Jewel Song
from Faust - but most of the disc is a
grab -hag of wildly diverse styles. She takes
such chestnuts as Canteloube's Bailem(from
the Chants d' Auvergne) and Charpentier's
"Depuis le jour" (from Louise) and infuses
them with glorious color and warmth.

If the collection has a fault. it's a prepon-
derance of moping. melancholic songs. how-
ever splendidly performed. After a radiant
performance of "Chi it hel sogno di Doret-
ta," from Puccini's La Rondine, the middle
of the set becomes a bit of a slog - Mariet-
ta's lugubrious song from Komgold's Die
tote Stack the stately. monotonous "In mai-
m," from Orff 's Carmina Burana, the chilly
magnificence of Richard Strauss's Morgett!.
and Rachmaninoff's languorous l'ocalise -
until we finally arrive at a clutch of tunes
from operettas, including an eerie melismat-
ic number in a flamenco mood by a contem-

porary Spanish composer named Jose Ma-
ria Cano. Choose any track here, and you
will turn up a tasteful, thoughtful perfor-
mance, but the CD is best listened to one
morsel at a time. Jamie James

Quartetto Gelato

QUARTETTO GELATO Aria fresca
(Maryiti.vAllegro imports s/6().2. e.)-/ Imo)
* * *1

The name Quartetto Gelato means Ice
Cream Quartet in Italian. and Aria fres-

ea means "fresh air.- which is what this CD
offers: new versions of old tenor arias, like
"La donna e mobile" and "Saha demeure
chaste et pure." arranged for accordion, oboe,
and strings, large suites from Rosenkavalier

and Turandot culminating in tenor arias, a
rather rambling gran concerto (with varia-
tions) on themes from Vespri Siciliani, as
well as some nonoperatic dances scored
and played in café -orchestra style. My fa-
vorite is the Tango Solitario in the style of
Astor Piazzolla by accordionist (and violist)
Claudio Vena, the one (mostly) original
piece on the CD. Tenor Peter de Sotto, who
also plays the violin and mandolin, is the
quite credible Pavarotti stand-in. The other
musicians, all doubling on various instru-
ments, are deft. In a couple of places. the
Toronto Symphony under Joaquin Valde-
penas provides a rather ponderous backup
that would seem to contradict the CD's
lighthearted concept.

This all -Canadian production, reviving
the old-fashioned idea of popular operatic
arrangements, is first-class. The liner notes
are hilarious, but the actual musical content
is serious: this is entertainment music with
quite a bit of heft. In fact. Quartetto Gelato
makes me think of an early -music group -
without the early music. Erie Sal:num
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Professional Strength Fun!

GEMINI DJ STARTER PACKAGE
Everything you need to Di at home in a box!
Learn how to scratch or mix records. Make your own
tapes or learn to be a club or mobile DJ right at home.
This great DJ starter package includes:
 2 -Gemini XL -100 belt drive turntables with pitch

control and semi -automatic operation
 2 -Cartridges for turntables
 2-Slipmats for turntables record

1 -Gemini PMX-7 DJ Mixer with inputs for 2 turntables,
1 -microphone and 2 tape decks or CD players. Mixer
also has a crossfader and headphone output
1 -Instructional Video  1 -DJ Baseball Cap

 Patch cables to hook up to your stereo system
.a-Kff-1 V99"
Plus S 13.95 shipping & handling

JBL TR-125 PROFESSIONAL 15 -INCH SPEAKER
Jaw -to -the -floor sound at a great value!
Now you can have awesome professional sound levels
without changing the character of the sound.

 Cool looking pro
speakers that look
like you had to sell
the car to buy them

 Dynamically designed

HOT sown?:
HOW TO LIUILD A MILLER sYSI VAND(112 SS,00u

SAVE
5670

Slays Sound Oils
W.th dimn.eny

Ampl.f.er Rock

AMERICAN DJ
SHADOW FOG
MACHINE
Perfect for those
scary Halloween
effects!
Create fog for
smaller areas
with this com-
pact and eco-
nomical Shadow
fogger.

 Includes Fog
Machine with
10 foot remote
control

 Simply press the remote
button each time you want fog

 Covers 2,500 cubic feet per minute
 Also includes one quart of fog juice. Replacement fog
juice is available at $9.99 per quart

 Size: 12.5" x 6" x 5.25", wt. 9 lbs

were:caw /f1 /J

21114ADOW a JUICE I Q999
Plus $10.45 shipping & handling

COOL OFFER.
Yes! Enter my subscription
to Car Stereo Review now!
1 year (10 issues) for only $17.97

Name

Address

City

State Zip

CHECK ONE: O Payment enclosed E Bill me

42V5

Cl Enter my 1 -year (12 issues) Subscription to STEREO REVIEW for $19.94.

Canadian orders add $8.00 per year (includes 7% CST): foreign orders sdd $8.00 per
year for postage. Payment in U.S. funds must accompany order. Please allow 30 to 60
days for delivery of first issue.

Would you lice to receive special offers from qualified users of our mailing list/
El Yes El No
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For advertising information
call 1-800-445-6066,

or fax 1-212-767-5624.
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The Cube
by Lorent:

Slures

306 CD's
or any combination

of CO's OVI:es

I ing our rmiented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM. nu
no p1.1.1u., mid,. no wanted 'pace  Full,,tension drawer

Aid,.  From high qualit oak %ewer. and hardwood
 2.4- H. 19 -18' k 17 7 1)  bull) Assembled  SI Ac kAble 

clA 800-933-0403
to order or for a free. color brochure detailing

all our list.. tape & component storage CUBES.
1.1)1, Inc.  P.O. Box 277  Laneshont, SIN 55949

ran: 507-467-2.468  Or e-mail ...111

11 11 it

Imagine 270 CDs in one drawer.
Then, imagine modular media cabinetry.

Now, lei your imagination run wild...

CD/VHS CASE
$129"

(SPECIAL SALE)
w Holds 504 CO's or Combination

of CD's.Tapes Cassettes
p Furniture Quality

Oak Construction
w Fully Assembled Dowel

Shelf Unit
w Hand -Rubbed

Danish Oil Finish
Immediate Delivery

SO Day Unconditionalin Oak or black
Money Back Guar -imam Ills .no 11:42tte, 1::11 Foils%

1-800-878-7458
50-0 ENTERPRISES  14040 MEAD ST  LONGMONT. CO 80504

4sorispr

( all

Structures,.

rn nteJra

Plus 112.1623811 Fat 112462.7812
Jon Alexanderrra

Wolters Saslow lee.
2 8 9 0 Skyline Drive St. Paul. MN 5 51 2 1

The Shelving Shaped
ByYour Needs.
Archetype System® features modular
elements that you combine and, as needs
change, reconfigure. Shelves are rigid, neo-
prene isolators damp vibration, and solid
steel threaded support posts provide infinite
vertical adjustability. Options include
acoustic mounting spikes, large -capacity
drawer, bookends and section-br'dging
shelves. In solid hardwood or fiberboard.
Call or fax for our free color brochure.

Salamander Designs Ltd.
800.201.6533 Fax: 860.313.0526
Visit our web site: www.mander.com

Please call to receive a catalog on
storage cabinets you can't outgrow.

411"'" 800-38 7-9 790 Alb, ++Fax: 90.5-475-1154 www.can-am.ca

f
Component Storage

+ Quack, no tool assembl)
+ Solid steel support system
+ 15 standard models.
+ Custom units available.
+ Flexible shelf spacing.
+ Solid oak, walnut, cherrt

or black MTV shelves.

( ',nob° 9R

ur Iran information kit tod.1\

vJ soR ice PO Box 747-71
Nutley, NJ 0711(1

Call: 800-432-8005 Fax: 201-667-8688
e-mail: soriceav@aol.com .1
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PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES Jewel boxed, Oasts,
sleeves, etc. CABCO-663. BOX 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201.
(614) 267-8468. Prololitool.com
NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts-Expert Consultations, All Mope
Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including Old/
Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.
www.needleexpress.com

AUTHORIZED

the

Happy

Medium
www HappyMedium.corn

 ADS
 AMC

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 BANG & OLUFSEN

 CARVER

 CELESTION
 GRADO
 HARMAN KARDON

 JVC
 KEF
 LEXICON

 MONSTER CABLE

 NAD
 NAKAMICHI

 NILES AUDIO
 PANAMAX

 POLK AUDIO

 PSB SPEAKERS

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SUNFIRE

 SONY
 SONY HiFi
 TARGET

 THORENS

 1-800-906 HI-FI (4434)

11

Sound Seller
Authorized Dealer For:

ADCOM

ads
 MAC

 ATLANTIC TED#CUIT

ALOIDCONTROL

 BELLES

 CARVER

 CELESTION

 GRADO LABS

 HARKIN KARDON

 INFINITY

 .1410

 KEF

 LEXICON

 MONSTER CABLE

NAD

KIJOIJACSII

NILES AUDIO

NITTY GRITTY

01ANIIAGUNT

 PANAMAX

 POLK AUDIO

 PmAc

 PSB SPEAKERS

 SANUS FURNITURE

 SONY

 SONVIOF

 SOUND ANCHORS

TARGET STANDS

TNORENS

 TICE AUDIO

VELODYNE

2808 Cahill Road, PO. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143  (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, KINERGET1CS, NAD,
PARASOUND, KEF, AUDIOQUEST, KIMBER, STRAIGHTWIRE
MORE!! READ BROTHERS. 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH
CAROLINA 29403. (843)723-7276. RSS4chorleston.net

One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio,

Video and Car Stereo, only a few
stores in America can make this statement
and virtually all of us are located in college

towns adjacent to hi -tech l Ini versi ties. lir

Straight Talk...
for 39 Years

14 Showrooms
106 Quality Manufacturers

KIEF'S AUDIONIDEO
2429 Iowa St., Lawrence, KS 66046
Monday through Saturday 10am-6pm

http://www.kiefsay.com/
AtJ1)1()/VII)v()

785-842- I S 1 I
OUR 23RD YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
ADCOM * NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARV-
ER * KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON *
NAKAMICHI * AMC * PSB SPEAKERS * VE-
LODYNE * JAMO * GRADO LABS * AUDIO -
CONTROL * a/d/s/ * NILES AUDIO * THORENS
* SANUS SYSTEMS * TICE AUDIO * INFINITY *
PANAMAX * ROCKFORD-FOSGATE * TARGET *
SOUNDSTREAM * CELESTION * MONSTER CA-
BLE * SOUND SELLER BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL,
MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224

AI IT ELECTRONICS
HOME THEATER DVD

800-359-8200
AUTHORIZED DIALER

FOR EVERY COMPONENT WWI

1585 ROUTE 46 EAST, LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424
TEL: 973 256-1122  FAX: 973 256-5388

www.avielectronics.com

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,3023
E. Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1-800-283-4644.

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

SINGERS!IST1Zsf -
Unlimited, Low Cost. Instantly Available

Background Music rom Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"'
Free Brochure & Demo Tape .
LT Sound Dept SR -15
7980 LT Parkway.Litbonia.GA 30tr
Internethttp: Itsound.com
24 Hour Demo/In4o Request Line (770)4822485-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

FOR SALE

Components

that define

the preseil.

Systems that

anticipate

the future

Our
20th
year!

z erence
/4/00,9117-4424
so. cal. 310.517.1700

fax 310.517.1732
www.reference-ay.eom

Comoetitiie Prices  Courteous Service ExoErt A Juice

Authorved realer for the finest audio a. video brands

ADA Celestion
ATI Citation
Atlantic Dec. Creek
Audible Illusions DCM
Audio Contol Denon
Audio Pow, Fanfare
Audioquest Grado
Bag End Hafler
Balanced A.dio Hales

Bryston Harman Kardon
Bybee Infinity
Cal Audio Labs Jamo
Cardas JBL Synthesis
Caner KEF

Cary Kimber Kable

Magnum Dynalab
Meridian

Mirage
M I T

Mdsubishi
NAD

Nestoroyic
Niles

Nitty Gritty
Nordost Flatline

Pioneer Elite
Pro AC

P55
Rega

Roomtune

Sharp
Scnance

Sony
Spectron

Straightwire
Target

Tremens

Tice

Tashiba
Tom shend

Vor Schwerkert
VPI

Wiraworld
%La

amt more

10214 Dalton Ave.. Dept. SP, Gardena, CA 90248
e-mail rav2000Kaaol corn

4101:31111AV'' MusicIAN Cantor Mo.
 1:1IMP.E IE :AM, AT:1111Ni

 Night Club
 Pro Audio
 Effects Lighting
 Complete Satisfaction

klar '

Call For Your
FREE Catalog!

1-888-577-4AMC

glt".
 Moble

WWW 11111e11,1.1111111,1,

MDIO CLIM X
Professional Lighting & Sound

DJ Gear  Effects Lighting  Pro Audio  Nighu I ul

1101frrarhtA X

80077
Cd11 (*For Your Free Catalog!

Quality 'cud° Furniture at 20% off Retai Price! Featunng
Archetype System from Salamander :resigns Ltd
MEI. 1-806879-5267 www auciofumiture cam



FOR SALE

WHOLESALE
11001116§1800

CONNECTION www.wholesaleconnection.com

,OLC
RX1024
RX884, 664
Teghttigt
SAAX720
SAAX6

PhMget
VSXD607. 907 ..Call
VSXD557. 457 Call

VR2090 Call
VR2080 Call
1090VR Call
Hamon/Kardon
AVR40, 55 Call
AVR75, 85 Call

011NYB
TXDS939. 838 .Call
TXDS747. 545 .Call

IM372=1
FS5000, 7000 .Cal
FSMD9000 .Cal
MXD402. 602 Cal

Aa
NSXA707, 909 Cal
NSXMT720 Cal
NSXMT920, 960 Cal
XRH33MD Cal
XRH66MD Cal

ZVR55 Cal

NI.MtntOk
SCAK25. 75 Cal

CELEI:=11 11:01:123313
PKMer ftnaawk

Call PDF1007 Call DVDA310 Call

Call PDF957 Call
PDRO4 Call

Call Nammod
Call CD2260, 80 .Call

COM224M Call
Technki
SLMC6. 3 Call
SPLD988. 888 Call
Harmon/Kardon
FL8300 Call

Onkyg
DXC540, 730 . Call

XLMC333 Call

CDPCX220 Call

CDPCX240 Call.3=13r.
C4114213

XLI Call
ZR Call
OPIUM Call

Pic
GRAXM700 Call

GRAXM900 Call
GRDVM5 Call
GRDVL9000 Call

WAN*
PV1.858, 958 Call
PVDV710 Call
Call For Other Brands

DVDA110 Call
DVDL10 Call

llama
DV505 Call
066060 Call
DVL909 Call
Toshiba
S03108 Call
SD7108 Call
Call For Other Brands

MEC=1:.
&My
TCKE500 Call

TDR462 Call
TOW718 Call

HarmontKardon
DC520 Call

DOR
RSTR5

M75

Call

KE1172:=El
Panasonic
KXTG200. 210 Cal
KXTGM240 Cal
KXTCC942, 902 Cal
KXTCC912 Cal
KXTCM939 Cal

SNY
SPPSS961, 965 Cal
SPPA967, 957 Cal
SPPM932 Cal

L1E1=12111 1=1
Sham Mbar
MDS702 Call CC1. 3

MOR2 Call SMVIDEO

MDR3 Call

MDSJE510 Call

MDBUNDLE . Call

MZEP11 Call

TCDD8, 100 Call

111=1=3L.
DV52. DV62 Cal

PT12 Cal

V636 Cal

ADATTO Cal

Mitt
OUTRIGGER Ca

OVTR1, 2, 3 Ca

OPS1 Ca

RS SERIES ® Ca
SM SERIES

US1G Ca

Home Subwoofers

Klemm!
1050SW Call

BIBMIX
8111,2 Call

611
61000, 12000 _Cali
ICIMMIErin

Call For Brands

We Hatetfilat You're Looking Foe We Ship FedEx
=gr CrillS 24 Hr. Fax (516) 564-9593  P.O.'s Welcome!

DV32CLR
DV52CLR
DV62CLR

Call
Call

Call
Call
Call

Radar Detectors

WW1*
1585WH Call
1595SE Call

8401, 846i
945STi, 855...
MEI
ESD6100. 200
ESD6500
thckll
LR02200
LA065430,6200

Call
Call

Call

Call

Call
Call

Portable CD's

DES55, 51
DE406CKT

XLP84CR
XLP64XR

Panasonic
SLSX500. 300
SLSW515

Somme
DPC792. 692 Call

IMO=
NNW
KEHP424, 616 Cal

KEHP818 Cal

DEH45DH, 590H Cal
FHP700 Cal
DEH36, P56 . Cal

DEXP1R, 98 Cal
CDXP1230 Cal
CDXFM1239 Cal
CDXFM633 Cal

Weiss:4
KRCS305. 505 Cal

KDCS2009, 3009 Cal
KDCS5009 Cal
KDCC461 Cal

KSFX230. 430 . Cal
KSFIT520 Cal

KDSX1000R Cal

1058830, 930 .

CHX99, 99RF Cal

ktly
Call XRC6100, 7200 Cal

Call CDXC480. 680 Cal

CDX505RF Cal

Call CDX715 Cal

Call MDXC7900 Cal

Pimagnic
Call CODP930 Cal

Call CODFX85 Cal
CODPG570, 605 Cal
CODPX60 Cal

Call For Brands 8 Models Not Listed
361 Charles St  West Hempstead, NY 11552

FRIENDLY PEOPLE, EXPERT ADVICE, and THE LOWEST PRICES!

HONIE THEATER SPECIALISTS

American Buyer's Club International

1-800-354-1324
130 Highway 33 Englishtown, NJ 07726

THX - AC -3 Consultants
For info & customer

service call
732-780-6600

Fax orders
732-294-7480
VISIT OUR UEBSITE

VVVVVV.ABCSTERED.COM

YAMAHA
RX-V992 ..AC -3 749

RX-V2092 CALL
HARMAN/KARDON

AVR135 CALL
AVR40 CALL

DENON
AVR2700 CALL
AVR3200 AC -3
AVR5600 THX

PIONEER
VSX-D906
vSX-D606

699
CALL

B K
Ay 2090 CALL

NAD
2I6THX AMP

PARASOUND
PSP- I 500 DIGITAL
HCA 2205 AMP

ADCOM
GFP 750 PRE AMP
GFA7500 AMP

Q75
MODEL THREE

PSB
STRATUS GOLD ....CALL
STRATUS MINI NEW
www.WHARFEDALE.com
DIAMOND 7.2 CALL

ATLANTIC
TECHNOLOGY

450 SYSTEM THX
370 SYSTEM AC -3

BOSE
AM 10 NEW LOW PRICE
AM 7 II LOWEST PRICE

KRIX
www.krixspeakers.com

EQUINOX Award Winner
APEX TOWER

KLIPSCH
KLF20 CALL

CALL
CALL

Plikv,r7 ANI

51)3107
TOSHIBA

CALL

PIONEER
DVL909 DVD/LD/CD

SONY
DVP-SS00 CALL
DVP-5300 CALL

PANASONIC
DVD-A3 I 0 AC -3

DENON
DVD-3000 DTS

1-1111112111911111111

LOWEST PRICES!
VELODYNE FSR-12

MILK MX -125
KLIPSCH KSW-200
CLEMENTS RICHTER
CLEMENTS RICHTER2
BIC 12008

4133=11.27:11

JVC
XL -MC 334BK ...200 DISC

DENON
DCM460 339

NAKAMICHI
ALL MODELS CALL

YAMAHA
CDC665 239

1-413EN33332CD

HITACHI AUTHORIZLIJ
TOSHIBA DEALER
SONY CALL
MITSUBISHI CALL

_HOSE
JVC

0,0 PIONEC.11

SONY
YAMAHA
Velodyne

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
S YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

All products are new USA merchandise covered by the manufacturers warranty or
ADCs excluswe funned waryanty

Photo, Video
SMILE & Electronics

For Orders Only:
NY Residents & 2 967.59001Inf-o8r9apio-n51.1162-4228

DOCl/V1.9
HoydS

MINI DISC

Waster Card

SPECIALTY AUDIO
0-40 39995
675 217 95

NI THEATER HI Fl COMPONENTS

HOME THEATER

MINI SYSTEMS

MID, SYSTEMS

22995
159%

CALL

31195

32295
21195

CD PLAYERS

AV RECEIVERS
il.25

DE525

ANALOG RECORDERS

C211

Call

CUl

CA'

161 95

164 95

169 95

91 95

AllADD-SB;;;

OCR -MCI'

DIGITAL RECORDERS
239 95

Ca6

MINI Hi. ri COMP SYSTEMS

MlIC".-R"5°X66A. :all 0 -

MIDI SHELF
LIT -D990 469

LBT.D390 439 95 1.43, .05,

VS111:1111X-09065RECEIVERS
VS X-0557

59.

CalDv.r.,

951 7457
,

5

Call V59-0507
Car 039 0107 17995

CA

13995
COMPACT DISC

CO -FILE SYSTEMS

CAsSE7E DECKS

Kum SYSTEMS

Lo PLAYERS

111M111.r..-:

138%

17995

11995

Cal

169 95

134 95

399 95

329 PP

495 A:

113995

rE 2,,,RmA7.L L. 51 RIES
.. 289

219% 21605 13995

,.0210 SPEAKERS

J.1,12

tellirr.173=.

DENON

TOSHIBA

ncn
JVC

Panasonic inzsio

Pioneer

SAMSUNG

55995

Call

91

CO

12,10

1652:

American
Express C.O.D.

PEAVEY

GEMINI

SHORE MIKES

DOD

AM -6;5 SR45  5v9NUOFEl.
AM-1015 IRS . SUBWOOFER) '
IS '2.5 501(5. SURCOTLINERIEMOTE, r1

IMINF77:77771
AYR -5900 CM AVF-315..

AVR-3200 GM AVR-269.
AVR2700 LM AVR-240-
AV3-1403 Cal AVR1100
CAA -776376275 Cal XD 1659425
D1,10 -13C0 1000 Cal 0C1A-560

ORM 7406505-650 Cal 5E194.131

MOPET EATER
AVR-85 1019% AVR-75

AVFI-55 579% AVR-4c.

SIGNATURE SERIES
20 144995 21

AU040 ME110 COMPONENTS
P7-2500 31995 IM -5800

111-630 169% AWN
10.8300 23995 R. -845C
10-420 28995 00520
ESTIVAL 60 tag 95 HSTNA,

'9

HOME THEATER AUDIO

RECEIVERS
SAE,
SA A4C0C 2:1 412 JA

SAM

SL-MC70

SLMC310
SI.PD786
SLETP388

51.-RG770

TAPE DECKS
RS -111272

RS

TURNTABLES 6 Mixt pv
SL P:

St, 70
11=IMMINIFIT

RECEIVERS

_323

WW -254
T096718

/19.04021
MX 2602T

EX -0070
i5 -10D0

OS -5000
yr '970

CO CHANGERS
15995 5, 61-
21095
13495
1-152

COMPACT DISC PLAYER' -

2M% -
CASSETTE DECKS

14295 DAV 354
20995 TD4.462
MINI SYSTEMS

.

261% 9S kieuu
79 25, 177

111106000
111 LOP. PRICES

777.72TITI-F711

ACT

W15M94H 91 55

' 21 95
S

1.194 995'

1

49 95166 95

9

'24 95

22902275102 95
70 5wkA 99 95 . -- 19195

.... 99 95

915, .cono, o 149 95 169 95
Cu, Cord 915. 11 95 5901

DE 35 EIR,b2d 89 95 ' ..

BEL

845STI 16.95 615, R 174 95
815 ST IR 84 95
8461 (Lore I 134 95 810, 164 95

61995 61 95 62995 71.96 63995 71 95
6499 15 6599 13295 2200 74 95
LRD-9000W 99.95 R0503050E0 69.65

COBRA
ESD 61007916 EST 6290 91 99 652 6500121 954/3xlimilmomio

P1ONEIEI2'Jvc
clarion KENWOOD
SONY / //1.131dE

PANASONIC DENON
OBLAUPUNKT

Retail & Mail Order 29 WEST 35th ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10001 ,

Mon-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-2 Sun 10

FAX 20 HOURS
1-800-699-2836
1 212.967-5912

WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE ST SEP 96



FOR SALE

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return and
refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for
returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are
not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-
ranty, the seller may offer its own war-
ranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the writ-
ten warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by cred-
it card, you may have a greater recourse
in the event the advertiser does not per-
form. (Check the complaint procedures
of your credit card companies). For
phone orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of the
order, you generally have the right to
cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a let-
ter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the sell-
er's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guide-
lines, you experience a problem with a
mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.
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N\m /American
Cavdome l'heater

PRE -FALL CLEARANCE M
AC3 DTS DVD AUDIO VIDEO

Ak 208110 5,520- 5189 pr. DOA 1.W.7

ARAGON 8008bb 52.500" 51899 HARMAN KARDON

AXON AMPS AS LOW AS $299 PIC 400W RECEIVER

ATUNTIC 251.1 IR $.400" $169 pr. KU 2100
BOSE AMID 5.12e0r 5649 KLIPSO KSP400
UK AVS000 5.1.300 5649 MARANTZ SR96I1

UW 802SP weir $1789pr. MILLE 'NUM DTS

CELESTION A3 SSALE M1RA4E M129SIS

DAHLOUIST 2X10' SUB 5349 ea. MAK NX350
DENON DUI360 $319' 5139 NAD 515 CD

53700 51295 pr. NAN EVERY MODEL ON SALE

CAL ONKTO TXDS939 57700
CALL

51829
$tar $219 PARASOUND P/SP1500 WA) 5789

$1000' $689 PIONEER TV  DVD  REC 8 ELITE CALL

CALI ROTEL RCD915 SPX $489
$.1600 949. SHARPVISION FRONT PROF TV CALL

$AO- $349 SHERWOOD R925 S1000 5549

$400 99 pr. SONY STRIDE 80E5 SHOD $689
$101/0
sag

CALL

5P99
VELODYNE FSR 1800
YAMAHA LOWEST PRICES

(ALL
CALL

MANY OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE. SOME CLEARANCE ITEMS. DEMO OR TRADES. FULL MANUFACTURERS OR AIR WARRANTY.

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICE ON SYSTEMS
Call Today 1-800-889-5845 And SAVO!!

V " " I LI All ;rands _

eApress From A - Z..
...And More!

1.800.419.2323
3550 La son Blvd SW  keanside, NY 115

Receivers  CO Players

MiniChsc  DVD's

Am Systems  Car Stereo

Subwoofers Speakers

likamthn CrAN
Radar Detectors  Scanners

Car Stereos  Ca' Speakers  Telephones
2 -Way Raclin  Car Amplifiers

I m 8 8 8 2 5 7 " 7 5 0 0
electronics.net/Radareity/

Reach proven
mail order buyers!
They turn to us when they
are looking for purchasing
information and advice.
Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost
environment that sells.

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry
leading titles of

Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad.
simply call toll -free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am - 5pm EST)

or FAX: 212-767-5624

For subscriptions inquiries call
303-604-1464
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LASER VIDEO

LASERTOWN VIDEODISCS

DVD1S-LASSIRDISCS
800-893-0390 215-721-8688

LASERTOWN VIDEO DISCS
50 SCHOOL HOUSE RD www.lasertown.com
KULPSVILLE, PA 19443 FREE CATALOG

CABLE TV

CALL 1(800)-72-BOXES(26937) FOR UNBEATA-
BLE PRICES ON ALL YOUR CABLE EQUIPMENT.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE. DEALERS WELCOME.
VI SNM \STE RCARD/DISCOVE R/C 0 . D. QUALITY

ENTER-AINMENT. WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD!!!
CABLE To EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES. Quality produch atoR-

fordable 3fICIN. 30 day money bock guarantee. 1 -year war-
ranty. Quantity dbcount. Dealers welcome. 1-860-628-7712.

DESCRAMBLERS-CLEARS ALL CHANNELS ON
CABLE TV. WHOLESALE PRICES, HIGH EST QUAL-

ITY, 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, 1 YEAR
WARRANTY. CABLE KING: 1-800-886-7711.



CABLE TV LOUDSPEAKERS r
CABLE TV CONVERTERS &

DESCRAM8LERS

\..isit us
tkaelectronics.com

FOR .4 FREE CATALOG OR TO ORDER CALL

800-729-1776
CABLE TVszegalp
DESCP.AMBLERS

INTELESTAR

PHONE
ONE=

 30 Day Money Back
1 Year Warranty

 Dealer Inquiries

800-835-2330
CABLE CONVERTERS. DECODERS, AND ACCESSORIES
AlwaystheHGHESTQUAUTYPRODUCTS.LOWESTPRCESANC
BEST SERV CE M.E. Electronics: 1-800-347-9917
WWW.lr ronic.com

FREE TV CABLE CATALOG. Revolutionary new products! Con-
verters, Fur wowing boxes, Gold or Silver that do oil boxes.
Open 7 days a week. 1-800-676-6342.

CABLE DESCRAMBLER KIT. Only $14.95! See all premium & pay -
per -view channels. Why pay hundreds more? For more inf or-
nxrhon: 1-80B-752-1389.

CABLE IV DE=RAMBLERS & TEST CHIPS. FREE 30 DAY TRIAL. FREE
1 -YEAR WARZANTY, QUALITY EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/DISC/
AMEX/COD 3C ELECTRONICS: 1-800-675-7125.

Ili Test Chips
Er For all cable boxes

1-800-639-5542Anittii221111111
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS SAVE $1000 ALL MODELS AVAILABLE IN
STOCK. LOWEST PRICES 1 YEAR WARRANTY QUALITY PRODUCTS
FRIENDUEST SERVICE OPEN 6DAYS. 11 ELECTRONICS TOLL FREE
1-888-823-60x 7.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30 DAY
TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW EQUIP-
MENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS & C.O.D. CALL
NOW: 1-800-586-9920.

SATELLITE TV

SATE WTE DESCRAMBLER. PROGRAMMING PACKAGE ALJTHO-
RIZES ANY SAILLITE TO RECEIVE ALL CHANNELS AVAILABLE,
INCLUDING 5REMIUMS AND PAY -PER -VIEWS. 599.95.
800-333-6150. wow.sateilre2CO3.net

FREE DSS TEST CARD information package. Works with new
system. Write SIGNAL SOLUTIONS, 2711 Buford Rd., Suite 180,
Richmond, VA 23235.

LOUDSPEAKERS

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
procsss in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEWFOAM Kits

NEWFOAM
.0.02

n:.
Satisfaction Guaranteed  Se Habla Espanol
Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts

Worklwide Service Since 1979

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-2349
WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND
ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
$ANAV. N EWFOAM com

MA -2 REFERENCE

kdoettiAtIthilq _Oerformance

_Agewthrfvj Orwvironer

For your free catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division  Wyoming, MI 49548
1-800-536-3691

E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net

lit MON,  MO

SPEAKER
F CATALOG

The Parts Express catalog is a must
for the serious speaker enthusiast! We
are a nationally known electronics dis-
tributor that takes pride in our huge
selection of products and our first rate
customer service. We stock a dizzy -
Mg array of audio related components
including raw loudspeaker drivers for
home and car, home theatre products.
connectors, wire, test equipment, plus
numerous accessories. So what are
you waiting for .. call for your FREE
268 page catalog today!

Source
Code. SRM

Parts Express 1-800-338-0531
725 Pleasant Valley Dr.. Springboro. Ohio 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000  FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail salesOparts-express com

ROTTEN SPEAKER FOAM? Toll Free 1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY
SPEAKERS , 11203 49th St. N., Clearwater, FL 33762.
www.simply-spookors.com. D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS FOR ANY
SPEAKER. FACTORY SERVICE-ALL BRANDS. SATISFACTION
GUARANIEEDII VISA/MC/DISC/AMEX

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jc1a, Audiophile,
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tirane St., Princeton,
NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881. http://www.prex.com

WANTED NAKAMICHI ZX7 CASSETTE DECK. MINT CONDITION
ONLY TOP DOLLAR PAID CALL 612-738 0,..Ar

Classified Advertisers...

Millions of your prime prospects
can be found in the industry lead-
ing titles of Hachette Filipacchi

Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
toll -free & reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am - 5pm EST)

FAX: 212-767-5624

Stereo Review
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

L

PLACE
LABEL
HERE

MOVING? Please give us

8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check
box below and attach label with

corrections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and fill in coupon. For gift
subscriptions attach a separate
sheet.

Send STEREO REVIEW
for 1 year at $19.94

 New Subscription  Renewal
E Payment enclosed E Bill me

Canadian and foreign orders
add $8 per year.*

NAME

',DRESS

CITY

STATE

1(303)604-1464
FAX 1(303)604-7455

STEREO REVIEW
P.O. Box 55627, Boulder CO 80322

Payment in U.S. funds must accompany order.



Catch (same.

Watch ws.

contacts
HOW TO REACH ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE

PAGE ADVERTISER

6 Alpine

WEB SITE/E-MAIL PHONE

www.alpine1.com 800 -ALPINE -1

17 America Online www.aol.com 800-603-8181

16 Atlantic Technology 1WWW.atlantictechnology.com 718-762-6300

33 B&K Components www.bkcomp.com 800-543-5252

51 Bell'Oggetti www.belloggetti.com 905-890-8008

9 Bose www.bose.com 800-444-BOSE, ext.630

41 Boston Acoustics www.bostonacoustics.com 978-538-5000

18-19, 65 Cambridge SoundWorks www.hifi.com 800-FOR-HIFI

C2-1 Camel

88 Cerwin-Vega www.cerwin-vega.com 805-584-9332

62 CompuServe www.compuserve.com

53 Crutchfield www.crutchfield.com/md 800-955-9009

30-31, Definitive Technology
32, C4

www.definitivetech.com 410-363-7148

61 DTS www.dtstech.com, www image-entertainment.com

17 800 Every CD www.everycd.com 800 -EVERY -CD

12-13 ESPN www.espn.com

4-5 Harman International www.harman.com 800-645-7484

94-95 J&R Music World www.jandr.com 800-221-8180

27 Klipsch www.klipsch.com 800-KLIPSCH

93 Legacy Audio www.legacy-audio.com 800-283-4644

15 M&K Sound www.mksound.com 310-204-2854

103 MCM Electronics www.mcmelectronics.com 800-543-4330

37 Mirage www.miragespeakers.com 416-321-1800

C3 Monsoon www.monsoonpower.com 888-4-ATTI2D

11 Niles Audio www.nilesaudio.com 800-289-4434

97 One Call www.onecall.com 800-540-0900

53 PARA (Professional Audio/Video Retailers Association) 800-4-PARA-94

45, 46, Paradigm www.paradigm.ca
47, 66

905-632-0180

2-3 Pioneer -Car www.pioneerelectronics.com 800-746-6337

23 Polk Audio www.polkaudio.com 800-992-2520

105 Pro Sound Stage & Lighting www.pssl.com 800-672-4268

42 Radio Shack www.radioshack.com 800 -THE -SHACK

29, 39 Sony ww.sony.com/minidisc 800-222-7669

101 Sound City www.soundcity.com 800-542-7283

20 Sunfire www.sunfirelabs.com 206-335-4748

103 The Sound Approach 800-368-2344

102 Uncle's Stereo www.unclestereo.com 800-978-6253

59 Velodyne Acoustics www.velodyne.com 408-436-7270

52 Velvel Records 212-353-8800

56-57 Yamaha www.yamaha.com 800-492-6242

Clean 'II r 14-:11Yilr0111I1(sllt.

L

Televisions and VCRs that

ram.

come with a unique /nature: energy

efficienty. They have the same

performance as conventional

models, but save money and the

environment by using less energy.

Look for the kvi,RGY Si R label

on other products as well. Th find

out more, call I -888-S1AR-YES

(I-888-782-7937).

.I.hc \ 1- S I su label is sponsored M the I ..S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the I ..S. Department of Energy. Esdmis

STsk is a I .S. registered mark.



COREY GREENBERG

The Truth Is Oot There
READER, BE WARNED! There walk
among us aliens from another world, sin-
gle-mindedly bent on replacing every one
of us - man, woman, and child. They
look like us, dress like us, even pray
alongside us at our places of worship.

I am, of course, talking about Canadian
loudspeaker designers.

America and England may have spent
the latter half of the 20th century vying
for bragging rights to the world's best -
sounding speakers, but the last five years
have been all about Canada. The ripples
of Dr. Floyd Toole's groundbreaking
work on lab -controlled listening tests at
Ottawa's National Research Council in
the 1980s can be found today in the rapid
dominance of such NRC-inspired Canadi-
an speaker lines as Energy. Paradigm. and
PSB. These days. it seems, many of the
world's best -sounding speakers are being
designed by guys whose breath smells
suspicously of Molson and who pro-
nounce the word "out" as "cot."

Make no mistake - the aliens have
definitely landed. I just returned from a
tour of Harman International's new state-
of-the-art speaker laboratory in North-
ridge. California. and everywhere I turned
at this proudly American audio manufac-
turer. I ran into a Canadian smiling and
pointing a calibrated microphone at a
shuddering woofer. In much the same
way as the Allies divvied up all the best
German physicists after the war, Harman
has imported some of Canada's best loud-
speaker minds to jump-start its JBL and
high -end Infinity divisions. Toole himself
was the first alien abductee. back in 1991.
and he's since brought aboard many of
his ex-NRC assistants such as Sean Olive
and Allan Devantier, Infinity's current Di-
rector of Engineering.

It's not unusual for aliens to erect a pri-
vate sanctuary on their conquered soil
where they can feel free to participate in
native rituals. So it makes perfect sense
that in launching the new Harman Con-
sumer Group Acoustical Engineering
Lab, Dr. Toole has built an NRC-inspired
"home away from home" where the Har-
manized Canucks can continue to practice
their special blend of subjective- and ob-
jective -based speaker design.

To understand why Harman's new lis-
tening lab is so important. it helps to look

at the two traditional and opposing camps
of speaker design - the "objective" and
the "subjective." Think of them as the lab -
coats and the hippies. The objective de-
signer - usually a stark -faced, degreed
engineer with a low tolerance for long
hair or fun - locks his prototype speaker
into an airless, soundproofed tomb and
measures the bejesus out of it till it reads
"flat," actual listening be damned. The
objective school has turned out many
speakers whose measured performance is
exemplary but whose sound is terrifyingly
lousy.

At the other end of the spectrum lies
the subjective designer, usually a fun -lov-
ing, long-haired guy with a low tolerance
for degrees or engineers. His product de-
velopment consists of simply listening to
music on a prototype speaker, diddling
with this driver or that crossover circuit a

repeatedly prefer. The approach has paid
off for the NRC-aligned Canadian speak-
er companies. and Harman hopes to re-
peat that success in the U.S.

Twenty engineers work in the 10.000 -
square -foot Listening Lab, which will be
used for all of Harman's consumer speaker
brands. Four computer -controlled. acous-
tically variable listening rooms, ranging in
size from 2.000 to 4.500 square feet. are
where trained listeners are herded and
then handed laptop PCs to record their
opinions on prototype speakers. There's
more state-of-the-art measurement gear
crammed into this facility than at any ten
other American speaker manufacturers
combined, but the coolest thing in the
whole building by far is the high-speed
robotic speaker -positioning system in
each of the listening rooms.

You should see this thing in action!
The aliens put a bunch of different pairs
of speakers on movable pallets behind an
acoustically transparent black screen, and
then the PC -controlled music (CD -quality
PCM audio stored on a hard drive) stops

To call Harman's Listening
Lab the best speaker -evaluation setup I've
ever heard is selling it short.

hit, then listening and diddling sonic
more until, a few months later, the speak-
er sounds "good." measured accuracy be
damned. This school has turned out some
very musical -sounding speakers whose
measured performance is so terrifyingly
lousy that high -end critics are forced to
laugh it off as being somehow not worth
worrying about.

To be fair, most of the speaker manu-
facturers I've visited over the years mix in
a token page of the enemy's playbook.
But at the end of the day, the labcoats
don't really listen, the hippies don't really
measure, and neither side can understand
why their speakers don't seem to get any
better as the years go by.

That's the genius of the NRC and now
Harman's Listening Lab: by using not
just measurements but also rigorously
controlled listening tests with both audio-
philes and civilian listeners, engineers can
better correlate measured performance
with subjective sound quality and push
their designs in directions that listeners

for less than 2 seconds as the system
silently swipes the pair you've been lis-
tening to out of the way and swings the
new pair into place just as the same bit of
music starts up again. To call this the best
speaker -evaluation setup I've ever heard
is selling it short - this rig results in
such outrageously better and more repeat-
able comparisons that the only way Har-
man won't get better -sounding speakers
out of it will be to restrict the listening
panels to shell-shocked goats and Jenny
Jones.

In fact, the Listening Lab has already
borne fruit. In a day spent listening to JBL
and Infinity flagship models, the most im-
pressive demo I heard was of JBL's new
HLS610 two-way minispeakers. Despite
their size, the pair I heard sounded bigger
and better than most of the megabuck
high -end speakers I heard this past Janu-
ary at the Consumer Electronics Show.
The cost? Just $300 a pair. And that's
what forging a new leadership in loud-
speaker research and design is all aboot.
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"If you want truly incredible
speakers at an unbelievable
price, run and get this system:'

-Jeff Cherun, Home Theater Magazine

Definitive's remarkable $799 Pro Cinema
'ub/sat system features:
 Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance

for Musk and Home Theater Perfection
 125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
 Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
 Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
 Dolby AC -3* Ready
 In BLck or White

Home Theater Magazine raves:

"Truly awesome...close to
perfection...clearly sets a new
standard for sub/sat systems"

see our dealer list cn facing page.

nitiveTechnolo
The Leader in Nigh-Pe-formance Loudspeakers

11105 Valley Hts. Dr.*Baltirnore. MD 21117*(410) 363-7148

Visit us at http://www.definitivetech.com


